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FOR fifteen years Formica has been
furnished in changing forms to suit
the convenience of the radio engineer
and producer. In the early days it was
sold in whole sheets and whole lengths
of tubing and fabricated largely by
hand by the radio builders. Then there
were decorated front panels printed in
gold and silver. Now there are sanded
or threaded tubes punched and cut to

length, washers, sub -panels, shelves and
terminal strips - - most of them shipped
all ready to assemble.
At large expense, Formica equipment
has been changed from year to year to
provide production in quantity at all
times of insulating parts that would
meet the requirements of the moment.
And the quality and uniformity of the
material has also steadily advanced.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4638 Spring Grove Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio
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WIIEN applied in suitable circuit,
the vacnuua tithe not only performs
electrical functions butter than any
other means but also reaches to
ccrtain fields not otherwise attainable.
'l'he perfection of special radio by
I0oducts" tubes sud circuits has placed in
the hands of the designers Means so sensitive, so selective. and yet so reliable. that
it is now possible to telephone instructions
to a machine and have it perform any
number of preatrranaged operations.
The actions of this machine are su lifelike that in the popular press --it has been
called the mechanical 1111111. Such machines
are n - rendering etTective service in
IHaver companies' stab -stations, taking the
place of human ',I:oh n attendants.
Ninny other applications of radio appliances have been made to other arts.
One of the great debts owed to radio is
the new knowledge that has resulted front
studies of radio phenomena. Each new art
brings with it new relations which either
confirm our existing theories or cause us to
revise them to take into account the new
phenomena. As we know nothing absolutely,
it is not surprising that our theories are
undergoing frequent revisions.
As our knowledge is increased by continued studies, our applications will he correspondingly improved and doubtless new
applications made that are now beyond the

Substituting Argon for Helium in Low -Voltage Rectifiers
By E. líaner and Dr. S. Marie
Impedance of Iron -Cored Chokes

11

flights of our wildest fancy.
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and experimentation are vital factors
in the radio business. The

individual manufacturer

must be up -to -date in every
respect -must take advantage of each
progressive step in the industry.
Scovill places at your disposal a
department of research and experi-

A

R

T

mentation that has contributed items
of unquestioned value to the modern
radio. In addition, when you place
orders with Scovill, you get the services of a modern efficient organization
where scientific control of manufacture, quality of metal and careful
workmanship are of paramount importance.

Scovill means SERVICE to all who require parts or
finished products of metal. Great factories equipped
with the last word in laboratories, and modern machinery manned by skilled workmen, are at your disposal. 'Phone the nearest Scovill office.

SC

i

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

--

--

-

Waterbury, Connecticut

- -

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA
PROVIDENCE
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
IN EUROPE
THE HAGUE, HOLLAND
Member, Copper and Brass Research Association
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EDITORIAL
November 1928

THE RADIO PARTS BUSINESS
HE radio parts business has changed

color and direction within the past few
years. This is due principally to the
fact that the radio fan has changed
color and direction. The early enthusiasm,
centered around the novelty of radio, has been
transplanted. Today, interest is focused almost entirely on the program element.
The younger generation, as might be expected, shows a keen interest in the technical
phases of radio but enthusiasm is somewhat
tempered by the presence of the manufactured
radio set. A large amount of the "urge to
build" is thwarted by this presiding influence.
The radio parts business could never obtain
sufficient nourishment from the depleted ranks
of radio bugs, tinkerers and self -styled engineers. Consequently, the majority of parts
and accessories manufacturers have directed
more of their efforts towards supplying the
set manufacturers. A large percentage of
their present outputs flow in this direction.
The rest is absorbed by kit manufacturers,
replacement demand and custom -set builders.
A larger and more diverse field of distribution is desirable in order that the future of the
business may be made impregnable. Action
has already been taken in the development of
business in custom -sets. We have witnessed
the extension of activities into the electric
phonograph and power amplifier fields which
bear a close relation to custom -set building.
Obviously, there will always be a large
amount of custom -set building. The important consideration is to school the men who
are getting this business; form a special
organization if necessary. Parts manufacturers appear to operate under the assumption that these professional men are first -rate
engineers. As a matter of fact, they lose valuable time and valuable business because they
are unable to obtain first-hand technical information.

The set builder doesn't profess to be an engineer, at least when business is involved, nor
does he profess to be a super-salesman. He
suggests that the parts manufacturers look on
him as one who is sufficiently interested in
radio to make it his business and sufficiently
sincere with himself to learn as much of the
technique as he can. Why, then, leave him
solely to his own devices, particularly in view
of the fact that it is equally as important, if
not more important, to the parts manufacturer
to have him increase his yearly business?
The present -day professional set -builder is
the future radio contractor. The rapid strides
being made in the commercial applications of
radio devices makes it a certainty that there
will be a demand for men capable of handling
contracting jobs. The professional builder is
the logical man to take over this business.
It is becoming common practice to wire
new apartments and apartment -hotels for
radio. Small theatres not capable of supporting a large orchestra or standing the expense
of talking motion picture equipment are finding it to their advantage to have installed
an electric phonograph and power amplifier.
There is a tremendous field here alone and
the same equipment is adaptable to auditoriums, road houses, churches, etc. The wiring jobs are sufficiently profitable to make it
worth the while of the professional man to
enter this phase of the business.
There are many other commercial fields,
and many to be developed, where both the
parts and accessories manufacturers and the
present professional builders have rich opportunities.
Cooperative effort is the prime essential in
developing the commercial field. RADIO
'ENGINEERING is desirous of assisting both the
manufacturers and the future contractors in
any way it can.
M. L. MUHLEMAN, Editor.
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-true to
the broadcasting
just like those on the
other side of the microphone -this fact
alone makes radio
fans want Gold Seal
Radio Tubes.
This steady demand,
topped with national
newspaper advertising in your own terriSweet tones

-

tory- consistent-

week after week,
makes dealers want

Gold Seal Radio
Tubes for pro fits'sake.
MADE RIGHT
PACKED RIGHT
SOLD RIGHT

Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc.
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
Also Manufacturers of Gold Seal Electrical Appliances
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You Can Make

Good Money Installing

This with
this

Full power
for 250 tube
in any set

and
this ->

at low cost
There is a big demand for super-power tubes
and natural tone quality. Cash in on S-M
675ABC Power Supply, which enables you, at
very slight additional cost, to put a 210 or 250
power tube in the last audio stage of any receiver, with no changes in wiring, giving it
great power and much improved tone quality.
The 675ABC, using one 281 type rectifier tube,
supplies 425 volts B, 35 to 84 volts C, and 71/2
volts A to the power tube, and in addition 22,
variable 22 to 90, 90, and 135 volts B to the rest
of the receiver. To sets using A.C. tubes it also
supplies A current at 11/2 and 21/4 volts, and C
bias as required. The unit is small and compact,
-only 3''16 x 17 x 83/4 in. high to top of tube.
Completely wired, $58.00; or in kit form, $54.00.
Send 2c for Data Sheet No. 7 -use the coupon.

The remarkably low-priced S -M 678PD Phonograph
Amplifier is ideal for use in small theatres and moderate sized dance halls, or to bring old phonographs up -to-date.
For use with any dynamic speaker having 90 to 110 volt D.C.
field -or with two dynamic speakers (supplying field current
to one) -the 678PD amplifier takes the input from any magnetic phonograph pick-up, or (using adapter plug) from the
detector of any radio set, and amplifies it to the tremendous
output of a 250 tube -with the tone fidelity and freedom
from hysteretic distortion provided only by the new S -M
Clough audio system. Fully light-socket operated from 105
to 120 volt, 60 cycle A.C. supply. Tubes required are one
each, '81,'26, and '50 type. Price of complete kit, $69.00; or
wired $73.00. Send 2c for Data Sheet No. 9 use coupon.

-

True Tone Quality from New S -M Audios
S -M Clough-system audio transformers
are guaranteed unconditionally to give
better tone quality than others, with
higher amplification, regardless of size,
weight, or price. They sell in tremendous
quantities, by simply comparing results
with others in the comparison amplifiers
used in S -M demonstrations at recent
radio shows.

Are you receiving "The Radio builder" regularly? No. 5 told
houe to build an amplifier for comparing audio trans/motets. No. 6
tells all /shout the new S -\1 Public
Address Amplifier. To all Author.
'zed S-M Service Stations, it comes
free of charge; to others a nominal
charge is mude. Use this coupon.

If you build professionally,
us about the Service Station
franchises. Or if you don't build,
yet want your radio to be custom made, S -M trill gladly refer your
inquiry to an Authorized Silver Marshall Service Station near you.
write

In the curves at the right E is the two -stage
curve for the large -size transformers (S-M 225
1st stage; and 226, 2nd stage. $9.1111 each), I) is
that of the smaller ones (S-M 255 and 256, 56.011
each). Note the marked advantage over A. B,
standard eight and ten dollar transand C
formers under equal conditions.

-all

Silver- \lar.hall, Inc.
$54 W . Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
..Please send me, free, the complete S-M
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiohuilder.
f

For enclosed
Blowing:

in stamps. send nie the

The Radiobuilder
The Rudiobuilder
-\I DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each:
No. I. 6708. 670ABC Reservoir Power Units
No. 2. 685 Public Address Unipae
\o. 3. 730. 731. 732 "Round -the World" Short

51k) Next
X81.00)

12 issues of
25 issues of

I

I

...No.

9
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SILVER - MARSHALL, Inc.

854 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

"Coast-to-Cot"

Screen Grid Fond
No. 6. 740
.. No. 7. 675ABC High -Voltage Power Supply and
676 Uymanic Speaker Amplifier
..No. 8 Sargent- Rayment Seven

!..
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of our cooperating distributors, whose
announcement directly follows, joins us in
presenting a descriptive summary of some of the
outstanding values to he found in the new
S -M

Trans

formers
No. S. 720 Screen Grid Six Receiver

NMI

CCONE

Next

Nave Sels
No. 4. 223. 225. 226. 255. 256, 251 Audio
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The new S-M 720 embodies in the most
perfect form the revolution that screen grid tubes have brought about in long distance reception. Three of these tubes
in the R.F. stages, with shielded SM coils,
bring in distant stations on the next 10 kc.
channel to powerful locals! The new SM
255 and 256 transformers set a far higher
standard of tone quality than ever known
before. Custom -built complete in 700
cabinet, $102.00; complete kit, with
pierced metal chassis and antique brass
escutcheon but without cabinet. $72.50.

Shielding Cabinet

Beautiful two-tone brown moire finish,
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Designed by two famous engineers to
give the very extreme of results now possible in broadcast reception, irrespective
of cost, the S-M 710 SargentRavment
Seven sets an entirely new standard.
Scouring the limits of distance possibilities, with 4-screen -grid R.F. stages
bringing in a station on every 10-kilocycle
channel all the way around its one dial
(with five auxiliary vernier knobs)
equipped with the unequalled S-M Clough
system audio amplifier-yet the 710 is

-

only $175 custom-built complete. or $130
for kit including aluminum cabinet.

730

Round-the -World Four

The famous "Thrill Band" set -for
long-distance broadcast reception; has
S-M Clough -audio-system tone quality
740 Coast -to -Coast Four
splendid also for code. One screengrid
A time -tested and famous circuit -one R.F. stage, regenerative (non-radiating)
12.F. stage, regenerative detector (non- detector. Coils in kit tune from 17.4 to
radiating) and two A.F. stages- combined 204 meters; SM 131X Coil ($1.25) exwith immeasurably finer coils, the high tends range to 350 meters, and 111Y coil
efficiency of the screen -grid tube, all the ($1.50) to 650 meters. Aluminum shieldgain of smooth -working regeneration, and ing cabinet included with 730 KIT $51,
new S -M Clough- system audios, make the or fully WIRED $66. Also with 711
740 the greatest value in the fifty-dollar Adapter (plugs into any receiver, conclass. WIRED in 700 cabinet: 740 ((or verting it to short wave) KIT $36, WIRED
D.C. tubes) $75; 740AC (A.C. tubes) $78. $46. 712 Essential Kit, $16.50.
Kit less cabinet: 740, $51; 740AC. $51.

with walnut finish wood

base, $9.25.

-

B and ABC Power Supplies
The 675ABC with an adapter allows a
UX210 or UX250 power tube to be used
in the last stage of any radio receiver -to
which it supplies B power at 425. 35,90,
and 22 volts; also 22-90 variable. A anti
C power are supplied to the power tube.
and II/2 and 21/4 volts for A.C. tubes if
used. Uses one UX281 rectifier. Price
$58 WIRED, or $54 in KIT form.
670ABC Power Supply has max. B
voltage of 180; otherwise similar to the
675ABC. Price, WIRED, $46; KIT $41.
670B Power Supply for B power only.
685 Public Address Unipac
180 volts max., and lower voltages as in
For coverage of crowds r f 1.000 to 675ABC: WIRED $41.50; KIT $40.50.
10.000 people, indoors or outdoors. with

680 Series

Unipacs

Perfect reproduction and hum -free
light -socket operation have made S-M
Unipacs famous. There are four type
two single -stage, and two two -stage models.
using 210 or 250 tubes singly and in
push -pull. Each Unipac supplies 45, 90.
and 115 volts B to receivers, and two -stage
models supply in addition 11/2 and 21/e
volts for A.C. tube filaments. Available
as kit or wired. Prices from $8L50 to $117.

1

one to twelve loud -speakers, the 685 Public Address Unipac furnishes unequalled 676 Dynamic Speaker Amplifier
tonal clearness. It uses one UY227, one
A single-stage power amplifier, using
UX226, one UX250, and two UX281 one 250 type power tube and one 281
rectifiers in three stages for microphone, type rectifier. Used with any receiver. as
radio or record pick -up amplification. 685 a third stage before
dynamic speaker,
WIRED Unipac is priced at $160.00; or it will give wonderfully improved volume
685 KIT, $125.00.
and tone quality. WIRED. $55; KIT $49.

The new 678PD Phonograph Amplifier, as well as all other Silver -Marshall
radio products, are shipped promptly from our stock. Special attention to mail
orders; liberal discounts to dealers and setbuilders.

Fill Out and Mail the Coupon
ROYAL EASTERN ELECTRICAL. SL'l'l'LY
CO.. Dept. REt 1.
16 East 22nd St., New York. N. Y.

ROYAL EASTERN
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
16 East 22nd Street

New York, N. Y.

Please send me free, your latest catalog of radio
apparatus, containing full description of the
complete S-M line, as well as other leading lines
,rl receivers. accessories, kits and parts.

I
Name
Address

aor
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The Guidinj
I-Iand
Hour after hour a graceful
monoplane throbs across a
vast ocean, searching a path
from continent to continent
through fog and storm. Like
a mighty helping hand rising
from the depths, radio points
the way and keeps a wondering world informed.

The tiny wires which constitute the
radio apparatus are the unseen nerves which are
sustaining the navigator of the air on his trackless route.
They must respond instantly to every command. Without the radio apparatus, which is an essential part of
every long distance plane, the conquest of the air would
be impossible.
Dependable magnet wire and coils are indispensable
for one failure -one short circuit -might mean disaster.
Dudlo takes pride in its belief that in making copper
wire products which stand the severest tests, it is contributing to man's triumph over the elements.

-

u

DUDLO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
56 Earl St.

Newark. N.J.

los W. Adams Sr.
Chm+ o. Ill.

Division of
THE GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION

274 Brannan St.
San Francisco, Cal.

1143 Bingham Ave.

St. Louis, Mo.
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Pat. Applied for

w

The B -L Rectifi
illustrated
is a full-wffve

B -24,

with an out

-

capacityof fro
r3 amperes at
32 volts. It is
lipped with speoll horizontal
nting brackets
ynamic speak tc. List Price.
$6.00.

Reliability
Because of their compact design, wide range of application and
their ability to furnish smooth unfailing power, B -L Rectifiers have
been adopted as standard by many of the largest dynamic speaker
and power equipment manufacturers.
B-L Rectifiers are long -lived. They are Dry ... Noiseless ... Durable
Compact. > > > Are furnished in standard capacities -single or
full wave with standard or special mounting brackets, or built to
your specific needs.

The Ben« ood Linze Company
St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Pea Applied for

Pat. Arrl,ca fo+

B -l2and B -16, B -L Units.

are full wave rectifiers with an output of I

to 3 amperes at 6 to 8 volts, For
trickle chargers, dynamic speakers
and "A" power devices. List price.
B-12

Rectifying
Unit is full-wave rectifier for supplying
D -24, B -L

direct current to ex-

cite magnetic field
coils of dynamic

.... $4.50

B -16

....MOO.

Send for Booklet explaining the characteristics and application of B -L Rectifying Units. A post card will bring it.

speakers. Litt price $6

C -110. B -L Rectifying
Unit is a single -wave

rectifier for replacing
charger bulbs. Fur-

nished with either
Edison or double -'a
contract screw

bake.

!, List Price. C -110
ti C -210 $4. C -310

.

$

Ben L'ffin

RECTIFIERS
k...._.1ta3v,n.z,sui

íss"ulnT.11ttc..:R-4tA.1,47,1YaTi\i><,G.Y01/4C1a.Gltir.atilil`P.+1rinoramrDOJC:tIGi:Y.:Yti%GZ7^Pl:Siti-:.:

. ti...
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Radio "First Aids"

1

IT'S one thing to design a radio set or power
unit, with proper components and circuits for
ideal results. It's quite another to go out and
service no enti of sets in the homes of listeners -in.
And so it is to help the service men -the greatest
factors in permanent radio merchandising success-that we dedicate the following radio "first

aids:"
¶The most common sourer
of poor radio is a fault.
antenna. Sometimes it's the
location. A Clarostat Antenna
Plug invariably improves reception, whether used alone
or in combination with an
antenna, and whether used
in a "dead spot" or in a "DX
location ". The best ground
is the screw holding the wall
plate of the electric outlet.

any desired value. A twist of your screw- driver, and
each resistance is set permanently. And if the plate
voltage is to be made variable, the Volume Control
Clarostat can be included in the set.

¶The loud -speaker volume and tone should be adjustable to meet desired conditions -from loud, crashing
(lance music for shuffling feet, to soft, soothing, non interfering music for the background of the conversation. The Table Type Clarostat, at the finger tips of
the listener-in, provides any
degree of volume and mellowness.

With the reallocation of

wave lengths and the providing of many cleared channels, DX will again come
into its own this winter. The simplest step in the
direction of DX reception is a higher grid -leak value.
Yet a low grid -leak value is still essential for powerful

¶Fluctuating line voltage is a
factor in satisfactory socket power operation. The Power
Clarostat, together with the
lowest

voltage

tap on the

signals. The Grid Leak Clarostat, used in place of
the fixed grid leak, will provide ideal operating conditions. Also, plate voltages must be carefully adjusted,
particularly for the detector and the r.f. tubes. The
Duplex Clarostat will provide two fixed resistances of

power transformer of the set or power
unit, will provide a simple compensating
means for line voltage fluctuations.

tiAnd there are other Clarostats
and other uses for the Clarostat
line, hut the story is too long to be
told here in detail. Sotechnical literature on the Clarostat line of radio "First Aid" and how to use them. Remember,
these first aids apply just as well to the set being built or manufactured, as to servicing existing sets in everyday use. if you are an engineer for a radio manufacturing company, write us on your
firm letterhead. and we shall place your name on our technical bulletin mailing list.
Writefor

CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING COMPANY., INC.
Specialists in Variable Resistors
282 North Sixth Street, Brooklyn, N Y.

->cLAIZIOSTA-r*-,
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No
No

linkiq

tangling -No .rpreadiq
NO matter what your product

there is a place where
Shakeproof Lock Washers belong. In quality production
neater job.
they bring the advantages of positive locking
For quantity production they prevent tangling, speed up the
production line and save money. The roll call of Shakeproof
users is the roll call of American business. Whatever your
product, mail the coupon below for free samples- test Shakeproof Lock Washers in your own shop.

-a

SHAKEPROOF

LoclZWasherCompany
2509 North Keeler Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

110.11.

.
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teeth orm

multiple locks
-die nut will only
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Type
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Type rt

Free

Samples
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2509 North
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"R P J

»

The Radio Receiver That Will Appeal to
Your Discriminating Clientele

Phono-Radio -$425.00

Console Model- "R -P -L", A.C.
Radio Receiver consists of
Walnut Console Cabinet, 50 "x
19 "x291/2", Tilting Top, Full
Length Swing Doors, Radio
(A. C.) Receiver, mounted in
sliding drawer, Phonograph
Turn -Table Electric Phonograph Motor, Carrying Arm
and Electrical Phonograph
Pick -Up, Electric Throw Over
Switch. all necessary Tubes
and Dynamic Speaker.

C.-

No. 3, A.
$195.00
A.C. Operated "R -P -L" Radio
Receiver,

Less Tubes
Speaker.

and

THE ULTIMATE IN RADIO
The R P L is a receiver designed to enable you to readily sell the
discriminating purchaser. It appeals to the lover of good music who
appreciates beauty in design plus true tone reproduction in combination with sensitivity and selectivity.
Unconditionally Guaranteed -Five mddels to choose from
Three ALL ELECTRIC, 110 volts, 60 cycle, A. C. operated.
Two Battery operated models for dry batteries or eliminators.
Applications for appointment as representatives now being
received- choice territories still available.
Liberal merchandising plan for representatives with limited capital.
"R -P -L"

RADIO PRODUCTS LABORATORY
Telephone:

1931

Endicott 4548
Broadway, New York

1931

Name

Street
City

State

New York Gty
Representative p Purchaser.

Broadway, Dept C.

I am interested as a

13
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Back Again!
Due to a large number of
requests from schools, colleges, laboratories, etc., we
are again making available
the Group Subscription
Rate.
on Groups of 4 or more)

$ 1 .00
yearly

Will you not cooperate with us by classifying subscriptions sent in
as follows:

(M) Manufacturer
(E) Engineer
(D) Dealer or Distributor
(S) Service Man
(P) Professional Builder

(T) Technician.

Radio Engineering, Norember, 1928
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Nine out of Ten Speakers
now use this perfected rectifier
THE complete list of dyThese Dynamics are
absolute dependability. Solely
all Kuprox-equipped
nai:nic speakers using the
upon these tests, conducted by
YNeil
:\bux
new perfected Kuprox Rectispeaker manufacturers themBaritone
us ford
Empire
Sonochorde
fier reads like a roll call of
selves in their own laboraFada Radio
Sonora
1'arrand
Steinite
the industry. Practically every
tories, was the Kuprox Unit
Federal
Temple
freed- Eisemann Thorola
big manufacturer is included.
so unanimously adopted by
'toward
Utah
Magnavox
Vitalitone
Almost every speaker enjoying
the industry.
NewcombeWright I{el:uster
warlii zer
Hawley
popular sale is equipped with
The performance and length
this perfected, more efficient
of life of any speaker depends
rectifying unit.
largely upon the efficiency of
Kuprox Dry Copper Oxide Rectifiers, vastly
the rectifying unit. Can you afford to stake
improved since their introduction almost two
your success and reputation as a manufacturer
years ago, have proved conclusively in every
of quality instruments on anything less than
engineering test their greater efficiency and
the best your money will buy?
i

75% of all orders placed this year for railway rectifiers specified Kuprox.
90% of the dynamic speakers manufactured now use Kuprox. In every
large time clock and recording system installation Kuprox is used. Kuprox
is specified wherever absolute

reliability, high efficiency and permanent

operation are necessary.

THE KODEL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
525 E. Pearl Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

KUPROX
NEW PERFECTED

DRY COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS

Page
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The

MET OPOLITA
new receiver tom.
n this complete kit, Aero offers
bining advanced engineering principles. exquisite eab1T
let design and low price. The Aero METROPOLITAN
i. a four tube receiver especially designed to secure
he maximum possible gain from the already popular
radio frequency regenerative circuit. A novel and exremely efficient ntethod of controlled regeneration is
employed which also operates to stabilize the R. F.
amplifier automatically, compensating for any slight
changes introduced in the wiring. This set is extremely
selective, very sensitive and its surpassing tone quality
is made possible by using audio transformers of the
same type used in broadcasting station line amplifiers.
858.00
Hit, Including cabinet
Kit, without cablaet but including walnutlnish
53.00
'Hearts 7' x 18" easel, drilled and engraved

Complete
Complete

May be had for A. C., D. C. or Shield Grid Tubes.
Specify which you intend to use.

ill
1

INCoR PO
Dept.

788

E. Ravenswood Av

Chica

Ill.

No expense has been spared to make them
the finest that money can buy. A beautiful two-tone metal cabinet, high -lighted in
silver, is a part of each kit. Every part needed for the construction of the receiver
is included-even wire, soldering lugs and wood screws---so that nothing else need
be purchased. Panels are drilled, which insures proper placement of parts and full
size pictorial wiring diagrams eliminate mistakes in wiring.

Aero Kits are complete to the last detail.

The New Aero Green Book for 1929 is needed by every
set-builder. Has 64 pages, containing 22 new circuits for
broadcast and short wave receivers and transmitters. Has
Send 25
a wealth of valuable data and information.
cents for your copy.
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Muter Dependable Dynamic
Type Speaker
THE Dynamic Speaker with its superlative performance is this
season's outstanding radio sensation. It has changed the radio
set from a mechanical reproducer of sounds to a musical instrument
supreme. The distinctive tone of the various new manufactured
receivers can be attributed almost entirely to the Dynamic Speaker,
and this same improvement can be embodied in any set by the
attachment of a Muter Dependable Dynamic.
Dependable Dynamic Speaker Unit
Power
6 volts D. C.
90 volts D. C.
110 volts A. C.

Type

_

Table Model in Solid Walnut Cabinet
Power

6 volts D. C.

90 volts D. C.

110 volts A. C.

Type

Price

4306 $29.50
4390 33.00
4310 39.50

Spinet Console Model of Solid Walnut

Price

4406 $49.50
4490 53.00
4410 59.50

Power

Type

6 volts D. C.
90 volts D. C

4506 $64.50
4590 68.00
4510 74.50.

110 volts A. C.

LESLIE F. MUTER COMPANY
8444 South Chicago Avenue

r

r

Price

Chicago

Other
MUTER DEPENDABLE
Products
Dynamic Speakers
Condensers
Filter Condensers
Fixed Condensers
Rheostats
Tubestats
"B" Eliminators
Resistance Amplifiers
Phone Plugs
Antenna Kits
Lead in Insulators
Panel Switches
Knife Switches
Ground Clamps
Interference Eliminators
Clarifier and Tone Filter
Soldering Lugs
A. C. Power Units
Neutralizing Condensers
Trimming Condensers
Audio Transformers
"B" Power Unit TransBy -Pass

formers
Choke Coils-A.F. and R.F.
Grid Leaks
Power Resistances
(tapped and variable)
Antenna Plugs
Lightning Arresters
and many others.
The Complete Quality
Popular Priced Line

Page
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1/he J!fcAnow

/eled

Standard

of Quality since 188/L

THE LAPON COMPANY
STAMFORD CONN.
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND DETROIT

NEW HAVEN

NEW YORK

4
li"

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE.4"

PORTLAND

4140,

.

OAKLAND

SAN

FRANCISCO

41ltiei"

41140
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The Grid -Current Modulator
Detailing the Characteristics and Operation of the Grid -Current
Modulator and Its Advantages Over the Plate -Circuit Type
By Clyde R. Keith*
CARMER current' and radin
communication require that the
voice frequency currents from
an ordinary telephone or mie-

FIG.1

elements that do not obey Ohm's law.
In ordinary metallic conductors. the
current is proportional to the voltage.
but in vacuum tubes. iron-core coils.
certain crystals. and various forms of
rectifiers. the relation does not hold.
Fig. 1 gives some examples of current voltage curves which exit he used for
modulation.
One of the most usual ntodalators
uses the non -linear relation between
plate voltage and plate current in a
three -electrode vacuuin tube and is consequently called a plate -siren it modulator. Although the signal or earner
or both may be applied to the grid.
modulation is made to take place primarily in the plate circuit by operating
the tube so that the voltage induced in
the plate circuit is substantially proportional to the applied voltage. This
condition holds rather closely until the
grid becomes positive with respect to
the filament.
However. if the grid is allowed to
become positive with respect to the
filament. it is also possible to produce
modulation by means of the non -linear
relation between grid current and grid
voltage. This method is therefore
called grid -current modulation since it
takes place only when conductive'
grid current flows during at least
a
part of each cycle of input
voltage. Since grid current can flow
only when the grid is positive, as
shown in Fig. 2. the relation between
current and voltage is evidently nonlinear for positive and negative voltages. Consequently. when carrier and
signal voltages are applied. modulation
between the two produces currents of
sideband frequencies in the grid circuit. Voltages due to these currents
are then amplified by the plate circuit
and all other frequencies are suppressed by high impedances in the
plate circuit. This allows all the
power available in the plate circuit to
go into sideband output, since none is
used by the flow of carrier and signal
currents as is the ease with the plate circuit modulator.

Characteristic curves: above that
of the plate circuit of a vacuum
tube; below, that of a rectifying
crystal.

This explanation neylaYs the current
through the capacity between grid and fitto
ment since its effect is comparatively small
at voice and carrier frequencies.

rophone be changed to higher frequencies for transmission and then
back to voice frequencies at the receiving terminal. Frequency bands
above the voice range are used in order
that the carrier frequencies may not
overlap either the normal voice transmission range or other carrier frequency bands. It is then possible to
transmit simultaneously several channels without interfering with each
other. and to separate the different
groups at the receiving terminal.
To take a numerical example, if
two currents of 1,000 and 10,000 cycles
respectively are passed through a
modulating device, many new frequencies will be produced, prominent
among which are the first "sum" and
"difference" frequencies. 11,000 and
9,000. respectively. Modulators as a
class come in the category of circuit
Research Department, Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
Multiplex Transmission by Carrier Cur rents. J. W. {fortan. BELL LARORATORIEs
RE.onn, Vol. 1, p. 147. December. 1925.

PLATE
CURRENT

PLATE
VOLTAGE

CURRENT

VOLTAGE

Recent
laboratory investigations
have demonstrated that for certain
applications, grid- current modulators
have some important advantages.'
They are particularly suited for
use in circuits where high modulating
efficiency and high output level are desired. When laboratory models of

representative modulators are compared. it is found that (using the
same tubes and plate voltages) the

GRID

CURRENT

FIG.2

GRID
VOLTAGE

Relation between grid current and
grid -filament voltage.

grid -current modulator gives a maxi main power output eight times as high
and a maximum plate power efficiency
five times as high as the plate modulator. While this increased output re-

quires sixty per cent higher plate current. a proportionately high output
level may be obtained with a grid current modulator when it uses the
same plate current as the plate- circuit
type. The carrier input current. although about twice that required for
the plate modulator, can still be obtained from a single oscillator tube of
the same type.

Operation
'l'he Operation of a grid -current
modulator may be most easily understood by referring to the circuit of
Fig. 3 which represents the general
form. It consists of sources of signal
and carrier voltage in series with an
external impedance and the grid -filament circuit of the tube. In series
with the plate -filament circuit are
3

Grid- Current Modulation, E. Peterson

C. R. Keith. BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL
JOURNAL, .January, 1928.

and
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simply a current -measuring instrument
and an output impedance. Since the
new frequencies which result from
modulation are obviously not produced
in the input generator or in the external impedance, they must be considered as having their origin in the
variable impedance of the grid -filament
portion of the circuit. Therefore the
grid-filament path may be considered
as a generator of "side-band" frequencies and of other modulation

products.
This generator has like all generators an internal resistance, symbolized
In Fig. 3 by Bar. and, as is the case
with ordinary generators, the terminal

voltage- between grid and filament

-

In this connection the question may

be raised as to how one can assign a
definite value to the grid -filament im-

pedance when it varies throughout the
cycle. By definition the impedance of
a circuit element at a certain frequency is the quotient of voltage by
current, both being at the stated frequency. Consequently in the steady
state, with a fixed voltage of a particular frequency impressed, there
must be a definite current component
of this frequency which determines the
impedance. The grid -filament impedance has been measured in actual circuits by means of a special bridge
which does not affect the flow of cur-

is equal to the generated voltage
minus the drop caused by the current

through the internal resistance. The
voltage drop in the generator is small
when the external impedance is high
so that little current flows. Consequently the grid -filament voltage at
sideband frequencies is a maximum
when the external impedance at these
frequencies is large compared to the
internal impedance. This is accomplished in practice by means of tuned
circuits, retard coils, or filters. depending on the frequency of the sideband.
Since the sideband components generated within the grid -filament impedance of the tube result from the carrier
and signal voltages impressed on this
impedance, the sideband voltage will
also be a maximum when the power
inputs nt these frequencies are a maximum. This may he calculated by the
usual formulae for obtaining the
maximum power from a source of current hiving a fixed impedance and
voltage, and is found to occur when
the external and internal impedances
are properly "matched." Therefore
the external impedance of the signal
and carrier sources should be equal to
the grid -filament impedance at these
frequencies. These impedance relations for maximum sideband voltage
on the grid are summarized in the adjoining table.

General

form

of

circuit.

a

modulator

rent components other than the one
at the frequency of the measurement.
When using 101 -D tubes under the
usual operating conditions, the grid
impedance at carrier frequencies
amounts to n resistance of about 75,000 ohms.

Impedance Relations
Having obtained the maximum
sideband voltage on the grid, it remains only to determine the impedance relations in the plate circuit for
maximum power output at sideband

Optimum Relation of External to Internal Impedances
Type of Modulation

Frequency

Impedances in
Grid Circuit

Impedances in
Plate Circuit

Grid Current

Signal

Match

External high compared with internal

Carrier

Match

External high compared with internal

Sideband

External high cornpared with internal

Match

Signal

Match

External low compared with internal

Carrier

Match

External low compared with internal

Sideband

External low cornpared with internal

Match

Plate Current

frequencies. There are at the same
time various other voltages on the
grid which will produce currents of
corresponding frequencies in the plate
circuit depending on the external output impedances to these frequencies.
If carrier and signal currents are
allowed to flow in the plate circuit,
they will modulate each other and so
produce voltages of sideband frequencies which will combine with the voltages of the same frequencies produced
But it
by grid- current modulation.
can be shown that the sideband voltages from these two sources are in
opposite directions, so that their sum
is less than the larger one alone.
Therefore, since the sideband voltage
induced in the plate circuit by grid
current modulation is the larger, the
maximum sideband output power is
obtained when both carrier and signal
currents in the plate -circuit are reduced to a minimum. This is accomplished by making the external output
impedance high compared to the plate
impedance at carrier and signal frequencies. However, the plate circuit
should act as an amplifier to the
sideband voltage developed on the
and by grid -current modulation.
Consequently the sideband power output is a maximum when the external
output impedance matches the plate
impedance nt sideband frequencies.
These optimum plate impedance conditions for n grid -current modulator
are obtained by means of transformers
and filters, or, if the frequency separation is great enough, by tuned drcuits.
In some cases it may be desirable to
utilize plate- circuit modulation rather
than grid- current modulation. The
optimum impedance conditions may
then be determined by the same line of
reasoning as used above except that in
this case grid modulation is made a
minimum and plate modulation a
These impedance conmaximum.
ditions for the maximum plate modulation are listed for comparison in the
table.

Optimum Impedance Conditions
In both plate and grid circuits the
optimum impedance conditions for
maximum sideband output can often
be met more easily with a balanced
circuit than with a single tube. The
general impedance relations are still
the same as listed in the table but
since part of the currents are balanced
from both input and output circuits,
the impedances to these frequencies
may be provided by separate impedance units. Since the grid -current
modulator was developed primarily
with a view to its possible application
to carrier telephone circuits, experimental work has been confined for
the most part to balanced circuits in
which the carrier is suppressed. Such
a circuit is capable of giving an output of half a watt of single sideband
when using 101 -D tubes at 120 volts
plate potential. Typical curves of
single- sideband output are given in

Radio Engineering, November, 1928
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Fig. 4 showing how the output may
be increased by using the proper filters in input and output circuits. The
maximum plate power efficiency is
then about fifteen per cent, as compared to about three per cent for a
typical plate -circuit modulator. Listening tests have shown that these
modulators will give about 10 TU
greater sideband output than a typical plate -circuit modulator using the
same tubes and plate battery with
approximately the same distortion.

plII11111111!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIal111IIIII

A graphic
trayal of

grid

In the preceding discussion of the
effect of external impedances on the
output of a grid current modulator,
no consideration was given to any
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as has been explained in the previous
paragraph. However, the external
plate impedance is usually low compared to the plate resistance, instead
of high compared to it, as shown in
the table for optimum impedance conditions. This is due to other effects
at the high frequencies and low amplitudes for which it is ordinarily used.
Tests made with carrier -frequency
input to a detector tube have shown
that a considerable increase In maximum output has been secured by replacing the grid leak with an inductance coil having a comparatively low
resistance to direct current. Under
these conditions the fixed grid potential should be adjusted by a potentiometer to about that of the center
point of the filament. Although this
adjustment may vary to some extent
with different tubes, it is not critical
for large input voltages. The increased load-carrying capacity may be
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LTE
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FIG.5
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current

end of

frequencies other than signal, carrier,
and sideband. However, the impedance to direct current has a considerable effect in the grid circuit. Since
current can flow in only one direction
through the grid -filament path, the
voltage produced when it flows through
an external resistance is unidirectional.
This voltage creates a negative bias on
the grid, which may become so high
that the grid is positive with respect
to the filament during only a very
small portion of a cycle. It is during
this portion of the cycle that modulation occurs, and so there results a considerable decrease in the output power
available for large input voltages.
Thus the external grid impedance
should always be as low as possible
to direct current.
The familiar grid -leak -and- condenser
detector so universally used in radio
receiving sets operates so far as the
grid circuit is concerned very nearly in
accordance with the above principles.
In this case the external grid impedance consists of a resistance shunted
by a condenser, giving a high impedance to voice frequencies but allowing
the carrier and sideband input circuits
to approximately match the grid in
impedance. The grid leak also has a
high resistance to direct current, which
limits the maximum signal output just

2,4
2

N

t i o n
takes place. A
full explanation
is given at the

m o d u

Effect of External Impedances
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judged from the fact that with sufficient carrier frequency input an
ordinary cone -type loud speaker may
be operated from a balanced grid -current detector using two 101 -D tubes.

Explanation of Fig. 5
graphic portrayal of how gridcurrent modulation takes place is
shown in Fig. b. A and B are carrier
and signal currents. respectively, and
C is the current which results from
their flow through the ordinary "linear" conduction of the input circuit.
DEF is the characteristic "non- linear"
curve of a grill-current modulator.
When the wave C is applied to this
conductor its form is changed to that
of G by the planing off of half of
each wave. Since the mid -point of
the new wave is itself a sine -wave.
as shown by the dotted line in G.
there remains in the new wave a
component of the same frequency as
the signal. Removing this component
by means of a filter leaves the wave
H. Sharp corners in this wave indicate that It contains components of
still higher frequencies than the
carrier (A). When these are removed, we have I. a modulated wave.
A

AN AUTOMATIC DEVICE FOR THE
TRANSMISSION OF STATISTICAL

REPORTS
In the January issue of l'Organizzazione
srtcntifca del Laroro. M. Ugo Rosso describes an automatic device employed In his
factory for the transmission of statistical
returns from the various departments to the
management. The figures transmitted are

shown by means of vertical lines on boards
fixed to the walls of the manager's office.
The height of the vertical lines is regulated
by means of a dial-shaped rotating transmitter, similar to that used for automatic
telephones. This permits of automatic
transmission by each department of staticDeal returns for production, stocks In warehouse, goods invoiced and orders received,
as well as of financial data supplied by the
accounting department. Time spent In making out written reports is saved.
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Substituting Argon for Helium in Low Voltage Rectifiers
A

Resumé of the Results of Laboratory Research in the Manufacture
of Low -Voltage Rectifiers
By E. Kauer and Dr. S. Marie*

attempted substitution of
argon for helium in low -voltage rectifiers has been urged
by several important factors,
i. e..
(1.) Lower starting voltage.
(2.) Lower voltage drop. (3.) Smoother
operation. (4.) Less gas pressure required, (5.) Cost.
The tests that have been eondncted
up to the present time. however. do
not warrant its use because of lack of
uniformity of results obtained. Three
factors seem to be responsible for
these results; (1.) Impure gas. (2.)
Disintegration of anodes. (3.) Impure
anodes.
It is difficult to separate the effect
of any one faetor when explaining the
ultimate short life of the tube. The
disintegration of the anodes is a good
example and might be caused by
sputtering of anodes in pure argon
discharge; catalytic effect of getter;
impurities in argon : or impurities in
anode material.
The first of these seems most important. Through proper procedure
the catalytic effect of the getter can be
eliminated. Pure sheet nickel has been
used constantly for cathode material
during the tests of determining the
relative merits of various anode materials. However, this does not point
to its satisfactory employment, since
in all test tubes that have operated
for more than one thousand hours. the
coating of active material has been
wholly or partly eradicated. and the
cathode often so severely eaten as to
be sputtered over the anodes. Therefore, in cases where both electrodes
have been attacked. it seems fair to
charge both elements with the elean-up
of gas and short life.
All argon used in the test was obtained from the Air Reduction Company and was supposed to he 100%
purity ; however, when a sample was
examined spectroscopically considerable impurities were found to be
present. These impurities can be
eliminated.
TIII:

Disintegration of Anodes
Much has been learned regarding the
disintegration of the anodes in spite
of the fact that the cathode finally
becomes attacked.
With all material so far tried for

anode purpose, their disintegration has
been so rapid as to give insufficient
time for the cathode to become
attacked to any visible extent. The
following metals have been tried for
Research Laboratory, CeCo Manufactur<ng Co.

fl
to be less antis faetory than carbon : nickel, tungsten.
Iantalum. magnesium, molybdenum,
aluminum and silver.
The data on carbon divides itself
into two main portions, the first being
prhuipall of the projector carbon
from the National Carbon Co.. and the
other entirely of Austrian carbon. To
(late extensive tests have been carried
out only on these two makes of carbon.
they being satisfactory as regards
hardness and binder. From experimental tubes made in the laboratory.
the following has been obtained with
diameter carbon anode and
1 /10 -inch
using DG construction.

:modes. and all

1

RADIO SERVICING
Starting with the December
issue, RADIO ENGINEERING
will run specially selected ankles
for radio technicians, covering the
construction and use of testing
equipment, radio trouble shoot -

ing, etc.
Ire have two excellent articles
scheduled for the December issue.
The titles are: "Radio Inspection"
and "Constructing a Modulated
Oscillator." You will find them

valuable.- Editor.
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Pressure
pressure of four to seven Ili /M
cold gives the longest life. Following
is a summary of experimental tubes
made with various pressures.
Hours of
life to 150
A

volts.

M/M
5

2.0 ...
3.0 .
3.5
4.0 .

..,....

24
72

120-240
336
525-720

Pin Length
positive extension of pins above
the plate is better than a negative
length, since with the latter condition
the discharge is encouraged down too
near to the top of the lava insulators,
resulting in rapid increase of creepage
and early failure to short circuit. As
far as the pins are concerned, it is
unnecessary to attempt to reduce the
back current to a minimum, for as will
be noted in the data, tubes with pressure of 5 M/M and 3/32" extension of
pins have more than 5 MA back current and are still operating satisfactorily after 2,000 hours.
A

It is recommended that the pin
length be above 1/16" for the present
short pin and lava arrangement.

Potassium, Caesium and Lithium
Getters
Purity has marked influence, for
when caesium and potassium are released in a tube by the bombarder,
with the agency of metallic calcium
the initial output may be no higher
but longer life is insured. Life
measurements for the period when the
output stands above 150 volts are 0 -220
hours without getter and 170.2400
hours with getter.
When flashed in the tube, calcium
also has a beneficial influence on the
extent of life. Two methods have
been employed to utilize it -the first
being to attach a small lump to the
lower side of the cathode plate, with
a spacing of 1.32" between the two. so
that the calcium will not be flashed
until the final stages of bombardment.
The second method is to form an
auxiliary calcium electrode outside the
cathode. This is treated with current
on the pump, to rid it of acclouded
gases. The tube is then filled, sealed
off. and the calcium flashed completely.
The first method has given the most
uniform results. Life measurements
indicate 0 -220 hours without calcium.
120 -1000 hours when calcium is flashed
after sealing off and 25 -1000 hours
when calcium is flashed before sealing
off.

Heating of Anodes
The effectiveness of heat treatment
of the anodes at 600 degrees in a
vacuum before stemming is indicated
in the following: 0 -216 hours with
unheated anodes and 48 -1000 hours
with heated anodes.

Coating
The cathode was sprayed and heated
in hydrogen, with active materials,
consisting of barium, strontium,
lithium
potassium and
sodium,
nitrates.

Carbon
As far as tests have indicated, there
seem to be little difference between
"National" and Austrian carbon. However, the variety from abroad is uniform in diameter within .001" and
costs about two cents per tube.
(.4 series of tests are being made,
using a mixture of helium and argon.
Results of these tests will be presented
in another paper. Editor.)
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Impedance of Iron-Cored Chokes
Characteristics of Iron -Cored Chokes and Methods of Measurement
By G. F. Lampkin*
HE true figure of merit of an
iron -cored choke is its impedance to alternating currents.
When, as is usually the case.
the choke carries both alternating and
direct components of :.errent, the
former values alone must be measured
as a step in obtaining the choke cmpedanee. When the alternating component of voltage servos the choke is
known. the impedance is then determined as E /I. Specification of the
impedance of a choke is more direct
and labor -saving than specification of
inductance, for the latter most he obtained by roundabout calculation from
the former.
It cannot he :assumed with any degree of accuracy that the choke is a
pure reactanm and that the inductance
therefore may be obtained by cwluating
the inductive reactance 2711.. to the
quotient E /I. The resistance of the
choke winding is negligible, being of
the order of three or four hundred
ohms. However, the hysterisis and
eddy -current losses are not negligible:
their effect is to make the phase angle
of the typical chokes as low as 65 °.
This departure of the choke from a
pure reactance must be recognized and
the proper relations set up if the true
inductance of the choke is to be calculated. Such cannot Is' done unless the
measurements are further complicated
to include the determination of the
phase angle of the choke.

The range of impedance with D.C.
variation is less in a choke with all nirgap core than in one with a continuous
iron eon.. In either ease. however, the
variation is wide enough that specification of choke impedance without
mention of D.C. saturation is meaningless. Not only does the impedance
vary with the value of D.C. in the roil
but it varies just as widely with the
amount of A.C. For chokes whose
dinunsinus are typical of those used
iu "It- eliminators the impedance in
general increases with increase of AA'.
component in the coil. Thus it is
necessary to determine both D.C. and
A.C. in the coil when measuring the
choke. To determine the impedance an
additional measurement of alternating
voltage on the choke must be made:
while if an accurate value of inductance is desired. both phase angle and
voltage must be obtained.

3612 Woodbridge

Place, Cincinnati,

Simple

circuit

testing

arrangement
a

choke.

for

O.

Phase Angle Measurement
100 MA. SCALE

MEASURE

D.0
201 -A

1

6V.

FIG .1
Circuit for measuring the phase
angle of Iron -cored chokes.

2 EI E2

Vector diagram of the phase angle
of an iron -cored choke.

circuit. Starting with :t datum reading
of 20 ma.. an input-voltage range of
0.225 to 1.5 volts r.m.s. will correspond
to a plate -current range of approximately 22 to 100 ma. The circuit also
shows the method of calibration
wherein the 60 -cycle current in a
standard resistance is measured. and
the calculable drop impressed on the
ureter.

Test Circuit

Direct Current Effect
In any measurement, whether made
so as to determine the inductance or
merely to find the impedance, the value
of D.C. in the choke must be known.
In general, the higher the D.C. saturation the lower is the choke impedance.

cos (180°-e)- E,2+22-E32
2EEE2
E32-Ei2-E22
cos e =

The phase angle cannot be conveniently measured by the wattmeter
method. One reason is because the
usual A.C. components are below the
wattmeter range. Another reason is
the difficulty of isolating the A.C.
quantities so that they alone will
register on the meter. The three -voltmeter method of measuring phase angle
cannot be applied with the ordinary
electrodynamometer voltmeter because
its impedance is low compared with the
impedances to be measured.
A
vacuum -tube voltmeter can be used in
the method, however. In its simplest
form the vacuum -tube voltmeter may
be built with n 201 -A type tube, a 221volt "B" battery, a 4% -volt "C" battery and 400-ohm potentiometer, and a
100-ma., D.C. meter. Fig. 1 gives the

To test a choke the circuit may be
laid out as in Fig. 2. The total resistance across the choke is made some
hundred times the choke impedance.
The resistors may be the metalized
grid leak type, with It around 3
megohms and R: so proportioned
that the voltage across it comes within
the range of the vacuum -tube meter.
t-alues of R, will as a rule range from
0.0:5 to 0.5 megohms. The ratio for
each combination of R, and R, should
be measured rather than calculated

from the stated resistance values. The
1. mfd. condensers are used to isolate
the D.C. potentials so that they are
not impressed on the tube grid. The
insulation resistance of each condenser
should be checked to see that it is of
the order of several hundred megohms.
If the insulation resistance were low.
sufficient D.C. potential would exist
across the resistors to influence the
vacuum-tube voltmeter readings.
The resistance R is used in series
with the choke to obtain a potential in
phase with the alternating current. It
is also used to measure the magnitude
of the A.C. component. Knowing the
value of R and from the vacuum -tube
meter reading the voltage across it,
the current is obtained as E, /R. If R
is made 1,000 ohms, 0.25 milliamperes
A.C. can be measured using the above
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a resistance and inductance in parallel.
The resultant impedance of a choke
can never be larger than the smaller
of these two parallel elements. The
greater the hysteria's and eddy- current
losses in the core, the lower is the
choke impedance, and the lower is the
phase angle.

11z

Rz
1

Inductive Reactance
Z - Le = MEASURED CHOKE IMPEDANCE.
R'= Z cos 0 = APPARENT CHOKE RESISTANCE.
X' _E sin 0 = APPARENT CHOKE REACTANCE.
R - R'(1 +ton20) = SHUNT RESISTANCE.
X'

AA

X= X' (1 +

tan 20)

L.

TRUE INDUCTANCE OF CHOKE.

2nf -

- SHUNT REACTANCE.

The true inductance of the choke can
be calculated if the impedance, Z, and
the phase angle, 0, are known. These
can be determined in the three-voltmeter method by utilization of the
vacuum -tube voltmeter as above. The
apparent inductive reactance of the
choke, which may be designated X', is
given by Zsin O. The true value of
the inductance reactance is

FIG.4
Equivalent electrical circuit of

x =X' (1+

transformer. The quantities X. and R. represent the primary leakage reactance.
a

described tube voltmeter. Different
appropriate values of R may be used
to measure other alternating current
ranges. The voltage E, measured
across R,, multiplied by the factor

R,+R,

gives the alternating voltage

Rs

across the choke. The final expression
for the choke impedance in terms of
the various resistances and voltmeter

readings is:

Z

- E, (R,

-F

R,) R

E, R,

Choke Measurement
To obtain the phase
choke it is necessary
voltage E,, the resultant
Then from trigonometry
the phase angle may be
cos

e

-

2E,E,

angle of the
to read the
of E, and E,.
the cosine of
computed as
,

from

whence the angle e can be found in
trigonometric tables. Or more simply,
the value of voltage E, may be laid
out to scale on paper. See Fig. 3.
With E, as a radius an arc is drawn
from one end of E,. From the other
end of E, an arc with radius E, is
struck to intersect E,. The external
angle e between E, and E,, as
measured with a protractor, is the
phase angle of the choke. The voltage
E, is n certain fraction of the total
voltage across the choke, and is in
phase with the total voltage, since a
pure resistance is used for a ratio arm.
Suppose a different portion of the total
voltage were tapped off for measurement, say E', as shown by the clotted
line. The new resultant would be E',,
but the angle between E, and E',
would be unchanged. Thus the angle
0 as determined by the method is independent of the ratio of R, to R,.
The equivalent circuit of a transformer is such as that in Fig. 4. The

quantities X, and R, represent the
primary leakage reactance, and the
resistance of the primary winding,
respectively. At all times, under any
load conditions, an exciting current
flows in the primary. A part of this
current, in quadrature with the impressed voltage, is the magnetizing
current which sets up the flux in the
core. The other component of exciting current, due to iron losses in the
core, is in phase with the impressed
voltage. In the equivalent circuit these
components of exciting current are
represented as being drawn by the
resistance r and the reactance x, which
make up the primary exciting impedance. The secondary leakage reactance
nl
and resistance become
X, and

(n2)
n'

respectively, when trans R,,
ferred to the primary. The secondary
load Z is multiplied by the same factor
when transferred to the primary in the
equivalent circuit.
However, a choke has neither secondary winding nor secondary load.
In applying to the choke the above
circuit, these elements need not be considered. The primary resistance can
be neglected in comparison with the
exciting impedance; as can also the
leakage reactance with the same slight
degree of error. Thus the equivalent
circuit of the choke boils down to the
exciting impedance of a transformer-

tan' e

).

This is the value of the shunt inductance element in the equivalent circuit,
whence the true inductance is
L

=

-.
X

2+r

f

In like manner the valse of the shunt resistance
due to iron loss is derived as R = R'
(1 -F tan'0). where R' is Zcos
These transformation relations may be
obtained by setting up the expressions
for the equivalent circuit and solving
for R and X. In the extreme cases,
if the choke is a pure reactance,
e = 90 °, tan' 0 = infinity, and R is
infinity
that is, an open circuit, and
X = X' ; or if the impedance is a pure
resistance, 0 = 0, 1/tan' 0 = infinity,
and X is infinity, while R = R'.
Such a process of accurately determining the inductance of a choke is
laborious and involved. The use of a
vacuum -tube voltmeter is not desirable because of instabilities in calibration, because of the labor involved in
transferring plate-current readings to
input volts, and because of some slight
error due to wave-form. The voltage
across the choke is nearly sinusoidal.
The voltage across R in Fig. 2 has a
goodly percentage of third harmonic,
however, because its wave-form conforms to that of the exciting current.
The wave -form error is not as great
for the type of tube voltmeter described as it would be for a peak reading voltmeter. Lastly, the process

-
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necessitates an excessive amount of
computation. It would be warranted
chiefly in design or developmental
work.

iI
0
o
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Measurement of Choke Impedance
Only

u)

8

The measurement of choke impedance alone is a much simpler undertaking. The results tell as much or
more about the efficacy of a choke as
other measurements, assuming that
the D.C. resistance is kept within the
usual bounds of three or four hundred ohms. Numerous ways have been
developed for choke impedance measurement, such as bridge methods,
special vacuum -tube voltmeter setups,
D.C. bucking-out connections, and so
on. The problem is to measure a few
milliamperes A.C. in the presence of
a greater amount of D.C. The separation of A.C. and D.C. can be most
easily accomplished by a choke and
condenser combination. In Fig. 5 the
condenser C passes the A.C. into the
thermocouple meter, but blocks the
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possible. With a choke whose impedance runs into the thousands of
ohms the error introduced by the
75-ohm ammeter circuit and the low resistance D.C. source is near, or less,
than one per cent. Direct current in the
circuit is measured by a D'Arsonvalmovement meter. The transformer
used as the source of A.C. is controlled
from the primary, in order that variation of the alternating voltage will not
change the D.C. flow by changing the
circuit resistance. The measurement
procedure is to fix the value of D.C.,

vary the alternating current and read
the corresponding alternating voltages.
8

Typical Impedance Curves

0
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I o.c. - MA.

20
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FIG.7

Impedance

of

Iron -cored

with butt Joints.

choke

hundred ohm potentiometer could be
used across the 110 D.C. mains as a
source. The point is to keep the A.C.
impedance of the circuit between the
voltmeter and the choke as low as

Typical impedance curves for two
different chokes, in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
are given. The difference between
chokes with and without an air -gap
core is evident. The aid gap reduces
the range of impedance with D.C.
variation ; it makes for higher impedance at high saturations, but lowers
it when little D.C. is flowing. The
variation in impedance with A. C. component is also apparent. The ranges
due to this cause are as great as those
due to change in D.C. saturation.

u)

RADIO SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONS OF
STANDARD FREQUENCY
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D.C. into the choke by-pass. Forty
or more microfarads of "B" eliminator
blocks may be used to make up C.
The reactance at 60 cycles of a condenser of this size is around 66 ohms.
A typical 10- milliampere vacuum
thermocouple has a heater resistance
of 37 ohms, which combined with the
condensive reactance presents an impedance of some 75 ohms to the A.C.
component. The minimum impedance
of the better "B" eliminator chokes is
of the order of a hundred times this
value, so that the error due to shunting
by the auxiliary choke is negligible.
The D.C. source had best be a tapped
battery capable of supplying the
maximum required D.C. A one or two-

THE Bureau of Standards announces a new schedule of radio
signals of standard frequencies,
for use by the public in calibrating frequency standards and transmitting and receiving apparatus. This
schedule includes many of the border
frequencies between services as set
forth in the allocation of the International Radio Convention of Washington which goes into effect January 1,
1929.
The signals are transmitted
from the Bureau's station WWV,
Washington, D. C. They can be heard
and utilized by stations equipped for
continuous-wave reception at distances
up to about 500 to 1,000 miles from
the transmitting station.
The transmissions are by continuous-wave radio telegraphy.
The
signals have a slight modulation of
high pitch which aids in their identification. A complete frequency transmission includes a "general call" and
"standard frequency" signal. and
"announcements." The "general call"
is given at the beginning of the 8minute period and continuous for

about 2 minutes. This includes a
statement of the frequency. The
"standard frequency signal" is a
series of very long dashes with the
call letter (WWV) intervening. This
signal continuous for about 4 minutes.
The "announcements" are on the
same frequency as the "standard frequency signal" just transmitted and
contain a statement of the frequency.
An announcement of the next frequency to be transmitted is then
given. There is then a 4- minute interval while the transmitting set is adjusted for the next frequency.
Information on how to receive and
utilize the signals is given in Bureau
of Standards Letter Circular No. 171,
which may be obtained by applying to
the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C. Even though only a few frequency points are received. persons can
obtain as complete a frequency meter
calibration as desired by the method
of generator harmonics, information on
which is given in the letter circular.
The schedule of standard frequency
signals is as follows :

Radio Signal Transmissions of Standard Frequency Schedule of Frequencies in
Kilocycles
Eastern Standard
Feb. 20 Mar. 20
Dec. 20
Inn. 21
Nov. 20
Time
10:00 -10:08 P. M

10:12 -10:20
10:24 -10:32
10 :36
10 :48
11 :00
11 :12
11 :24

---

10 :44
10 :56
11 :08
11 :20
11 :32

1500
1700
22502750
2850
3200
3500
4000

4000
4200
4400
4700
5000
5500
5700
6000

125
150
200
250
300
375
450
550

550
000
650
800
1000
1200
1400
1500

1500
1700
2250
2750
2850
3200
3500
4009
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Wire Drawing
A

Story of the Step -by -Step Manufacture of Wire with an Introduction
to the History of the Art
By George B. Horn*

art of wire-drawing came
into existence in the middle of
the 14th Century. All the wire
that was made before that time
was made by the tedious and laborious
process of cutting a thin continuous
strip from a sheet of flat metal and
then rounding this flat strip under the
hammer. Strange that the ancients
made round wire by rounding flat wire
and we moderns make flat wire by
flattening round wire.
The genius who discovered that wire
could be made from metal rods by
pulling them through funnel shaped
holes is supposed to have been one
Rudolph of Nurenberg and we have
documentary evidence of this process
being carried out in Augsberg in 1351.
Some twenty years later mention is
made of a wire- drawing mill in Nurenberg making wire from several different metals but nearly three hundred
years more elapsed before the art was
introduced into England.
TIII:
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Man nJnrluring

In America the first wire -drawing
mill was built in 1775 at Norwich,
Connecticut, by Nathaniel Niles. with
the dawn of the Electrical Age, the

demand for wire was enormously increased and the modern wire- drawing
mill with its truly stupendous output
is the result of that demand.

Nature of Metal Required
metal must have both ductility
and tenacity to make it suitable for
wire -drawing.
It must lie ductile
enough so that it can readily be
squeezed and stretched to a smaller
diameter, and correspondingly longer
lengths, as it passes through the dies,
and it must be tenacious enough so
that it does not pull apart under the
strain. The greater the ductility and
the greater the tensile strength of a
metal the greater the allowable speed
of drawing will be.
Not every metal possesses these requirements In fact, the number of
metals suitable for practical wiredrawing are rather small and of these,
A

three are precious metals, -gold, platinum and silver. The other commonly
used metals are copper, iron (or steel)
and aluminum. Alloys of these metals
such as brass, etc., are also used.
The number of substances used as
dies for wire- drawing are also very
limited. The dies must be much harder
than the metals being drawn and they
must have strength enough to stand
the strain. In practical use only three
materials have been found of value
and these are chilled cast iron, steel
and the diamond. Of these, the last
is far superior to the others and is exclusively used for the smaller sizes of
wire with their more exact requirements. The diamond, of course. Is the
hardest of all substances but. unfortunately, it also happens to he one of
the most expensive and, in the larger
sizes, this cost becomes almost prohibitive. While the diamonds that are
used for this purpose are ones that are
unsuitable for use as gems, due to
being off color or badly flawed, and
are therefore not as high- priced as
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A bank of wire drawing machines
for sizes No.30 to No. 46. Diamond
dies are necessary for drawing
such fine wire. The wire is fed to
the machines from the spools on
the ends of the rods, over the machines. and after reduction in size
it Is fed on to other spools.
..III
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(Photos. courtesy of Ludlu Magid
facturing Co.)
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A section of the rod mill for drawing heavy sizes, from No. 4 to
No. 14 gauge, from the copper rod.
The rod is reduced in stages and
after attaining a small diameter is

drawn through special dies.
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the gems, nevertheless they are sufficiently rare to make their cost by
no means a negligible factor.

Wire Dies
The hole through the die must be at
right angles to the face of the die; it
must be true; it must be within the
limits of tolerance for size; it must be
properly tapered to the throat and the
entire passage through the die must be
smooth and highly polished so as to
oppose as little frictional resistance as
possible. As these smaller dies are
drilled with a tolerance of only 0.0001
of an inch and, as the speed of the
drawing depends largely on the proper
design of the dies, it can readily be
seen that the making of wire- drawing
dies is an art in itself. The diamond
dies are drilled, tapered and polished
by needles covered with oil and diamond dust and the size of the hole is
gauged by drawing some wire through
it and then measuring the wire with
fine micrometers.
It is necessary to use a lubricant in
the drawing process. This may be tallow, oil, soap, or soap solution and, in
drawing iron and steel wire. deposited
lime and iron rust actually net as lu-

Photo. co cu r..!r II t It euNo Mann fart ering VO.1
Two of the numerous annealing ovens which remove the crystal strain from
copper wire between the drawing operations.
re

While the foregoing statements have
necessarily been of
general nature.
the following will be more specific, describing the manufacture. step by step
of copper wire from the raw material
-copper rod. certain variations, of
course, would be necessary in handling
other metals but the inclusion of such
variations would make this article unnecessarily long, and. as copper wire is
of primary importanee in the electrical industries, its manufacture will be
the one described.
nn

Manufacturing Processes
The end of the rod of one of these
"bundles"
inted in a !whiting machine whi
insists of grooved rollers
so arrang d
that the rod can be
The
tapered between these rolls.
tapered end is then thrust through
the various sized (lies which are strung
on in a stringing machine: the largest
die first. followed by the next smaller
and so on down to the smallest. From
four up to nine dies are strung on for
drawing on this first or red mill.
Since the wire that is handled on
this mill is large in diameter. the mill
must be of heavy construction to stand
the strains and the lubricating and
cooling must be ample as a large
amount tuf power is dissipated as heat.
Each die is followed by a drum
which furnishes the necessary tension
for drawing the wire through the die.
As many as nine dies may be used on
this heavy mill so nine drums are required, the last one of which is used
for winding the finished wire. On the
other drums one or two turns is sufficient to furnish the tension. As the
wire elongates at each "pass" it is
necessary to rotate each succeeding
drum enough faster to compensate for
the extra length of the wire.
The dies used on this mill are made
of chilled cast iron and they are ro-

i

(Photo. courtesy of Detroit Wire Die Co.
A diamond die for drawing No. 14
to No. 50 gauge wires.

bricants. As a considerable amount of
heat is given off during the drawing
process it is necessary that this be
absorbed. An aqueous solution of soap
serves the double purpose of lubricating and also cooling the dies and the
wire.

Speed of Drawing
The speed of drawing depends on the
nature of the metal being drawn, the

size of the wire and the design and
construction of the dies and mill. In
general, it may be said that the speeds
vary from somewhat less than 60 feet
per minute to over 900 feet per minute.
The life of the dies depends on the
nature of the metal being drawn and
the speed of the drawing. Hard steel
wire may wear a die out in a few days
while with a soft copper wire, the life
of the same die might vary from several months to several years. Instances
have been recorded of diamond dies
lasting up to eight years on soft copper wire.

tated during the (halving so that they
will not wear unevenly. While their
life varies somewhat, it is usually
necessary to ream and polish them to
the next larger size after one bundle
of rod has been drawn. In order to
draw good non -kinking wire the throat
of the die must form a straight line
with the tangent of the tension drum.
Lubrication and cooling are accomplished by means of an aqueous soap
solution which is pumped and splashed
over the wire and dies and is circulated so as to dissipate the heat
given off during the drawing.
While the number of "passes"
through both the rod mill and the succeeding mills varies according to the
requirements of the wire being drawn,
it is possible to reduce /a" rod to 14
Gauge wire by nine passes thus doing
somewhat better than reducing it one
gauge smaller on each pass.
Wire -drawing strains the metal crystals and hardens the metal so that
after a certain number of passes the
1

Chilled cast iron die for drawing
No. 3 to No. 14 gauge wires.
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wire must be annealed to take the
strain out of the crystals and soften
the metal before drawing it further.
This annealing is carried out by placing the coils of wire in an annealing
oven and heating it to the proper temperature and for a sufficient length of
time to secure the desired degree of
softness in the metal. For a rough
example, the annealing may be carried
out at about 800 to 900 F for a period
of from one and one -half to four hours.
At this temperature copper wire will
oxidize in air so the annealing is carried out in an atmosphere of either
steam or gas and the wire is introduced and taken out through seals
which keep the air from entering the
ovens.

After annealing the wire may be
sent to the intermediate mill where a
reduction of from 14 Gauge to 22
Gauge or even 26 Gauge may be effected. While the procedure varies
somewhat on the wire requirements,
drilled, cast iron dies are generally
used only down to about 14 Gauge and
for smaller sizes and even for 14
Gauge, diamond dies are usually used.

The Diamond Dies
These dies, while made from off colored and flawed diamonds which
cannot be used in jewelry, are nevertheless very expensive, especially in

the larger sizes. This expense is due
not only to their rarity but also to the
cost of making them, as the drilling,

tapering and polishing are extremely
laborious. They are practically all
made in Europe and a high degree of
skill is necessary in their production.
Briefly described, the drilling and
polishing are done by means of steel
needles covered with oil and diamond
dust and these diamonds are then
mounted in steel plates by pouring
molten brass around them. In spite of
their high original cost, the cost per
unit of copper wire drawn is very
reasonable as the extreme hardness of
the diamond dies makes them very
long lived. This hardness also makes
it unnecessary to rotate the dies during the drawing process.
The power consumption on the intermediate and fine wire mills is only a
fraction of that consumed in the rod
mill and it is not necessary to compensate for the increased lengths of wire
by driving the tension drums at varying speeds or constructing them of
varying diameters. Instead. slippage
takes care of this factor very nicely.
After passing through the intermediate mill, the wire must again be annealed before going to one of the fine
wire mills where it can be reduced
from 22 Gauge to 36 Gauge or 38

I

Gauge.

If still finer wire is desired, the wire
is again annealed and may be reduced
from 36 Gauge to 44 Gauge.
It might be mentioned that in the
smaller mills the dies are supported
in brackets and the entire drawing
operation is conducted while immersed
in a soap solution.

Special Processes
While this gives a general idea of
the drawing of copper wire, the exact
procedure for producing any specific
gauge and quality of wire may vary
considerably from the above as the
hardness and tensile strength of the
wire can be greatly varied by the
proper regulation of the drawing and
annealing processes.
Flat wire is made from the round
wire by flattening between rollers of
special alloy steel. If very thin, flat
ribbons are required, it is necessary
to true the edges by slitting.
Square wire is made by passing
round wire through a "Turks Head"
consisting of four adjustable special
alloy steel rolls.
Tinned wire is made by running the
copper wire through a pickling bath,
then through a bath of molten tin followed by a colding bath, after which
the wire is passed through a single
polishing and finishing die.

The Mathematics of Radio
Covering the Fundamental Structure and the Characteristics of the
Vacuum Tube
By John F. Rider, Associate Editor
PART XII
THE success of the radio industry is founded upon the
vacuum tube. Broadcasting
as we know it today would be
virtually impossible were it not for the
perfection of the vacuum tube. It is
very likely that further developments
upon the singing arc invented many
years ago would have been a basis for
some sort of broadcasting at this stage,
but the invention of the vacuum tube
obviated the necessity of improvements
upon the arc with the purpose of utilizing the system for speech and music
transmission. Consequently, a series
of articles or papers describing the
phases of radio would not be complete
without a discussion of the vacuum
tube, hence a chapter on tubes in the
fathematics of Radio."
"Mathematics
Recent developments in the radio receiver field have brought to public
light a new use of the vacuum tube,
namely the conversion of alternating
currents into direct currents, I. e.,
rectification, constituting the power
supply systems of millions of receivers
in use throughout the world. This
field of utility necessitates a more ex-

tended discussion or rather a more
basic discussion of the vacuum tube
since the vacuum tube when utilized in
n B-eliminator is of the type practically identical to the original two
element tube in its first form of inven400
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FIG.68
Curve of the emission from
sten filament.

a

tung-

tion ; later to be followed by the three
and four element tubes.
We do not propose to enter into the
physics of the vacuum tube but rather
to discuss and to explain important
points which will be of general utility
to the radio man and aid him in his
work.
Another contributory cause for more
than a rudimentary discussion is the
A.C. tube, utilized in the A.C. receiver.
While this tube differs from its D.C.
brothers in but one respect, namely,
the filament circuit, this difference is
of sufficient importance to warrant an
explanation. This explanation is necessary because it governs the successful
utilization of the tube.

Electron Emission
The basis of all vacuum tubes irrespective of their utility, whether of
two, three or four elements, is electronic emission from one of the elements within the tube. The vacuum
tube as we know it today consists of
a number of elements contained within
a chamber, from which has been withdrawn, by certain processes, all air
and gases. This statement must be
qualified somewhat insofar as the gases
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Thorium and Oxide Filaments
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The electronic emission from a
tungsten filament at a certain temperature can be increased by the addition
of a small amount of thorium to the
tungsten before it is drawn, and when
the filament is heated to the proper
temperature, the thorium rises to the
surface and constitutes what is practically a coating on the tungsten filament. It is this phenomenon which
permits what is known as the "reactivation" of the thoriated tungsten
filament, wherein after the first layer
of thorium has been exhausted, the
tungsten is heated to an abnormally
high temperature to cause the thorium
within the filament to rise to the surface, after which the filament is again
operated at normal temperature. An
idea of the necessity of heating
tungsten to a very high temperature in
order to obtain satisfactory electronic
emission is shown in Fig. 68 depicting
emission from a tungsten filament at
various temperatures. Another classification of filaments is the oxide coated
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FIG 69
Plate -voltage, plate -current curve
of a vacuum tube, indicating satu-

ration point.

are concerned, since under certain conditions certain gases are permitted to
remain in certain tubes, particularly
rectifier tubes, of which the Tungar
tube is an example. However, at this
time we are not specifically concerned
with the evacuation of a tube but
rather with its operation and utility,
and consequently will omit lengthy
discussions of the effects of residual
gases or gases which have been deliberately placed into the tube, other
than to mention specific instances
where the presence of gases is detrimental to the satisfactory operation

of the tube.
Referring again to electrons, we find
them present in all metals and our
reference to metals is based upon the
fact that the electron emitting element in our vacuum tube is a metal.
We made mention that the basic principle of operation of a vacuum tube is
the electronic emission from a heated
element, usually referred to as the
cathode. The electronic emission from
an element is governed by two factors.
The structure or constituency of the
element and the degree of incandescence or temperature. The first is a
variable very closely allied with the
second since a vital item is sufficient
electronic emission at minimum temperature. It is for this reason that
certain substances are utilized as the
source of electrons. Three kinds of
filament material are employed in the
everyday vacuum tube, namely tungsten, thoriated tungsten and platinum
coated with a certain oxide. Undoubtedly the reader at this time is
thinking about the cathode type of
A.C. tube. Let us forget this for the
moment and consider it later in this
text.
Tungsten possesses certain
properties which make it quite popular
as a filament in vacuum tubes and as
the source of electrons. First, it emits
electrons quite freely and second, it
can be heated to a high temperature
but the one disadvantage of the filament made of tungsten is that it must
be heated to a fairly high temperature.
when compared with the required
temperatures of the other materials.

CURRENT
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FIG.70
Illustrating the electron flow
vacuum tube.

in

a

filament, previously mentioned, where
a platinum wire is coated with certain
oxides such as strontium oxide, calcium oxide and barium oxide. The
salient property of these chemicals is
the free emission of a great number
of electrons at low heat or temperature. As a comparison of operating
temperature between tungsten and a
platinum filament coated with oxides,
the former is operated at white heat.
at a temperature between 2200 and
2400 degrees Absolute, while the latter
is operated at a cherry red heat and
much lower temperature.
Another distinct difference between
the above two types of filaments is a
structural change during operating life.
The degree of volatilization of a filament increases with temperature and
it is therefore easy to comprehend that
a filament operated at white heat will
volatilize much faster than a filament
operated at low temperature. The
action of this volatilization is to decrease the diameter of the filament and
this is exactly what takes place with
the ordinary tungsten type of filament.
The thinner the filament due to
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evaporation, the greater its resistance
and the problem of voltage or current
control becomes of importance. If the
voltage is maintained constant during
life, the current gradually decreases
because the resistance of the filament
increases.
A decrease in current
results in a decrease in temperature
and electronic emission. On the other
hand, if the current is maintained constant, there is danger of "burn-out"
since a reduction in diameter of the
filament means a reduction in current
capacity. On the other hand, the
coated filament does not possess these
properties. First, the temperature is
much lower and the volatilization is
less. Second. the operating life is
governed by the life of the coating.
Third, the heating current is carried
by the core while what evaporates is
the coating. Once the coating has been
exhausted, the tube is useless. Since
the resistance of the filament remains
constant during the life of the coating,
voltage or current regulation is suitable with equal facility.

Voltage Limitations
Now we come to details of greater
interest. Since the electronic emission
from a filament is governed by the
temperature, it is logical that at any
one value of temperature or incandescence, the electronic emission is
definitely limited, that is, as far as
the maximum value is concerned.
This statement is undoubtedly confusing to many who recall that an
increase in plate voltage results in an
increase in plate current, and since
plate current is indicative of electronic
emission, emissivity is apparently unlimited. This idea is erroneous and
the increase in plate current with increased plate potential is a function
of the difference in potential between

the filament and the plate, resulting
in variation in the number of electrons
which actually reach the plate. The
maximum number of electrons governed
by the filament temperature is emitted
from the filament when the filament is
at the correct temperature but the
number of electrons from this total
which actually reach the plate is
governed by the plate voltage or the
potential difference between the fila-

I I

FIG.71
Circuit explaining the rectifying
principles of

a

two -element tube.
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ment and the plate. From this the
learn two facts directly applicable to
everyday radio use. First. electronic
emission is definitely limited. since an
increase in filament temperature above
the manufacturer's rating. which in
everyday use is interpreted in the form
of filament potential. would result in
irreparable damage to the filament.
Second. the plate voltage applicable to
a certain tube is likewise definitely
limited since. when at a certain value
of plate voltage all of the electrons
emitted by the filament reach the
plate, increase in plate voltage will not
result in any farther increase in plate
current. When the maximum amount
of plate current is reached. plate current saturation is said to have been
obtained. Hence, the usual interpretation of increasing the amplifying
power of a vaeuunt tube by increasing
its plate voltage is definitely limited
and likewise the power output of a
detector tube. amplifying tube or
rectifying tube is likewise limited. An
idea of such plate current saturation
is shown in Fig. 69. This curve shows
the relation between plate current and
plate voltage and constant filament
temperature for a two- electrode
vacuum tube. The two- electrode tube
is selected as an illustration because
this data is general for all types of
vacuum tubes.
With respect to electronic flow in a
vacuum 'tube and the resultant current
flow. we find that the direction of the
current is opposite to the motion of the
electron. That is to say, if the electronic flow is from filament to plate.
the current flow is from plate to filament, as shown in Fig. 70.

Rectifying Tubes
Prior to the advent of the rectifying
tube and its general use, the public
interested in radio was generally
acquainted with but one type of tube.
namely. the regular three element tube
consisting of a filament. grid and plate.
This includes the A.C. tubes as well
as the D.C. tubes. The rectifying tube
utilized in many "B" power units is.
however, a two element tube consisting
VOLTAGE INPUT SINE WAVE

of n filament and a plate contained in
an evacuated chamber. the filament
being the cathode and the plate the
anode.
The physical structures of
these elements are of no real importance to us and we will. therefore, omit
details pertaining to such structures.
Fig. 71 shows the two element tube
arranged in a manner which will permit the application of a positive or
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FIG. 73
Current and voltage characteristics
at output of half -wave rectifier
under

representative

conditions.

72

Conventional half -wave rectifier
circuit, Including resistance representing load.

negative potential to the plate for the
purpose of explaining the rectifying
principles of the tumbe and the general
function of the tube. Niece the two
element tube as shown finds prevalent
use as a rectifier of alternating currents into direct currents and not as n
detector, we will consider its function
as a rectifier and at the saine time
accept its operating principles as applicable to rectifying tubes in general.
We find from Fig. 69 that the plate
current flout- is governed by the positive
plate voltage applied: that as the plate
voltage is reduced. the plate enrrent
flow is reduced since fetter electrons
tied their way to the plate. it is.
therefore, logical that the plate attracts
the electrons by virtue of the positive
charge, and if the charge were negative of any vaaiuue. great or small. the
number of electrons which reach the
plate would be zero and no current
would flour. hence. we see that the
tube conducts in but one direction,
when the plate is positive. it is this
phenomenon which permits rectification of A.C. into D.C. in the conventional B" power circuit shown in Fig.
72. If we assume a sine wave input
into such
rectifier tube we would
obtain the current variations shown in
Fig. 73 -A. We note that the tube
liasses current during the positive
halt' of the cycle but not during the
negative half of the complets. cycle.
Since it functions on but one -half of
the wave the tube is a half -wave rectifier. Just as it appeared logical to
assume that an increase in plate
voltage with the regular tube will increase output, just so does it appear
logical to increase the current output
of the rectifier tube by increasing plate
voltage, as for example by applying
1(100 volts to a 281 tube when the tube
is rated at a maximum potential of
7:10 volts.
Again the assumption is
incorrect, because of the plate current
saturation characteristie. and instead
au

CURRENT
OUTPUT

of obtaining greater current output.
the current curve is flattened, as shown
in Fig. 73-B. the start of the fiat portion of the curve being equivalent to
the point at which saturation of the
plate current is reached. Hence, we
find that for a constant value of filament potential. we have an optimum
value of plate voltage which can be
satisfactorily applied to the rectifying

The plate current output of such a
rectifying tumbe may be increased by
various means. First. by increasing
the filament potential or temperature.
but this is hazardous when the increase
is above the manufacturer's rating. due
to danger of filament "burn out." Second. by increasing the length of the
filament. but this is impossible in a
finished tube. At this stage. renders
undoubtedly recall some of their expaeriments wherein they increased the

current output by increasing the plate
voltage beyond the rated value. This
is possible within certain limits when
the tube operating characteristic is
similar to that shown in Fig. 74, and
when the manufacturer's maximum
voltage rating is equivalent to the axis
shown. at which point it is not the
absolute maximum. Another reason
is the load placed upon the tube. which
assumes the form of a resistance and
alters to a certain extent the current voltage characteristic of the tube, by
straightening out this characteristic
and permitting greater current output
and voltage in excess of the maximum.
This phenomenon. however, is not tun limited in its scope. .\ limiting factum.
insofar as the application of excessive
voltage is concerned, is the physical
structure of the tube. The spacing
between the filament and plate governs
the maximum permissible voltage. The
design of the plate is also of importance. If the voltage is excessive the
plate will heat. and volatilize and
canuse a metallic deposit upon the mash
of the tube, which in turn will cause
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FIG.74
Plate -voltage, plate -current curve
of typical half -wave rectifier tuba.
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a breakdown in the tube,

rendering it

unfit for further use.
Assuming such a half -wave rectifier
in an average "B" eliminator circuit.
we obtain approximately the current
and voltage output shown in Fig. 75.
The voltage output is the charging
voltage across the condenser. The
sign wave is the input voltage, and it
is obvious that the rate of charge is
the same as the frequency of the
supply, hence in a half -wave rectifier
system, the fundamental frequency
present in the output or impressed
upon the filter is 60 cycles or the frequency of the supply voltage.

Three-Element Tubes
The two -electrode vacuum tube was
the forerunner of the present three element tube of today. In the three element vacuum tube, we find hut one
difference, the addition of another electrode or element, the grid. which is
interposed between the plate and the
filament. Its name being indicative of
its structure, the grid is usually in the
form of a network of wires or a fine
mesh, the exact structure being dependent upon the type of tube. This
third element, the brain child of Dr.
Lee deForest, made possible the present
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we find n variation in plate current at
a fixed plate potential and a fixed fila-
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volts negative reduces the plate current
to l.5 milliamperes and conversely that
a grid bias of 2 volts positive increases
the plate current to approximately 4.8
milliamperes. The function of the
8- element vacuum tube is governed by
its connection into the circuit and by
the operating point of its characteristic curve. By this we mean that a
system of wiring does not necessarily
influence the operation of the tube. As
an example. the conventional detector
system utilizing a grid bias is very
similar to the wiring liragram of a
stage of audio amplification. yet the
function of the tube as an amplifier
is different from the function of the
tube as a detector. The difference lies
in the position of the tube and its
operating
characteristic in that
position.
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FIG.75
Current and voltage output of half wave rectifier
in conventional
B- eliminator circuit.

status of the radio industry, by giving
to the vacuum tube the property of
amplifying and oscillating or gener-

ating oscillations and energy. The
two -electrode tube is essentially a
rectifier and does not possess the property of amplification or generating
oscillations. The three -electrode tube
on the other hand, while generally
accepted as rectifying when used as a
detector, cannot he classed as a rectifying tube, or rather it should not be
classed as a rectifying tube. The
action of the grid located between the
filament and plate as a control element
is well known to the readers of this
page and consequently does not justify
detailed discussion.
Detector systems as we know them
today are of two types, the grid bias
type and the grid leak type. We are
now concerned with the three element
tube as a detector. The grid bias

î

ment potential when the bias applied
to the grid is positive or negative.
This curve displays the influence of
the grid. Note that for zero grid
voltage the plate current with constant
plate voltage and filament potential is
3 milliamperes and that a bias of 2

Relation of Grid Voltage to Plate
CHARGING
OUTPUT VOLTAGE
ACROSS C
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system, when a negative bias is applied
to the grid and the tube characteristic
is similar to curve B in Fig. 76. Here

The salient property of the vac
tube is that an alternating voltage impressed upon the grid -filament circuit
of the tube will produce amplified current variation of identical wave form
in the iilItte- filament circuit. hence.
we find the property of amplification
within the tube but the faithful reproduction of the input voltage wave form
and is obtained only when operating
upon a certain portion of the grid voltage. plate -current curve of the
tube. Three such curves are shown
in Fig. 76. all of which show the effect
of grid voltage upon plate current.
In the process of detection or when
the tube is utilized as a detector. we
duplicate to a certain extent the phenomenon found with the two- element
tube, but we are not dependent upon
the positive half of the input cycle of
voltage for sound or current in the
output circuit of the tube. The operating point on curve B in Fig. 76 governs
which half of the cycle will canse current variations in the plate circuit.
The selection of the operating point
on this curve is governed by the
system of detection employed. that is,
grid bias system or grid leak and eondenser system. If we use the grid bias
system, of negatively biasing the grid
a predetermined value. we are operating at the lower bend of this curve.
It is evident from Fig. 76, curve B.
that the negative half of the input
cycle of voltage will have very little
influence upon the plate current but
the positive half will cause a distinct
variation. in this ease an increase and
for a certain number of cycles we will
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FIG.76
Three curves indicating the effect
of grid voltage on plate current in
a three -element tube.

have current variations in the plate
circuit of a wave form governed by
ife envelope of the modulated radio
frequency carrier voltage impressed
upon the grid. The plate circuit of the
tube will therefore contain an amplified
reproduction of the positive half of
the input modulated carrier wave. The
radio frequency carrier is eliminated
by means of the by-pass condenser
usually employed in the plate circuit
and the modulating frequencies are
made audible in the headset or passed
on to the audio system. It is therefore evident that when the grid bias
system of detection is being utilized,
the input signal voltage results in an
increase in plate current.
The reverse, however, is true when
the grid leak and condenser system of
detection is employed. Here we are
operating on the upper bend of the
characteristic and the positive side of
the input cycle of voltage has very
little influence but the negative half
has greater effect and reduces the
plate current. The reduction of the
plate current is in the form of the
wave envelope of the input signal.
The statements pertaining to the
presence of radio frequency currents
in the plate circuit and the amplification present in the tube made in the
preceding paragraph, is likewise applicable to the grid leak and condenser
system of detection. It is obvions from
the upper bend of curve B, Fig. 76 that
when the grid leak and condenser
system of detection is employed. the
effect of the input carrier signal is to
reduce the plate current.
Mr. Rider's series on "The Mathematics of Radio" will be concluded in
the December issue. He will then put
his time to the preparation of material
I

on

listing and servicing equipment,

special measuring devices, etc.
The
equipment will be constructed in Mr.

Rider's laboratory- Editor.)
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The Engineering Rise in Radio
By Donald McNicol
Fellow A.I.E.E., Fellow I.R.E., Past -President, Institute of Radio Engineers

PART VI
EVERAL of the largest of the
stations erected in various
parts of the world by German
engineers were equipped with
extensive counterpoise systems. At the
station at Sayville, on Long Island, New
York, the counterpoise system consisted
of a radial screen of wires suspended
on poles about twenty feet in height
and extending out to some distance
from the antenna base.
The English and American engineers
were inclined rather to have faith in
positive grounding systems f r long distance operation. J. A. Fleming, in
England, stated "All practical experience shows that to produce telegraphic
effects at a great distance, the lower
ends of the radiating and receiving
antennas must be conductively connected to the earth, or what Is equivalent, must be connected to earth through
a condenser of large capacity : currents
must flow into and out of the earth in
the neighborhood of the antenna."
Fleming distinguished between two
forms of indirect earthing, one in which
is employed a single wire, plate, sphere
or other capacity horizontal to the surface of the earth and the other a condenser of large capacity, one side of
which is connected to the antenna
coupling and the other to the earth by
means of a regulation grounding plate
or other surface.
Obviously, inasmuch as a condenser
passes high -frequency current it is
necessary only to have in series with
the earth a wire condenser large
enough to pass a current volume equal
to that passed by a given size of metal
conductor, in order to have a condition
closely simulating direct grounding.
And so theory proceeded to march
along with results observed in actual
practice; theory at times in step with
practice and again lagging or leading,
but ever guiding and aiding to the end
that ultimately practice should embody
applications and procedure founded on
reasoning adjusted from time to time
to accord with further discoveries.

S

CHAPTER 6

Spark Gaps, Oscillators
THE oscillator employed by
Hertz in his demonstrations of
1887, 1888, consisted of a pair
of metal spheres connected
across the terminals of the secondary
winding of an induction coil. A variation of the arrangement included an
additional, and larger, sphere or plate,
directly connected to each of the knobs
of the spark -gap.
In 1889, 1890 Lodge experimented

with oscillator devices similar to those
employed by Hertz. In his 1894 lecture on the work of Hertz, Lodge displayed a form of "radiator" which
consisted of a spark -gap arrangement
consisting of a comparatively large
central sphere situated midway beterminal spheres.
tween smaller
Augusto Righi, in Italy, later improved
this assembly by mounting the spheres
in a container made of insulating
material and filled with oil. Thus it
may be realized that the Hertz Oscillator and Righi Oscillator, were quite
simple contrivances, and it was with
these that Marconi experimented and
carried out the early trials of wireless
signaling.
As previously stated in this work,
those who experimented with induction
coils and oscillators throughout the
years 1888 -1895, appear to have had
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DetectionWithA.C. Heater.
Type Tube
Everyone is acquainted with the
fact that the '27 -type A.C. tube
functions exceedingly well as a
detector and is capable of satisfactorily handling a much greater grid
voltage swing than ordinary detector tubes. This property has
permitted, in many cases, the elimination of the intermediate audio
frequency stage; the output of the
detector being ample to "swing"
the power tube.
Mr. J. R. Nelson, well known to
our readers, has completed a very
fine article on grid circuit detection distortion, dealing principally
with the '27 -type tube. It will clear
up many points of question.
Mr. Nelson's article is to appear
in the December issue of Radio

Engineering. -Editor.
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no suspicion that the energy radiated
would be effective at distances beyond
a few yards. In 1894, Lodge mentioned a possible range of one -half
mile, employing as a detector the early
form of filings tube, but up to that time
his experience had been with distances
of forty to sixty yards. Popoff and
Marconi had the vision to coax electric
waves to disclose their presence at distances from the oscillator far in excess of the ranges previously thought
of.

In small radio installations the spark

gaps employed usually consisted of but
two knobs, generally of zinc, brass or
copper. The adjustment of the knobs,
as to distance apart while in operation,
was somewhat critical. With the
knobs far apart the resistance of the
gap was too great, causing excessive
damping. With the sparking distance
too short. arcing took place, which was

simply a direct discharge that did not
produce effective electric oscillations.
And, with the knobs adjusted too
closely together there was likelihood
of the associated condenser discharging
across the gap before the condenser
charge had reached maximum, resulting in weak oscillations.
Very early in the work it was
learned that the best results were obtained when the spark was of a
"bright," "crackling" nature. With
such sparks passing across the gap
oscillations were produced which set
up electric radiation, the oscillations
expended their energy in creating a
state of alternate electric strain and
magnetic flux, constituting an electric
wave. In wave -form the energy is
conveyed away from the oscillator
system into the surrounding medium,
progressing outward with the velocity
of light.
It may well be realized that with
the spark -gap the seat of the oscillations, innumerable investigations were
inaugurated with a view to devising a
type of gap which would be efficient
as a radiator of wave energy, regular
in operation and free from mechanical
difficulties which frequently caused
service interruptions.
A noteworthy step was taken by
Fessenden, in 1901,' when he proposed
a form of gap between sparking
terminals occupied by insulating material and under pressure above a certain critical high pressure.
With simple, open gaps, Fessenden
believed there was an oscillation
energy gain proportional to the length
of the spark up to one inch in length,
beyond which gap -separation there was
no increase in radiation. Fessenden
devised a gap one terminal of which
was a metal rod of small diameter, the
other a metal plate or disk. The
terminals were sealed into a chamber
in which the air pressure could be
raised to, say. eighty pounds per
square inch. With this arrangement
Fessenden stated that the radiation
and spark length were proportional,
thus permitting of increased radiation
by extending the gap separation considerably beyond one inch. Obviously,
as the gap separation was increased it
was necessary to enlarge the condenser capacity associated with the
gap. and to maintain a correspondingly
high secondary potential.

A.C. Generator Used
Lee deForest, in America, in 1902,
1903, employed an alternating current
generator, step -up transformer and
condenser, used a spark gap with a
t U. S.

1901.

Patent 706,741, flied November

5.
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!dished was far from being within
narrow limits of frequency (wave-

third metal element situated between
the two terminal knobs. similar to the
Lodge oscillator of an early date.
DeForest. however. employed disks of
metal about one-fourth ineh in thickness, the diameter of time disks also
living one -fourth inch. The efficacy of
a "short. fat spark" for dependable
telegraph signaling over the distances
at that time attempted. had been noted,
esperlally- by exp'riunenters is America.
Ill the deForest gap the separation between the termimiI disks and the ventral disk was in each case one sixty fourth inch.

length).

With the quenched gap distinctive
tones could be given to individual
transmitters. At once this was recognized as an advantage in operating
several stations in a common territory.
if undesired signals could not be kept
out of a particular receiving system
by electrical tuning. the situation was
sot quite so had when the interfering
signals were of a different tune from
those of the desired signals.
'l'he arrangement
iigement was hi fact a
"shock excitat hum" system in which
the oscillations in the primary were
quickly clamped out. making it practicable to employ an alternator having
a frequency of 1.010 to 2.(100 cycles to
create a corresponding number of
primary discharge sparks per second.

Quenched Gaps
in the year 1906. Professor Max
Wien. in Germany. brought out a type
of discharger subsequently referred to
as a "quenched spark gap." Pretty
much the same thing was invented by
T. B. Kinraide. in America.' six years
previously, but it did not nt the time
attract attention or have wide use.
As observed by deForest. and others,
it was early apparent that there ryas :a
41.11/till length of spark gap which
would have the smallest damping and
consequently- the greatest integral
effect. This gap. in air, was found to
be quite small: of the order of one
millimeter.
Professor Wien discovered that employing a very short gap consisting of'
two smooth plates of good conducting
metal. with their surfaces parallel.
the spark is rapidly extinguished
( quenched) due to the cooling effect
of the metal surfaces. the condenser
discharge then consisting of but one
or two oscillations. With the primary
discharge circuit coupled to a secondary the transfer of energy to the latter
results in many oscillations of one
period only.
'l'he Wien gap was made up of seven
or more copper plates in series, separated by mica rings. Moditicntions of
this type of spark gap were introduced
by von Lepel. and Penkert, in Germany. and by Fleming. in England.
d.elal employed a paper ring to separate two water -cooled flat or conical

surfaces.

Penkert arranged a thin
rotating metal

tilni of nil between two

surfaces.
in the quenched spark arrangement
the sparks follow each other so regularly- that they give out a clear
musical toue. In time the system became known as the "singing spark"
system. Singing sparks permitted of
from fifty to seventy -five per cent. of
the generator output being transferred
as antenna energy.
The quenched spark oscillator came
into use at a time when something of
the kind was greatly- needed. Although
it had been a comparatively- simple
matter to calculate inductance and
capacity- values which. incorporated as
elements of transmitting and receiving
circuits, should cake possible selective
Operation, in practice it was the general experience that the tuning necom2

U. S.

Patent

623,316. 15ag.

also were rotated in a plane at right
angles to that of the middle disk. The
studs were of such length as to just
touch the side disks in passing, thereby
bridging the gap. For large installations this discharger proved to be quite
efficacious. At the Clifden Marconi
station, where a frequency of 45,000,
with a potential of 15,000 volts across
the condenser was used, the spark -gap,
of the type here described. was practically- closed during the time of one
oscillation. when the disk peripheral
slued was 600 feet per second.
'l'he result was that the primary circuit continued to oscillate without
material loss due to resistance of the
gasp. The number of oscillations taking place was governed by time thickness of the side disks, the primary
Iaeing abruptly opened ns the studs on
the middle disk departed from the side
disks. The sudden rupture of the
primary (ireuit served to quench any
oscillations which continued in the
condenser circuit.

Other Forms of Spark -Gaps

Fig. 8. Cross section of the spark
gap Invented by Prof. E. L. Chaffee.

without introducing the difficulties of
arcing.
'l'he rapid succession of
highly d:unlad sparks in the primary
created an equally rapid succession of
very- feeble (bummed trains of oscillations in the secondary, with a large
mean- square value; approaching the
conditions obtainable with the more
complicated are apparatus which produces continuous or sustained os(illat

ions.

The Fleming -Marconi gap used in
English space telegraph installations
in 1005. consisted of two balls or disks
of iron or steel. mounted on separate
shafts driven by motors. The shafts
carrying the spheres were revolved at
a slow rate by means of gearing.
Motors. gears :and spheres were
mounted in a closed chandler in which
air or other gas could be compressed.
The discharge thus was practically
noiseless. which twos a distinct imnprnveuent over prey' sly used open
gaps.

Marconi Disk -Discharger
in 11107. time JIarconi disk-discharger
appeared. by aeons of tvluicli the per sistency of oscillation tras made to
api)loach in regularity- that of a
generator of continuous waves. The
apparatus consisted of a metal disk
having copier studs firmly fixed at
regular intervals in its periphery and
placed transversely to its plane. The
disk was caused to rotate very rapidly
between two other disks. by means of
a motor or turbine. The side disks

Up to the time of the discovery of
the oscillating properties of the nudion.
in 1012- 1913. and later, the subject of
spark-gaps continued to he examined
in ltII countries with a view to possible
improvements. There seemed no end
to the variety of methods which might
be employed to energize the transmitting antenna system.
Walter W. Massie, in America, in
1005 developed a form of gap consisting of a hollow wheel slotted on its
fart and revolved between two terminal electrodes by means of a motor.
To control the temperature of the gap
elements air was drawn inside the
wheel by a fan arrangement connected
to the shaft, similar to blower devices;
the air being forced out through the
slots onto the face of the wheel.
One of the most highly developed
forms of gap employed was that due
to Prof. E. R. Chaffee, illustrated in
Fig. S. Its use continued imp to the
day of the tube transmitter.
Balsillie. in England. in 1909. employing an alternator and step -up transformer. had in service a form of rotary
spark -gap so constructed that when
rotated a considerable air pressure was
produced at the opposite electrodes
wbrn they were in closest proximity
other. By regulating the
tip each
speed of the rotating member the discharge from the condenser could be
interrupted from 300 to 1,500 times
per second. The gap comprised two
outside electrodes. each four and onehalf inelies wide on the sparking edge,
plated in close proximity to a longitudinally toothed wheel. The wheel,
five inches long, had truncated teeth
rut on its periphery. the design providing for from twenty to thirty sparks
in parallel for each condenser discharge. Quite small gaps were used :
with a 1 K.W. transmitter. one sixty fourth inch, and with a 2 K.W. transmitter one thirty -second inch. This
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device provided a fairly definite frequency and a musical tone, the note,
of course, being independent of the
frequency of the alternating- current
used to charge the condenser.

CHAPTER 7

Electric Wave Detectors
IN the annals of science the hunt

organized and directed by Mr.
Edison with the objective of discovering a suitable bamboo fibre
for filaments for incandescent lamps,
prosecuted throughout the years 18791880, while various expeditions scoured
the forests of tropical countries, stands
as a record of research, industry and
perseverance. But the search instituted a decade later for the ideal material or substance to place between
the metal electrodes of electric wave
detectors may well be set up as a
monument to the inquiring pioneers
who contributed to the advancement of
signaling through space.
In the early "coherers" almost everything was tried, from iron to gold and
from gelatine to steel. The search for
the ideal coherer material early
branched off into a search for the ideal
"detector" of the crystal type; search
for the best electrode and electrolyte
combination for electrolytic detectors;
experimental development of "magnetic" detectors, and so on up to the
time of the advent of the audion, in
1905. Even after the arrival of the
audion, the crystal type of detector
was continued in service for a decade
as a competitor of the bulb. for as a
simple detector the bulb was little
more sensitive than the best crystals.
In the search for a perfect detector
was engaged the thought of a greater
number of scientists, professors, experimenters and boys, in every country
of the world, than bad ever before
centered attention upon a single obThe extensiveness of the
jective.
crusades for the recovery of the tomb ;
the migrations of the oppressed from
east to west ; even Mr. Edison's expeditions and caravans in search of
elusive fibres, were limited concentrations compared with the hosts attacking the coherer problem.
In the laboratory, Hertz detected
electric waves in space a short distance
away from his induction -coil transmitter, the presence of the received
energy being indicated by minute
sparks at the slightly separated ends
of a split metal ring. Plainly, a detector of this sort required a considerable amount of energy to function. At
a distance of a few hundred feet away
from a transmitter of the usual size
the Hertz resonator (detector) could
hardly be expected to give a visual
indication of intercepted waves. In
the original laboratory apparatus
there was little of telegraphic suggestion. As a telegraph possibility distances of a mile or more would have
to be bridged.
Coincidentally, and fortunately, a
converging line of knowledge was at

an opportune time destined to attract
the attention of physicists experimenting with Hertz waves. This
knowledge concerned devices which
had been observed to be sensitive to
small currents in conductors, and to
space effects produced by electric
sparks in their neighborhood.
It is to be remembered that Marconi
and Popoff, in 1895, had available the
filings tube coherer of Branly, brought
out five years previously. But long
before Branly's time wave responsive
characteristics of imperfect-contact assemblies had been noted by other observers. Munk of Rosenschoeld, as
early as the year 1835, described the
permanent increase in the electrical
conductivity of filings of tin, carbon
pieces, and other substances, when situated in the neighborhood of a Ley den jar in operation. This savant reported also that restoration to a state
of high resistance was accomplished
by shaking or disarranging the loose
particles after being subjected to the
discharge from a condenser.
In the year 1852. a young telegraph
engineer, S. Alfred Varley, in England,
observed that metallic powders presented high resistances to potentials
as high as one hundred volts. The
outcome of Varlets investigations was
the invention by him of a form of
lightning arrester (1'466) consisting of
two metal terminal, between which
was deposited a small portion of metallic filings. The phenomenon involved was that flashes of lightning
created electric waves which caused
the filings of the arrester to cohere,
greatly reducing the electrical resistance of the device. With one terminal
of the arrester connected to a telegraph wire while the other terminal
was connected to ground, the path
to earth presented by the filings served
to protect the station instruments employed to operate the line from damage
Obviously, the
clue to lightning.
arresters had to be shaken. or tapped,
after each lightning storm. Mr. Varley's paper read before the British
Association, in 1870. described the
experiments which led up to the development of his filings arrester.
In 1835. Professor CalzecchI Onesti,
an Italian scientist, observed the variation in electric resistance of metal
filings when subjected to electric discharges. Onesti's experiments seem to
have been extended toward investigating the action of imperfect contact
devices when connected in series with
the secondary winding of an induction
coil, effects being studied as the primary was opened and closed. But this
was three years before Hertz, and although from the records it is clear
that Onesti was being flirted with by
the unrevealed, ripening truth, later
grasped by the German professor, it
may be concluded that his observations,
Munk's, Varle9 s and Hughes' (the
latter referred to in a previous chapter) 5110111(1 be regarded as fruit
plucked too early, so far as the needs
of space signaling were concerned.

Lodge, in 1889,' observed that two
knobs sufficiently close together, cohered when a spark passed between
them. Branly, in France,' carried out
a rather complete investigation into
the phenomena of imperfect contact
arrangements, in the year 1891.
Branly experimented with metallic
films on glass, with rods, with pastes
and with filings. The metallic filings
device proved to be the most regular
in action, and as in design it could be
made rugged and of simple construction it at once became a laboratory
instrument of most interesting behavior.
In his 1594 lecture on Hertz's work.
Lodge exhibited coherers of the
Branly filings type: in fact it was
Lodge who gave the device the name
"coherer."
The Branly coherer was a very
wonderful device. A small glass tube,
fitted at its ends with metal terminals,
the space between the metal electrodes
being filled or partly filled with particles of metal, responded with regularity to transmitted impulses from a
Leyden jar or induction -coil transmitter of electric waves. As a laboratory instrument the coherer was
bandied about the laboratories from
1891 until 1895, being used to demonstrate electric wave phenomena over
such distances as were possible in college rooms. As previously pointed out
it was Marconi, in Italy, who first
(1895) undertook to investigate the
maximum distance over which a
coherer would respond to transmitted
electric waves of the Hertz type, notwithstanding that, in February, 1892.
Sir William Crookes, in England, in
a paper published in the Fortnightly
Review, in plain words called attention to the immediate possibility of
wireless telegraph signaling by means
of the radiation from a Hertz oscillator and the detectors then available.

Coherer Theory
Marconi s astonishing demonstrations
of 1896. 1897. at once directed attention to the coherer. The phenomena
involved in the responsive characteristics of the tube were forthwith made
the subject of innumerable inquiries.
Out of the great bulk of research which
followed, two theories, two schools of
thought were evolved.
Lodge had demonstrated an actual
welding together of closely adjusted
points and of metal filings, after these
had been drawn into contact by
electrostatic attraction of the opposite
charges induced upon the faces of the
separate metal particles. Branly ascribed the action to a breaking down
or puncturing by minute sparks of
the dielectric film (gaseous or metallic
oxide) which he believed existed between opposing surfaces of the filings.
In the course of time when every
possible theory had been analyzed,
Journal, Institution of Electrical Engipp. 352-4
neers, 1890. Vol.
.Comptes Rendus, Vol. CI', p. 785; and
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the general conclusion was that in a
measure both Lodge and Branly were
right. It was pointed out that the
Branly effect afforded an explanation
of the self -decohering phenomenon observed in the operation of the microphone type of detector, particularly
the carbon, steel, carbon -mercury and
aluminum, variations, in which the
formation of a resisting film was easily
accomplished.
When the coherer consisted of filings
of soft metal, of relatively low fusing
point, silver, lead, et cetera, the Lodge
cohering effect through actual welding
might follow on the Branly action, reducing further the resistance through
the particles.

Coherer Operation
If the coherer was to be used as a
wave detector which would cause to be
operated a telegraph relay it was
essential that the filings be immediately restored to the high resistance
state at the cessation of each series
of oscillations representing the "dot"
and "dash" elements of the Morse
code. The promptness with which the
coherer was made ready for succeeding signals largely determined the
speed in letters per minute at which
signaling by code could be carried on.
The "tapping back" process, therefore. was made automatic. Reduction
of resistance of the coherer as a result
of arriving wanes. permitted a local
e.m.f. to energize the coils of a telegraph relay connected in series with
the coherer. The armature of the
relay, in turn. through an additional
local circuit, was made to actuate a
tapper resembling a vibrating electric
bell. the hammer of which vibrated
against the coherer tube, or its base
support. so long as the resistance of
the coherer remained at minimum.
A difficulty at once experienced was
that the spark continuing at the makeand- break contact points of the tapper
(de- coherer) produced electric effects
which disturbed the intended operation of the eoherer. To remedy this

Dr. Lodge. in 1S94, devised n clock mechanism arrangement which, operating mechanically, introduced no sparking.
Many other ingenious arrangements
were brought out with a view to making regular and positive the de-coher-

ing operation.

The form introduced

by H. Shoemaker. in America, in 1901,
was typical of the best ideas submitted. Shoemaker mounted the co-

borer in n vertical position, the filings
resting in a V-shaped pocket at the
lower end. In the filings mixture were
some nickel or iron particles. The
coherer tube was surrounded by a soft
iron sleeve on which was wound a coil
of wire. the winding of this magnet
being in series with n local battery and
the armature circuit of the relay.
With each closure of the armature contact the filings were attracted upward
by the electromagnet, and upon cessation of the incoming waves the arma-
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ture opened, de- energizing the magnet,
allowing the filings to drop downward
and thus become de- cohered.
It was quite natural that Dr. Branly,
the inventor of ,the coherer employed
in the first wireless telegraph demonstrations, should be one of the most
interested of investigators seeking improved methods of detecting the presence of electric waves in receiving
systems. Out of his study of the subject came a detector used by him in
1902, which was based on the simple
contact of a polished and an oxidized
metal surface. This is shown in Fig.
9. To obtain the contacts of oxidized
and polished metal he arranged the
coherer in the form of an upper disk
of metal fixed with three rods of tempered steel, tapering and pointed at
their ends. The points of the rods
were rounded and given a high polish,
after which they were given a very
thin layer of oxide by heating in air to
:: suitable temperature.
The reason
for the three rods was to provide separate contacts, so to insure dependable
working. The tripod thus formed was

Fig.

9.

The Branly
Detector.

Tripod

placed on a disk of steel, highly
polished.
The coherer effect, upon the arrival
of incoming electric waves, was between the points and the polished surface. When properly designed and
assembled) this device was as sensitive
as the filings type of instrument and
it had the merit of being more easily
and regularly de- cohered. A single
slight tap was effective, which made It
practicable to mount the coherer direcently on the telegraph relay -the
slight mechanical shocks given by the
armature of the relay being sufficient
to accomplish the desired purpose.

The Lodge- Muirhead Detector
Dr. Lodge also. in conjunction with
Dr. Alexander Muirhead, the London
scientific instrument maker, put forth
a system of wireless telegraphy, in
1902. 1903, in which the coherer employed consisted of a small steel disk,
rotated continuously in contact with a
column of mercury. Between the two
was interposed a thin film of oil, the
disk being revolved by clockwork. The
film of insulating oil was the sensitive
separating medium, serving the same
end as the film of oxide in the Branly
device. In the Lodge detector, contact
established due to arriving waves was

automatically disrupted by virtue of
the continuously rotating electrode, the
disk. With this detector a potential

difference of one volt was sufficient to
break down the resistance of the insulating film ; thus, in practice a siphon
recorder of received signals was operated by a single cell of battery shunted
by a potentiometer.
The filings coherer itself was subjected to variations in design which
made the instrument more dependable
in operation, more sensitive, and less
troublesome in decohering. Tissot, in
France considerably reduced the element dimensions of the original
Branly coherer. In one form widely
used by Rochefort in French installations, the Tissot coherer had electrodes
from three to five millimeters in
diameter with beveled ends to form a
V- shaped pocket. While the glass container was being blown a nipple was
drawn in the side of the tube, filled
with carburet of calcium to take up
any moisture remaining in the tube
after being sealed.
Siaby and Arco, in Germany, in the
years immediately following 1900, employed a coherer of ingenious construction, being so arranged that small,
hardened steel balls were placed between aluminum plates.
Under a
microscope the aluminum surfaces
would have shown uneven, minute projections, closely resembling filed particles in contact. This detector was
fairly sensitive and was self-decohering. In principle it was pretty much
the same as n detector patented in the
United states, in 1903, by Popoff, of
Russia. As arranged by Popoff, the
end electrodes of the coherer each contained a metallic pin, one being placed
above and one below the axis of the
tube, but slightly separated. There
were three insulating partitions, one
at each end of each pin, and the third
midway between. The chambers thus
formed were filled with steel filings,
having surfaces of various degrees of
oxidation. The detector was self decohering, and with this device in a
receiving system, as well as with the
SlabyArco detector, a telephone receiver was employed to read the incoming signals.
The "coherer" in any form was destined to give way to other types of
detectors better suited to the needs of
actual signaling. At its best the coherer was slow in operation; given to
producing false signals in translating
devices employed in connection with
it; was not adaptable to refinements of
tuning and, in general, was a rather
temperamental contrivance, notwithstanding that it was employed from
1890 until 1900, and later, as the only
practicable means of registering the
presence of intercepted electric waves.
Indeed, as late as 1905, the Slaby -Arco
form of coherer described in the foregoing paragraph, was still extensively
used in German wireless telegraph installations.
(To be continued)
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The Neon Stroboscope
The Neon Lamp as a Means of Observing Vibrating Surfaces,
Mechanisms and Objects in Motion
By Edmund Woodard
,ldlcnt of television and the
exploitation of the neon lamp
offers the solution, or at least
the means of arriving at the
solution. of many problems associated
with vibrating surfaces, mechanisms
or objects in motion. As such the neon
lamp, a commercial development for
radio work thuds application in many
other industries.
The neon lamp we will consider is
suitable for research work, and while
we will apply it directly to some radio
T1

later. A knowledge of exactly what is
taking Place in a hind speaker "motor"
Or the exact movements of it loud
speaker cone diaphragm. is of vital importance to the engineer, since it
governs the operating efficiency of the
complete nnit. and consequently its
salability. i-nfurtamitely, however.
the na.ven teat S of t various elements
in it speaker when Placed into operation are too rapid for the eye to follow. Consequently. actual visual ohservatiuus. .0 necessary. for accurate

Three
types

general

of neon
tubes. P.. is the
square type, mainly associated

plate

with

television work.
B and C are the
commercial tubular and spiral

types.

problems, we will show it applied to
Alter fields as well. Our interest in
the neon lamp is based upon two of its

properties. First. that the gas within
the tube will glow when under the influence of an electrie potential of practically any frequency. from a fraction
of a cycle to many million cycles.
Second. that the above action of the
gas within the tube is practically without lag. Possessing these properties.
the neon lamp constitutes an excellent
source of frequency controlled light.
in other words, it is a source of light
of known frequency. since the frequency of the potential applied is
known and controllable.

Applications of Neon Stroboscope
Our major interest is the application of the neon tube as a stroboscope
for the observation of the movements
and actions of loud speaker diaphragms and loud speaker "motors."
Other applications will be discussed

and scientific work are unavailable
and the work must Progress in a "cut
and try manner unless some form of
stroboscope is used.
The neon :pup of the square plate
type is satisfactory for the observation of loud speaker operattn. When
utilized with certain other equipment,
available in any laboratory. it constitutes a testing unit unparalleled in its
work and utility, since it permits
observation with the naked eye of the
movements of an armature vibrating
at any baud of audio frequency utilized in everyday radio work.
The utility of the neon lamp when
employed as a stroboscope is not
limited to the observation of speakers.
it may be used for studying any device in motion, parts of which change
their position a number of times per
second. The stroboscope to he described for the testing of loud speaker
diaphragms and "motors" is adaptable.
with very few changes. to all the
other work to be mentioned.
I

Principle of Operation
The operating Principle of the
stroboscope. or at least of stroboscopic
observations, is very similar to the
operating Principle of the everyday
silpencetroilytie receiver.
Whereas
in the superheterodyne receiver we
-beat" a locally generated signal
against the incoming signal tu produce
n third. in the stroboscope, Nye "beat"
the light beam against the movements
of the vibrating element, or the object
III motion and we produce a bent which
is clearly visible to the eye. This heat
is in the form of "slow motion" of the
element in action. The acceleration
of movement of the "beat" motion is
governed by the -beat" or frequency
difference between the vibrating light
and the object in motion. 'Pite result
of the combined action of the vibrating
light and the vibrating, element in
motion is au tip/Ho-cat reduction ut'
speed of the unit in motion, although
it is actually moving at the rate governed by the potential applied to the
speaker unit or diaphragm of the
speaker. In other words. if any object is moving or changing its position
7.0 times Per second or at the rate of
:.n cycles. the effect of the beat is tu
cause an optical illusion insofar as the
human observer is concerned, and the
object in motion at the rate of :.fl
e rules, appears tu be moving or completing its cycle of vibration once a
.nul. once in Ice.. seconds. or at any
other desired rate. wbirh is governed
by the value of the heat. The deceptive appearance is due to the apparent
position of the vibrating element with
respect to the cyclic variations of the
source of light.
Since the rate at which the vibrating mechanism appears to he vibrating.
is governed by the heat between the
frequency of the source of light or the
light beam and the frequency of
motion of the mechanism in action, it
is easy to comprehend that observation
over a large band of frequencies is possible. Whatever the speed of the unit
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to be observed, it is only necessary to
raise the frequency of the light beans
until the desired beat is produced.
Suppose we have a vibrating element,
the contact arm of a battery changer,
moving at the ratte of 120 per second.
or a speaker nuit armature moving at

C2

TDI2

C3
L2

C'1

r4

201 -A

B+
90V.

FIG.2

CI

B+

U1-145

112

DETECTOR

of such lamps vary from 2(10
volts for the square plate television
111011ís

111'011 I:1111 p

to perhaps 1011,000 colts for

lamps utilized to observe the movements of loco
five rods or automobile
motor parts. It should be retnembered
that this voltage is not D.C. It is A.C.
and of varying frequency, obtained
from a siarce whose frequency can be
varied over the b:tncl required for the
ulasery :Itions.
The writer's work along this line has
been carried out with an improvised
stroboscope to be described herein.
The source of potential of variable
l'rc'alneucy' Was a beat note. audio oscillator consisting of two radio frequency
oscillators tuned t0 !!I0 KC at zero
bent. Ilse of the oscillators remained
fixed at this frequency. and the other
TDI 3

frequency oscillators and the detector
were I),('. operated and the complete
audio amplifier was .\. C. operated.
The output of this system was sufficient to 01N'rate the square plate noon
tube at frequencies between 1, and
approximately IS.(N10 cycles.
A detailed discussion of the iiscillator
system is unnecessary. since it is
of conventional type. The voltage output of the complete unit shows a substantially I1n1 rh:racteristie betwe(u
211 :tuai 50011 cp.] es :1111 :t slight falling
oft' characteristic on frequencies above
this value.

Beat Note Oscillator

(3
B- OF
DET.

4t

2.5V.

a
I

1400.

Ì

FIG.3
45V.

OUTPUT

was variable lo produce a heat note
from r.1ru to »pproxinwtcl
24.1)4111
eyries. The two radio ftegue.l1,y usci1Iators are inductively coupled to a deteet01' tnbr and then p:issoal into a
three stage audio amplifier. utilizing
impedances
ces for the audio coupling
units. 227. tis the first and second stage
amplifiers and :a pair of 250s in parallel
as the output tubes. The two radio

27

B+

V.

Schematic diagram of the beat note oscillator employed in connection with
the neon tube to produce low light frequencies. Oscillator No. 1 is fixed.

°-11

A.C.

T

ó

12

B+
45V.

110 V.

L

R1

The actual size and power of the
complete stroboscope is governed by
the requirements. The larger the area
to be observed, the greater must be
the luminosity in order to permit
observation of the moving elements in
that area. consequently the greater
must he the size of the neon lamp and
the mil put power of the audio oscillator
feealtng the lump. The larger the lamp.
the greater must be the power applied
to cause luminosity or ionization of
the gas.
The small square plate neon lamp
used in the television receiver is satisfactory for the observation of small
nuits or objects in motion. Neon lamps
are :i ;niable in various shapes, as
shown in Fig. 1. A, B and C. Ais the
regular square plate television lamp.
Il is a tubular lamp Mann two feet
long: although greater lengths are
available., and is suitable wherever the
light ntnst be spread over a lung area.
for the observation of a long rod in
motion. l' is a neon lamp in the form
of a spiral. where the light must be
puwet'fnl and e incentratcil into a
small area. The potential require-

GND

1 +

ó

201 -A

Physical Requirements

E-

b

L1

C1

the same rate. Visual observation
with ordinary methods is impossible..
since the eye cannot follow the rapid
eulents, but if we adjust the frequency of the potential actuating the
111011 lamp to 119 ryel's or 121 cyele.
so as to produce a beat of 1 cycle, the
unit in motion will appear to pass
through n cycle of movement once n
second, and observation of many details will he possible.

227

OSCILLATOR N2.2

OSCILLATOR N9.1
LI

o

B1135V.

110V.

A.C.

NEON
LAMP

B+
425V.

The beat note oscillator system is
shown in Fig. 2. The indndtances L,
couple the tt'o usefllators to the detector tube. 'l'he tuning of oscillator
No. 1 is faxed by Means of the fixed
condenser ('2. It is best if this condenser is of known value. This aids in
the selection of a rapacity for C3
which will be slightly less than that
of ('2 and affords excellent tuning for
C-1.
The oscillator tubes sae 201 -As
and the detector is a 112. The complete list of parts employed in this
oscillator is as follows:
1, no turns No. 2-i l)('(' wire on :a" form.
1.1---IS forum of No. 24 111" wire on
small form with 14" sepa ration between L and f.1.
1.2 -12 turns of No. 20 1/((' wire on
same form near filament end with
separation
LI and 1.2.
r l ,110025 turd. gridbetween
condenser.
I;
mcg. grid leak.
I; t
nog r. grid leak.
unl ofd. fixed condenser.
.00'; add. liked condenser.
c'a -.002.1 ofd. ti ed condenser.

'

¡

i

Schematic diagram of the double impedance audio amplifier which amplifies
the low frequencies from the beat note oscillator before they are impressed
on the neon tube.

I

t info]. variable
-4- prong sockets.

1'4 -.0a0
3

condenser.
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h e apparatus constitut-
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AMPLIFIER

FIG.4

SPEAKER UNIT
UNDER OBSERVATION

-.25 ampere nutonml is filament control.
automatic filament control.
RFC -85 millihenry choke.

A

A1-.5 ampere

The Audio Amplifier
The complete audio amplifier system
is shown in Fig. 3, and while it is conveittional, a few remarks are necessary
about the filament circuit. Separate
transformers are employed to feed the
filaments of the 227s and the 250s.
The reason for this arrangement is
that it permits minimization of the
"hum" due to the effect of the external
field of the transformers upon the
amplifier wiring. By correctly placing
these transformers with respect to
each other and by reversing the connections to one transformer, the fields
are neutralized and minimum hum is
the result. That this system is successful is proved by the fact that the
total hum is less than 1:10 millivolts,
whereas the hunt with a single filament transformer is several times that
value.
While A.C. operation of the oscillator is possible, it is not recommended
due to modulation of the carriers,
unless special and tedious precautions
are exercised.
The list of parts required for the
amplifier unit is as follows:
sockets.
-5
-prong sockets.
-4 -prong
C3-1
Cl-4 mfd.. 200 volt condenser.
C2-4 mfd.. 600 volt condenser.
2

2

tango double impedances.
3-1st add.
by-pass condenser.

-20

ohm potentiometer.
111 -1000 ohm variable resistance. 25
watts.
112 -50 ohm center -tapped resistance.
14- binding
poste.
VD-0 to 500.0110 ohm potentiometer.
R

Operation of Stroboscope
Assuming that all of the equipment
necessary for the stroboscope is available, let us proceed to apply the complete unit. Let us consider four fields,
although many more will suggest themselves. The stroboscope is of utility
wherever vibrating objects in motion
are to be observed. The first field is
radio, and we wish to observe the
movement of the various parts of a
cone speaker motor. The complete
system is arranged as shown in Fig. 4,
the neon lamp being placed within a
reflector so that the light is concentrated upon the element to be observed. A unit is actuated from some
source at the frequency desired. This
source may be another audio oscillator
or if a single frequency of 60 cycles is
sufficient a unit similar to that shown

This is a line
supply oscillator, wherein the harmonics of 00 cycles are removed by
means of the filter. It should be
understood that such measurements
cannot be made when the speaker is
actuated from the regular broadcast
signals, since the operating frequency
varies instantaneously. A constant
frequency must be applied. The filter
in Fig. 5 is arranged to pass all frequencies up to 80 cycles, in order to
decrease the attenuation at 60 cycles.
The potentiometer across the supply
governs the voltage fed into the
amplifier tube.
The radio frequency oscillators are
started a few minutes before observation in order to permit the attainment
of stable temperature.
in Fig. 5 may be used.

Examples of Use
assume that a discussion

We will

1

'Ur
:1

TRANSFORMER
1

AI111111111111111IIIIIIIIlIII111111111NmmIlli

Circuit diagram
of the line sup -

p y oscillator
which is used in
connection with
the speaker unit
under observation.
I

30
HENRY

1000 OHM
POTENTIOMETER

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItl

110

quency. The closer the resonance, the
slower will be the apparent motion of
the armature. At exact resonance the
unit will appear stationary. When the
correct speed of movement has been
obtained, the desired details may be
observed. The amplitude of motion
may now be observed. It is understood, of course, that sufficient power
must be applied to the speaker "motor"
to cause an appreciable movement of
the parts. All parts of the unit may
be observed. The movement of the
drive pin, the stabilizer bar and other
parts are clearly visible. The thrust
of the drive pin may be determined by
fastening to it, at a 90 degree angle,
a light pin or needle which is caused
to make an impression upon carbon or
smoked paper. The same is true of
the armature. As an example, data
was required on the movement of a
speaker unit armature when a certain
amount of power was fed into the
unit at 30 cycles. A very light pin
was attached to the armature and
arranged to rub across a strip of
smoked paper. With known input
power, permanent record and visual
observation of the armature movement
with varying power and frequency was
thus obtained.
As an example of the utility of the
device in another phase of the radio
field. we quote the following. Trouble
had been encountered with the contact
breaker on a full -wave vibrating
charger. Data was required on the
actual movement of the eontact arm
and to determine the required rigidity

V.

A.C.

has arisen relative to the movement of
the speaker unit armature when the
unit is under the influence of a low
frequency potential. We wish to observe these movements at 60 cycles.
The power has been applied to the
speaker unit and it is moving with fair
intensity. We now tune the beat note
oscillator to approximately 60 cycles.
The neon lamp reflector is focused
upon the object, so that a fair amount
of light is impressed upon the speaker
unit. The remainder of the room
should be dark, the illumination for
the test being obtained from the neon
lamp. If the frequency of the light
differs by two or three cycles from the
frequency applied to the unit, observation of the moving mechanism will
show slow motion. The neon lamp
oscillator is now varied slowly towards
resonance with the speaker unit fre-

FIG. 5

"

171

POWER

TUBE

4 MF

'

I--

aI-D
D
O

B+

of the arm. The charger was set into
operation in the normal manner. The
stroboscope was tuned to the frequency
of the contact arm when in motion.
With a small beat, it was easy to observe that the pull of the magnets was
so great as to push back the contact
arm whenever contact was made, thus
necessitating the placement of the
stationary contact on a spring. It also
showed the bend in the arm.
The neon stroboscope with a sufficently powerful oscillator and lamp
is ideally suited for the observation of
the movements of parts of an automobile motor, such as valves and rocker
arms, when the motor is operating
"wide open." The same is true of
other parts in motion, whose rate of
movement is too fast for observation
by the naked eye under ordinary con-

ditions.
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Lincoln 8 -80 One Spot Super
By W. H. Hollister*
a few words in respect to the original design of the Lincoln 8 -80 One
Spot receiver.
In the past performance of the super
circuit, one outstanding feature has been
noticeable, namely : selectivity. This one
point has been greatly in favor in the super
circuit over the tuned R. F. circuit. To
the fan who has, the past few years, industriously tried to build a satisfactory
working super receiver, it has been apparent front the start that nanny detrimental features persisted in making themselves known, and refused to be conquered.
Many methods of controlling oscillation
were tried, but oscillation with amplification was always present. Repeat points or
harmonics persisted in filling the dials and
covering the available spaces between the
local stations (especially in congested districts) which halved or quartered the good
effects of the sharp tuning ability of the
super circuit.
In the laboratory- matched intermediate
transformers very fine work was done in
peaking the different stages at u uniform
frequency. We all recall the great desire
to obtain the finest peaked set of transformers, and no doubt many of us just
put into operation in a receiver, many
sets of accurately peaked intermediates, and
we all know the trouble that immediately
arose as soon as the receiver was put into
operation.
We had an unstable circuit
producing side-band cutting of musical
frequencies which could not be brought up
to high amplification without going into
oscillation; repeat points two or three
places on the dial for each station and
many other detrimental features which we
strove in vain to eliminate.
Then, the new screen -grid tube came into
existence and straightaway we had hopes
of an entirely bettered situation due to

the high amplification available in this
tube. However, we were again destined to
disappointment as the advent of the very
sensitive screen-grid tube into the super
circuit did not seem to eliminate the harmonics. It required very careful shielding
and much more care in construction than
the old three- element tube super.

The Lincoln 8 -S0 Receiver in Its
Console Cabinet. The Receiver has
two tuning controls.

With this situation in view, the primary
motive in developing the new Lincoln 8 -SO
receiver was to try to utilise the high
amplification available in the screen -grid

'President and Chief Engineer, Lincoln

Radio Corp.
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pectations.
A radically new system of intermediate
coupling was developed, using a frequency
which, can only produce one-spot registratration above 320 meters.
Anyone who has ever operated a superheterodyne will appreciate that the primary- drawback of the superheterodyne today is that the effectiveness of the oscillator dial is at least halved because each
station is heard at two points upon flue
dial instead of at only one, as in T.R.F.
sets. This is due to the fact that with
50 KC intermediate amplifier, for example:
the sum and difference settings of the
oscillator will bring in a given station.
The method of eliminating this is to raise
the intermediate frequency until one set
(lower) of oscillator dial heterodyne points
are thrown so far away frown the other set
(tapper) that the lower repeat points fall
beyond the used tuning range. Just how
this works out can be illustrated by considering a 400 KC I.F. amplifier, used in
a super to cover the 200 to 500 meter
band (1.500 to 500 KC, approximately).
The oscillator settings for both extremes
must be the highest and lowest signal frequency to be received plus and minus
the I.F. Thus, for a 200 meter signal
(1.500 KCI the oscillator must be tuned
to 1,900 or 1.100 KC. For a 545 teeter
signal (550 KC) obviously only the sum
of the oscillator and signal frequencies
can be had in a practical set which is 9a0
KC.
Thus the oscillator tuning range
must be 1,900 to 950 KC. or 157 to 315
meters, approximately. The 315 meter setting (950 KC) will heterodyne either a
559 meter station, or a 1,350 KC station,
which would he nt 222 meters. Thus it
is seen that a 400 KC intermediate fre-
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tube, and at the sane time eliminate as
many as possible of the detrimental features, which we. hopelessly, tried to remedy
in the past. To do this, the design was
started from the round up and the final
development far exceeded the wildest ex-
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The schematic diagram of the Lincoln 8 -80 One Spot Super. Note that a screen -grid tube is used as the first detector.
The same type of tube is used in the I.F. amplifier. The Clough system of audio frequency amplification is employed.
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enables a great percentage of the wiring
to be done in straight busbar and simplifies construction to a great extent.
The net result of the development of
this receiver has eliminated oscillation:
regeneration is not used in any degree:
registration is one -spot; separation is well
under 10 KC: and complete musical frequencies are brought through without sideband cutting. augmented by the Clough
system of amplification, produces tonal
quality beyond comps risen.
In actin./ perforuunee in the hands of
the set -builders who have built the Lincoln 8 -80 for the first time. each reeei vcr
built works exactly alike, due to the bal-

ancing of the intermediate explained In
the forepart of this article.
In highly congested broadcasting districts, of which Chicago is possibly the
worst in this country. having 10 separate
frequencies, long lists of DX stations are
brought in nightly, through the summer
months, with heavy volume. This is made
possible by the one-spot registration. tutiltsIng every available l0 KC interval between
the nutty powerful local stations.
The I.F. and A.F. transformers are
Inside view of the Lincoln 8 -80.
mounted in a straight line along the rear of the sub -base.
chimney will provide n superheterodyne that
will he one spot for all stations abaci 222

and that the oscil la for settings
meters will he so
for stations below 2
far away that the in;wt tuning circuit Is
only called III
to discriminate between
signals at the extreme opposite ends of
the broadcast Wa we-Ie11Lrt11 band, which is
nut difiìcnit with a good input circuit.
high impedance was incorporated into
the plate circuit of the screen -grid tube
in transformer coupling design. Producing
a sharp frequency filter to counteract for
the different tube eharateristies and capacities IitleOrliorated in wiring. which in the
past have unbalanced a undti -stage intermediate nmulitier. .\ small manually operated variable capacity was incorporated
in the top of the copper shielding and
across the plate wiring of the transformer.
whereby the frequency of each individual

meters,

'

stage yo1141 lie Iutned In any frequency between 35,0 and nun Kt', at the same time
correcting for all tube reactions and caporities, and producing a perfect filter systerm. E11111 intermediate transformer was
housed in 11e41,y copper and the system
worked out so exceedingly- well that shielding of the screen -grid tubes was found
to br alsolutoly unnecessary.

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

The oscillator coupler is of the tuned
grid type with compact field in the plate
wiring. which is immediately below the
grid wiring. Ahovu' the grid wiring is the
pick-up in series with the grid lead to the
first detector.
The screen -grid tube was used in the
first detector circuit with suitable bins
for petfeet root i flea tiun. Three screen -grid
tubes were used in the I.F. amplifiers.
The antenna coupler is a highly designed
coil of No. 16 enameled copper. wound on a
threader bakelite shell. The low high -frequency resistance of this coil augments
to a great extent the sharp tuning of tle
Lincoln 5-80. One 201 -.\ type tithe is used
in the second detector.
Two audio stages are of the well -known
('lough system of audio nmplifivntion and
each is designed for high efficiency in its
Registration from :'O
respective stage.
cycles up. with a decided rise in amplifi-

cation front 30 to 125 cycles is characteristic in these transformers: the curve dropping decidedly above the ut tisical Ire
qucncy ranee helps to a great extent to
eliminate any high frequencies and atmospheric noises, which in the past has
taken the pleasure out of reception.
The iay-ont as noted from the act
panyi ng photograph is straight lice, which
-

1- Lincoln
1- Lincoln
4- Lincoln

No. 102 Oscillator Coupler.
No. 103 Antenna Coupler.
No. 101 Tuned I.F. Trims-

1- Lincoln
1- Lincoln

No. 105 First A.F. Transformer.
No. 106 Second A.F. Trans-

formers.
former.

2--Itinvoln No. 104L and 1041 .00035 Mfd.
Condensers.
Control Pastel.
1- l.ineoln Escutcheon 211"
x :Iri," x 144"
1-- Bakelite Sub- Base
complete with 8 tube socket assem-tV

2

blies. thrilled.
Sub -Base Supports.
I

-Jones 8 -Lead Battery Plug and Cable
(special).
2-S-M Silt. and Si n It Drum Dials.
1

\1 fuI. Condensers.
6- Putter N.D. 4. Mfd.
Condensers.
1- Aerovox .002
1- .\royax .00015 tifd. Condenser with
Clips.
Aerovox 2 Megobnt Grid Leak.
11- -\':ax ley R3001, ,1101 aim Potent lonteter.
1

IF

10 (null \I fidget Rheostat.
xlcy 4.0 Tip Jacks.
3- 11144141ing Posts. Ohm Resistor.
1- Carter II -4/7 .57
4- ('arter RI' -141, 10 O1utu Resistors.
1

-Ya xley--Win

-S -M 275 R. F. Choke.
500 Switch Attachment.
Small parts assortment consisting of
screws, nuts. Iiigs, bas -bar. flexible
wire. shielding braid and screen grid
clips.

1-

1- Vaxley

The Scott Power Pack and Amplifier
By Harold Newmann
TH.

Scott Power Pack and Amplifier
was especially designed for the 'Scott
World's Record Shield thrill Nine."
deseribed in the October issue of
lixtoo EsGI NE.ER I N.:. It supplies all the
voltages for the
necessary "II" and
receiver tithes as well as the ".\." "B" and
^C" ve it al ges for the potier amplifier tube,
MI integral part of the unit.
The tu rcom pa n y ing photograph of the
Power Pack and Amplifier reveals the
simplicity of the mechanical design and
sm ggests consequent simplicity of electrical
ID -sign.
The two tubes to the left are the
251.
high-voltage, half -wave rectifiers.
whir+ supply all the neessary "It" and
power for the receiver and for the
'lu power tube seen to the right.
The metal cases at the rear of the unit
contain the power transformer. the filter
chokes and the filter condenser block. The
smaller metal cases, to either side of the
tubes. contain the input and output transformers. The resistors and smaller condensers are mounted underneath the metal

350

't'

r'

!lase.

The unit is so arranged that it may be
with either an electro- magnet it or
speaker. Four tip Jacks
are provided. two for connection of a magnetic speaker and two for a dynamic
speaker. Two extra binding posts are provided for the field of the thy» amie speaker
which obtains its energizing voltage direct
front the power unit : no separate rectifier
or other equipment is required. Of course
the dynatnie speaker roust be of the tyne
hawing a high voltage field winding. if the
dynamic speaker hais m low voltage field. in
which case it has Its individual rectifier,
it may be used with this amplifier by conused

elect rit dy inutile
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Schematic diagram
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designed
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r i d
described in the
October Issue of
Radio Engineering. Note that
a
350
power
tube Is used.
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necti ng it to the two tip .lacks provided for
the magnetic speaker. However. such an
arrangement is not advised.

Circuit Details
Referring to the schematic diagram. it
will he seen that the power transformer
has three secondary windings. The center
winding supplies the high voltage to the
two 281 half-wave rectifiers. The lower
winding supplies the 7542 volts A. C. for the
filament of the 250 tube. The upper winding supplies the 71/2 volts A. C. for the filaments of the 281 tubes.
Two filter chokes are employed in connection with a high capacity condenser bank,
for smoothing out the ripple in the rectified current.
A resistor bank is included for providing
the correct "R' and 'C' voltages for all
tubes, including the 250 power tube. The
external voltages. for the receiver, are
picked up from the binding posts mounted
on the base of the unit.
The input transformer is designed to
match the plate impedance of a 112 -A tube.
this type of tube being used in the first
audio stage in the receiver.
The output transformer is designed to
match the plate impedance of a single 250
tube and has a secondary winding with a
value of impedance best suited to the impedance of a magnetic type speaker.
This amplifier is capable of producing
very high outputs and due to the comparatively low impedance of the 250 tube the
low frequencies are particularly favored.
It is an excellent amplifier for all purposes and though it can be employed effectively in connection with other receivers,
it is working at its best with the "Scott
World's Record Shield Grid Nine."

General view of the Scott Power Pack and Amplifier. The rear cases
contain the power transformer. filter chokes and filter condenser block.

The Karas `Round the World' Short -Wave Receiver

THE radio amateurs, who are chiefly
responsible for most of radio's progress, and who have been confined to
short waves for years, have found
that the regenerative circuit devised
by
Roy. Weagant best fitted their needs.
The Karas short -wave receiver uses this
circuit. There is an interchangeable coil
system which, with a seven plate variable
condenser of .00014 mfd, capacity, will
cover the range between 15 and 130 meters.
A small base is provided, on one end of
which there is an adjustable primary. Into
this base by means of a plug -in arrangement. three different sets of secondaries
and feedback coils are plugged.
It would be possible to design and construct a simple coil that could be used
with a variable condenser of correct size,
which would operate over the range mentioned above. The tuning. however, would
be so critical. and the three most popular
channels would be so bunched, that the result would be very disappointing. Better
results follow the use of plug -in coils so
designed that there would be slight overlap In the ranges each would cower.
As the set of coils is now made. there
are 19 turns on the largest grid coil and,
wi h the .00014 mfd. variable
tenser, it.
covers 57 to 133 meters. On the inter-

4 MEG.

mediate coil there are

turns to cover

8

31.5 to 68 meters and, on the smallest coil,
there are three turns covering 15 to 33.5

meters. The plate coils have 6, 4 and 2
turns, respectively.
In order that the tuning sensitivity
would he equal front end to end of the dial,
no matter which coil is used, a straight
line frequency condenser must be used with
the system and. naturally. it must have
rugged mechanical strength, with electrical
losses as low as possible.

Dead Areas
While the following point will not
present any problem, we are quite sure
that most experimenters will he interested
in some of the factors that lath to the placing of the ports as they have been finally
arranged. When the set designer goes below the 200 meter point on the wave
length range he runs into what might be
called absorption. Parts must be so placed
that there is the iiiillhmatrn possible metal
of any nature in the Ileitis of the coils
and oen i' the Variable condensers. This
practice is also true in designing broadcast receivers. but in this latter work It Is
to prevent broadening of the tuning while
in short wave sets it is to avoid dead
spots. If an error is made It will be

R.FC

0002
MF

.1

201 -A

112-A

I

MF.

o

MF.

L.S

SW.

A-BC+

that care has been taken
to keep the inductances well back from the
variable condenser. utd the audio transformers with their large masses of iron,
well to floe left. They might possibly be
a null ter inch back from the left variable
condenser, but as this is the feed -back con denser and not the grid circuit capacity,
nn difficulty has been noticed.
No metal other than that in the unit
itself is near the right hand condenser
x.001114 mfd. 1, and
is near the coils.
The primary has all the needed mom to
permit swinging to clear out at right
angles. Stmt loosening of the coupling is
necessary in many citsea to elear up dead
spots dote to pecularities of the antenna

Tuning the Receiver

00025
°

P

Placement of Parts
You will note

installation.
The parts used in this circuit and the
location of these parts in the layout are
the result of a great deal of experimentation and should not be deviated front for
best results.

171 -A

.00014

3

noticed in tuning and there will be several
places in the possible range where regeneration and oscillation cannot be secured.
For example. you might be using the
intermediate coil, and the tuning condenser
approaches 40 on the dial. The plate
variable condenser is being kept in synchronism for maximum regeneration. Suddenly you find that no amount of adjusting will give sensitivity. As you continue
up the scale, you find that at 55 and on
up to 100, perfect control is possible.
Those wane- lengths falling between 40 and
55 could not be received over any great
distance. There may be as many as three
or four such dead bands if care is not
used.

o

A+

B+
4511

o

0

8+

C-

90V.

30V.

B+

O

C-

4.5V.

180

V.

Schematic diagram of the Karas Short -Wave Receiver. employing the
Weagant circuit. With plug -in coils the set covers the wavelength range
from 15 to 133 meters.

The two dials do not necessarily coincide
in their readings: the left dial tunes the
stations within the range of whichever
plug-in coil you happen to use. and the
right hand dial controls the amount of
regeneration needed for the particular station. Turning up the rheostat also adds
regeneration, as also does loosening the
coupling of the hinged primary.
When receiving continuous wave (C. W.)
code signals, you, of course, must use
enough regeneration to bring about the
whistle of the station. You will find the
loudest signal occurs at the point just
above oscillation for C. W. and at the
point just below oscillation for phone re.
ception.
This point of oscillation Is recognized as
the point where you hear a soft click or
"Plump" as you rotate the right hand dial
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counter- clockwise. Always hover around the
click for maximum sensitivity. Now ou
will also hear another click as the dial is
rotated still farther. At this point you are
working far beyond the point of oscillation
and the circuit is thrown into an uncontrollable howl. Keep down away from this
second click. Flip the left hand dial back
and forth over the station and follow
up with the other dial to the point of

great sensitivity.
If you use these hints you will soon
grasp the knack of tuning the stations in
quickly and smoothly.

Harmonics of Antenna Circuit
Now, due to characteristics of your individual antenna installation, it is possible
that a dead spot or two will be found due
to the harmonics of the antenna circuit
itself. At these harmonics it will absorb
energy from the grid circuit surprisingly
fast. Most of these spots can be eliminated by loosening the coupling of the
primary to the secondary, but it may
prove necessary to shift the natural period
of the antenna circuit by inserting either
a loading coil to raise it or a series condenser to lower it.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
2-Karns Micrometric Dials 0-100.
1 -Karns .00025 mfd. Var. Condenser.
1 -Karns .00014 mfd. Var. Condenser.
1 -Set Karns Sub -panel Brackets.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII
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Rear view of
the Karas
Short -Wave Receiver. Note the
plug -ln coil ar-

rangement. The
receiver has two
stages of A.F.

amplification.

.1111111111111111111111:11111111111111111111111;i1

2-Karas Ilarntonik Transformers.
1 -Short Wave Coil System.
1-00 Millihenry R. F. Choke.
1 -20 Ohm
Rheostat.
1 -No. 10 Filament Switch.
2 -Phone Tip Jacks.
3- Sockets.
1 -No. 112 Antperite Unit.

1-4 Megohm Grid Leak.
S-X -L Binding Posts (6/321.
Bakelite
11- Bakelite
1
1

1

Panel 7x18x3/16 inches.
Subpanel 8x17x3/16 inches.
-.0002 Fixed Condenser with Clip.

-.001 Fixed Condenser.

-Lot

miscellaneous soldering lugs, screws,
spade terminals, wire and sleeving.

Notes on the Design of the Sargent -Rayment
Receiver
By Kendall Clough
to the appearance of tbg
Sargent- Itnyment it was a generally
accepted axi
that nothing but a
receiver of the double detection type
would produce enough sensitivity to go
level
in a good location
down to the noise
told still possess enough selectivity to
make this great amplification useful
centers in the congested broadcast for the
reception of out -of -town signals. When
this design was coo ten p in tad it was hoped
to produce such a receiver, but by use
of the tuned radio frequency circuit. In
this way it was felt that, granting that
the necessary sensitivity and selectivity
could be attained, a further advantage.
would accrue -the elimination of the
troublesome "repeat points" exhibited in
the operation of most superheterodynes.
That these standards have been realized
bas been repeatedly proven in many locutions. In the congested Chicago area the
receiver has brought in a station for each
transmission channel over its range -a
total of 1011 stations in an evening. This
represents true 10 kilocycle selectivity, on
either side of every local station in the
city. In addition the noise level has been
reached in many locations where it had
been impossible with other receivers. In
Los Angeles City, Japanese and one
Australian station have been tuned in.
We will turn here to some of the points
of technical interest in the design of the
receiver.
The physical appearance of the receiver
is conveyed by the photographs of Figs.
1
and 2. It will be noted that the
aluminum pans which form the shielding
also form the cabinet for the finished
Previous experience indicated
receiver.
PR101í

that within compartments measuring 12"
deep x G,4{" high x 4 !," wide. sufficiently
good circuits could be constructed to
produce a high order of gain per stage
with the 222 -type tube. A sample compartment of this size was built up for
measurement of the gain in the single
stage.

Fig. 1. Front view of the Sargent Rayment Receiver.

The first measurements were made on a
coil at hand that had proven to have a
very high "factor of merit" when operated
without shielding. This coil was 80 turns
of No. 20 wire wound on a bakelite tulle
threaded 20 turns per inch. The whole
stage was assembled Just as shown in the
left hand compartment in Fig. 2. The
gain per stage, with various voltages on
the screen of the tube, is shown for the
broadcast band in the curve of Fig. 3.
It will be noted that with 45 volts on
the screen the amplification varies from

to 20 over the broadcast band. and the
selectivity is 3.9 at 550 KC and 1.59 at
1100 KC. The selectivity figures represent
the ratio of the amplification of the desired signal to the amplification of a
signal 10 kilocycles MY resonance. The
above curves were made with a primary
consisting of 35 turns of No. 34 L.C.C.
wire. wound on n tube. 21'" in diameter
slipped into the secondary tube at the
filament end of the latter winding. The
figures for the amplification may seem
rather low for a screen -grid tube stage,
but it must be noted that the primary is
very small for use with a tube of such
high impedance. By operating with such
small coupling the amplification is very
promising (particularly considering that
several stages are to be used) while the
selectivity is practically that of the
secondary itself in the absence of the
primary -an almost ideal condition.
A cursory design was worked out with
the above stage as a basis to determine
the general operating characteristics and
the number of stages that would be necessary in order to meet conditions prescribed. This early model was constructed
along the lines shown in the photograph,
Fig. 2. and the circuit diagram, Fig. 4,
omitting the stage on the left in either
case. Isolation of the circuits was carried
out just as shown in the diagram, each
plate and screen circuit having a 2.5 mh.
choke in series and a 25 mfd. by -pass
condenser. The filament circuits of the
screen -grid tubes are all in parallel from
the battery and a common resistor and
are by- passed at each end with 1.0 mfd.
capacity. Previous experience of the designers indicated the importance of carry17
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Fig. 4.

Schematic diagrram of the SargentRayment Receiver.

.
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Screen -grid tubes are used

in

the

.

R.F. stages.
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ing each filament lead down to the condensers separately before allowing any of
them to be common to two or more tubes,
if freedom from coupling through the
"A" battery was to be avoided. The compartment shields in this assembly were
not as complete as shown in the photograph, lips being provided only at the
front and back and not on the top and
bottom, although they were arranged so
that contact of these edges with the top
and base resulted. With these arrangements the receiver was quite stable with
voltages up to 30 on the screens.
The first evenings test was very gratifying, fifty out -of-town stations being
logged, a performance which was not
duplicated with this particular model
again. On attempting to measure the
overall gain of the radio amplifier it was
found that the characteristics of the receiver changed widely with each slight
jar to which it was subjected. though at
no time could the performance of the
receiver be brought up to the standard
that it had previously enjoyed. It was
subsequently found that sufficient oxidation had occurred to the shielding to
prevent a perfect contact between the
edges of the shields and the base and top.
This allowed eddy currents to circulate
in the base of the receiver, with n resulting interstage coupling that prevented the
stages from cascading and prevented the
large amplification that had been experienced on the first trial of the receiver.
The manner in which this defect was
corrected is clearly shown in Fig. 2. The
compartment dividers are formed up in
the shape of a pail, so that they can be
securely bolted to the hase as well as to
the front and back of the cabinet. After
making this change no trouble was experienced from the variability of results
although the characteristics of the receiver
were permanently altered. The stability
had become such that the full 45 volts
could be used on the screens without
oscillation. with the result that the selectivity was reduced and the amplification
increased. The reduction in selectivity is
shown in Fig. 3. where it can he seen
that the selectivity changes from 4.5 to
3.0 per stage at 550 KC. as the screen
potential changes from 30 to 45 volts. This
effect was aggravated by the presence of
regeneration in the one case and its
absence in the other.
Complete stability of the amplifier
seemed very desirable so that it was decided to add another stage of amplification rather than to resort to regeneration
for the necessary selectivity. At the same
time, while another model was being constructed. it seemed likely that the individual stages could be improved by a
more careful study of the coil in relation ship to its shielding. A small family of
coils, each of approximately the same inductance as the original, was constructed
and placed in the single stage unit for
measurement. From this family it was
found that with each decrease in physical
size the amplification was increased. Constant coupling between the coil and the
tube was maintained throughout these
tests. The optimum coil of the family
consisted of 72 turns of No. 25 enamel
wire wound on a bakelite tube threaded
When measured
32 turns to the inch.
without a shield this coil was actually
inferior to the original coil. but the
measurements indicated that the original
coil was affected to n much more marked
degree by the presence of the shielding.
This could he predicted by the fact that
the original coil approached the size of
the shielding. The new coil was found
to he so far superior to the old from
an amplification standpoint that the
coupling could he decreased. with an increase in selectivity. A primary of 25
turns for the new coil was finally arrived
at, and the measured results with this
coupling are shown in the curve of Fig. 5.
It will be noted that there is a considerable improvement in the amplification,
while the selectivity figures have been
greatly improved. Had a value of primary
coupling been chosen that resulted in the
same selectivity as the old coil. the
amplification would have been correspondingly greater and would have attained
such a high value with four stages as to
be unusable except in the quietest of
locations. In addition. troubles due to
stray couplings from input to output of
a radio frequency amplifier are aggravated
as the amplification increases and it is
unlikely that the oscillation could have
been controlled with the larger value of
coupling. All these considerations made
it advisable to limit the amplification and
to realize the figure of merit of the coil
in terms of selectivity. The performance
of the stage (Fig. 5) indicated that with
four stages a selectivity of (5.314=790 and
an amplification of the order of 00,000
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Fig. 2.

Interior view of the Sargent - Rayment Receiver. Note position of
R.F. coils and the elaborate shielding.

should be attained at 550 kilocycles, with
the amplification increasing and the
selectivity decreasing with the higher
frequencies.
The new model with four stages of the
new coils and the new shielding was built.
In this, each of the coils was mounted in
the horizontal position like the left hand
coil in Figure 2. This receiver was found
to be very sensitive and selective, but so
unstable that it was impossible to operate
the screens higher than 20 volts will t
the whole system bursting into oscillation.
Additional isolation of the filament and
plate and screen circuits was attempted,
without any apparent increase in the stability of the system. In addition all the
joints of the shields were carefully gone
over with no greater effect. After these
tests it became apparent that there were
yet being created eddy currents in the

were perfectly matched. it would he necessary to include some sort of a small capacity across the input circuits. of each
of the screen -grid tubes in order to bring
them up to capacity with the detector
tube.
The performance of the completed receiver in this form were reported in the
first paragraph and will not be dwelled on
at greater length. It was felt that in a
receiver of this class, the audio quality
should he in keeping with the excellent
performance of the radio end. With this
in view the capacity of the grid condenser
has been limited to .00015 mfd. rather
than the conventional value nt .00025 mfd.,
in order to conserve the high tones during
the process of detection. The detector is
followed by two stages of the well -known
Clough tuned audio transformers.
The
power tube circuit is provided with a tapped
output transformer, which adapts it for
use with any of the standard output tubes.
A special power pack is available for operation of the high voltage power output
tube when desired.

LIST OF PARTS REQEIRED
Cr-5 S -M variable condensers,
0.000035 mfd.. type 320 -R.
to C,, -S Polymet by -pass condensers,

C, to
Ce

C1e-1
Cet,

srLCCnvrtr

w

0.25 mfd.

Polymet by -pass

mfd.

Ce-2 Potter
mfd.

condenser,

0.002

by -pass condensers, 1.0

D-1 National Velvet Vernier Dial. type F,
with illuminator.

A

m

m

In -1 S -M antenna coil. type 141.
L,. L1 -S -M R. F. transformers, type
142.
Iw to Lu -0 S -M R. F. chokes, type 275.
Rt -1 Carter resistor, 3 ohms, type II -3.
R2-1 Carter resistor, 1.0 ohm. type H -1.
R-1 grid leak, 2 megohms.
R. -1 Durham resistor. í5o.000 ohms, with
lends.
Rs -1 Yaxley Junior potentiometer, 3000
ohms. type 53000-P.
S,
Ynxley junior switeh. double circuit
fa. p. s. t.) type 740.
S11-1 S -M aluminum shielding cabinet with
control legends, type 705.
S-M first -stage audio transformer,
type 255.
T
S -M second-stage audio transformer,
type 256.
T,-1 S -M output transformer, type 251.
VI to V1-5 S -M midget condensers 0.000025
mfd. type 340.
1 S -M walnut finish base moulding, type
706.
1 S -M 10 -lead battery cable type 708.
2 Cartons S -M hook -up wire, type 818.
7 S -M tube sockets, type 511.
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#

KILO $CYCLCS

8

§

L

Fig. 5

Voltage amplification curves of the
R.F. stages.
shielding by the coils which caused inter linkages Of flux between stages and attendant oscillation. The simplest manner
of eliminating this was to turn the second
and fifth coils to the vertical positions as
shown in Fig. 2. This resulted in complete stability of the amplifier with 45
volts on the screen grids and 135 volts on
the plates. The potentiometer shown in
R5 in the circuit diagram was thereby
rendered unnecessary as a stabilization device, but was still retained as an effective
means of controlling the radio amplification.
It will he seen in the photograph of Fig.
2 that although the condensers are all
linked by means of a common shaft onto
one drum dial control that there is an additional control on each tuning circuit.
These are verniers to the main tuning condensers. Their inclusion was deemed advisable for this reason : The 112 -A type
detector tube has a higher input capacity
than the 222-type tubes. Because of this,
even though all of the condensers and coils

Tri
-1

2
1

Tetley insulated tip jacks, type 420.
Set hardware (obtainable from manufac-

turer).

The accessories necessary to make the set
operative are as follows:
4 CX-322 R. F. tubes.
1 CX -301A or preferably, CX -112A detector
tube.
1 CX-112A first A. F. tube.
1 CX -371A power tube.
1 6 -volt "A" battery or "A" power unit.
4 45 -volt heavy -duty B batteries or a Bpower unit (180 volts), such as the
S-M 670-B Reservoir Power Unit.
1 40 % -volt "C" battery.
1 4 % -volt "C" battery.
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The "Ultra Shield Grid Seven" Super- Heterodyne
By H. G. Cisin, M.E.
0'

X

T'

25'

48
37
14

`: O\/ ® l.
32 -

44-45

0

cotton -covered wire, the coil as used will
have 60 turns.
INote: Through an error, a .001 mfd.
mica by -pass condenser was omitted from
the diagrams.
This should have been
shown connected between the plate side
of the R.F. choke (35) and "A" minus.
In the top view illustration, it should have
been shown soldered to one terminal of the
R1'. choke (35).
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Constructional layout of "Ultra Shield Grid Seven."

"Ultra Shield Grid Seven" is a
remarkably tine super -heterodyne. Due
to careful design and especially to
the correct use of the 222-type screen
grid tubes. this circuit is equivalent to a
ten -tube super of the older types.
The various stations tune in quietly
and the value of the intermediate frequency
has been selected so as to do away with
bothersome harmonics.
By referring to the schematic wiring
diagram the technical features of the Ultra
An R F
Seven can be readily observed.
transformer serves as the antenna coupler.
Volume is controlled by means of a 75 -ohm
rheostat (3) shunted across the primary
111:

-

of the antenna coupler.

Coupling between
modulator is ac-

the R.F. stage and the
complished by means of a screen -grid imThe oscillator coupler
pedance coil (131.
(50) is a 3- circuit tuner. The secondary
of this tuner is used as the grid coil. while
the fixed tickler is used as the plate coil.
The rotahle primary is not used and may
be removed. The tuning condensers. shown
at (8) and (121 are controlled by a single
dial. while a second dial controls the oscillator tuning condenser (49).
The intermediate coils shown at (2l)
and (291 are special coils wound on Silver
Marshall midget coil forms so as to tune
to 1,800 meters. 'rho Silver -Marshall forams
are provided with contact pins and plug
into special S-M sockets. Both primary
Doll secondary of the intermediate transformer (21) are shunted by small variable
condensers of from .0o015 Turd. to .110115
mfd. capacity. The radio frequency chokes
used at various points in the circuit prevent interaction. or loss of energy due to
In t oreoupling of various "II" supply circuits and hence allow greater amplification
to be attained.
A non -regenerative detector (331 tends to
prevent overloading. thus improving the operation of the receiver. A metallized re:sister grid leak is used, together with a
mica grid condenser.
It
The audio circuit is conventional.
comprises two stages of transformer
coupled amplification. The feature of this
of
part of the circuit is
s. resulting in yy superb
quality transformers.
A choke is used with a
tone quality.
condenser as a speaker filter.
Correct grid bias for the screen -grid
tubes is obtained through the use of tapped
resistors (7) and (24). Amperites give
automatic filament control and hence simplify and improve the operation of the
receiver.
Long wave coils (21) and (29) are wound
on Silver-Marshall Midget threaded coil
forms, so that they will tune to L800
No. 30
meters. In winding coil (21) use
double silk covered wire for the secondary.
he
This consists of 275 turns and shouldThe
triple bank wound for best efficiency. windillustration shows exactly how this layer
ing is put on. If desired, a throe
winding may be used instead of the triple
bank winding. This Is easier to wind and
will work, but Is not quite as efficient as
the triple bank winding. The primary of
coil (21) consists of 100 turns of No. 40
double silk or enameled wire. wound In
the slot. The start of the secondary goes
to the grid and should be connected to the
of
"G" prong or contact pin. The finish
the secondary connects to the "F" minus
-

The start of the primary, which contube (5) 1a connected
"F' plus pin. The finish of the
primary going to the plate of tube (18) is
connected to the "P" pin.
Coil (29) consists of a single winding
of 275 turns of No. 20 D.S.C. wire. It
may be triple layer or triple bank wound.
The start of this impedance connects to
the "G" contact pin, going to the grid
pin.
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230 117. 25. :10. 35).
Center -Tapped Resistors,
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.lit 10 -21 (7. 241.

SECONDARY

-
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CONNECT TO
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LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
mfd. Hammarlund "Mid -Line"
variable Condensers (8, 12, 49).
1 -Aero Screen -Grid Impedance Coil (without primary), type U -22 (13).
1 -Aero Radio Frequency Regenerative Kit,
type U -95, consisting of a Universal
R.F. Transformer (4) and a Universal
3- Circuit Tuner (50).
1- Yaxley
75-ohm air -cooled Rheostat (3).
Yaxley "Pup" Jacks (44, 45).
7 -Eby Sockets. new style, UX type (5, 6.
13. 2, 3. 33, 37, 40)
1- .00025
mfd. Polymet molded bakelite
fixed mica grid condenser (31).
1 -.0005 tnfd. Polymet molded bakelite fixed
mica condenser (16).
1 -.001 mfd. Polymet molded bakelite fixed
mica condenser (15).
4 -th mfd. Polymet "Hi Volt" Filter Condensers. type C-903 (9. 10. 26. 27).
1
mfd. Polymet "Hi Volt" Filter Condenser. type C -904 (43).
-10 meg. Durham Metallized Resistor
1
Grid Leak, with Durham Single Vertical Mounting (32).
2- Silver
-Marshall Midget Threaded Coil
Forms, with Contact Pins (type
130-T) (21 29).
2-Silver-Marshall Midget Coil (or tube)
sockets. type 512 (21. 29).
2-Silver-Marshall R.F. Chokes, type 276
(11. 141.
2-Tbordarson Transformers, type R -300
(36. :39).
Choke, type R -196 (42).
14-Thordarsnu
Amperites No. 1 -A, with Mountings (19,
3

41

,1121

35

26'

®
a

I

X

8+

WINDING

FINISH OF WINDING
TO PLATE.
CONNECT TO P
PRONG

Winding details of the long wave
coils.

RFC -

type

1-Carter "Imp" Battery Switch (46).
2-Carter Shielded Wire Connectors No.

with Connector Caps No. 342.
Engraved Binding Posts (1. 2I,
grid Condensers, type
23).
- -- llauanarhm,l Shields. type IIQS. Aluminum.
Taxlcy 12- Conductor Cable, complete
with Connector Plug and Mounting
352.

2

-Eby

Variable
3- )inter
1:Iä0 (20. 22,

1-

Plate (47).

2-Vernier Dials.
condenser and the plate of tube (23).
finish of the winding is connected to
minus contact pin. which in turn is
nected through the coil socket to
choke (30) and thence to 'B" plus

(41).

The

'F"

conR.F.
135

volts.
Coil (50) is a 3- circuit tuner. The
rotable primary is not used. The fixed
the
tickler is used as the plate coil while
secondary is used as the grid coil. In
order for the secondary to tune from 220
meters to 450 meters. it is necessary to
remove about 15 turns. Since the secondary is wound with 75 turns of No. 22

1

Solder
-Can Fester Radio Solder
By the Chicago
-Rolls Wheeler Cell -O -Flex

(Rosin Core).

Co.
Hook -up Wire.
x 3/16 Hard
x
26"
or
"Ace"
7"
1-"Radion"
Rubber Panel.
"Radios" or "Ace" 10" x 25" x 3/16"
Hard Rubber Sub-Panel.
Brackets. 1" high.
o Gold Seal Screen -Grid Tubes. type GSX-

14-

___ 16. 231.
Seal 'Pubes, type GSX
18. 33. 37).

4

-Gold

1

-(:old

Seal

(40).

21)1 -A

(5,

Power Tube. type GSX 171

.

8+ Br B. s+ e+z:s C- DINA 4SY 135Y 9370 TO PWR4sv.
GSy. 135v
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Schematic diagram of "Ultra Shield Grid Seven."
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THIRD ANNUAL

RMA

TRADE

SHOW

America's greatest industrial gathering,

the annual trade show anal t 'u u vention of
the Radio Ma uufaet u rers' Assoc is t i on. comprising virtually all prominent makers of
radio products and representing about
ils total II:ltionaI distribution. will again
be held in Chicago at the Stevens Hotel.
Next year the third annual trade show
of the RMA and the sixth national convention of the 11MA will be held at Chicago during the week of June 3d. This
is the outstanding radio event scheduled
for 192!! and last year the largest national
industrial assembly occurred during the
RMA events. About 29,000 persons interested in radio production, distribution and
broadcasting, assembled in Chicago.
President Frost of the RMA and Mr.
Morris Metcalf, Chairman of the Association's Show Committee. stade a joint
announcement that the RMA Board of
Directors bad selected Chicago and the
week of June 3d for next year's premier
radio event. The Stevens Hotel. the largest
in the world, also was selected because
of its excellent convention and show facilSeveral other cities.
ities.
including
Atlantic City, Detroit and Cleveland were
bidders for the RMA events, but the
central location of Chicago won the 1929
selection.
Efforts have been node. and will be
continued by the RMA for the convenience
of jobbers and dealers who handle both
radio and music products. to induce the
music Wade industries to stage their
annual show and convention at Chicago
during the week of the RMA events.
During the week when Chicago will be
the radio capital of the country. the
annual RMA Banquet, possibly with its
yearly super -star broadcast features. and
the annual convention and election of
officers are scheduled.
A radin assemblage fully equal to that
of last June is expected and negotiations
for reduced railroad fares for the radio
visitors are in progress.
In addition to planning the RMA Trade
Show, the Association's officers and Board
of Directors also have arranged for continuance of the two annual pit flic shows
sponsored by the RMA held each fall. respectively. in Madison Square Garden in
New York City, and the Coliseum in
Chicago.

in Buffalo, and it was decided that the
first day would be devoted to committee
meetings and general assembly work. The
second day to separate meetings of jobbers, dealers and manufacturers representatives and the third day to a general
meeting with the election of directors and
officers. Buffalo lias made reservation for
the Hotel Stat lcr and have .started their
preparation to entertain the visiting radio
trade.
An idea of prime importance to the industry which was started by the wholesalers association and which was discussed
and endorsed by the entire Board was
that of a serial number act to make it a
mhsdetneanor to remove or defile, serial
numbers on radio merchandise. The executive others just 00111 11101011 a survey of
the entire states and they have found that
there are no laws pertaining directly or
applicable to the removal of serial numbers
on radio apparatus. This fact is of importance to the nubile and to every legitimate radio distributor. The distributor
has no way of tracing these sets through
the dealers nor the pnblie retracing stolen
merelmnuise or requesting proper and
practical guarantees. The assoei,ititnt with
the assistance of their attorney has
drafted an act which will be subrnitted
to all legislatures of the states with the
hope that it will secure universal adoption.
The hoard of Directors voted a resolution to be sent to the Federal Radio Commission and thank them for their untiring efforts to provide better broadcasting
throughout the United States. It was felt
thud while their reallocation plan might
be hard on eertain broadcasting stations
yet the ( 'omtnissinn had the interest of
the entire country at heart and ryas doing
the hest as they saw It. They recommended that no notion he taken to delay
the reallocation and that no opinion be
suited until after the plan had been put
into practical operation for at least 00
da ye.

Reports of the various sections were
showing the activities and growth
of the Radio Wholesalers .tssnelatinn. the
Radio Retailers Asneialion and the \lannl'neturers Representatives Section of the
Federated.
The executive offices announced the application of the Radio Trade Assmintion
of southern California vcbieh now gives
the Federated the two prominent trade
associations on the west coast fits their

made

members.

DR. PAUL T. WEEKS NOW CHIEF
ENGINEER OF RAYTHEON
After bring identified for many years
past with the tube development activities
of the Westinghouse organization. fir.
Paul T. Weeks has joined the Raytheon
Manufacturing Company, of Cambridge.
Mass., as Chief Engineer.
Dr. Weeks graduated from Oberlin College in 1913. and gained his Phi/. degree
at Cornell in 1917. followed by research
work with the Bureau of Standards.
During the war. ho served in the Radio

Development Section of the U. S. Signal
Corps. In 1919. Dr. Weeks ,juineth the
Westinghouse organization and was assigned to radio tube and radin development work. Last May, he resigned in
order to join the Raytheon organization
for the purpose of developing improved
filament and other types of tubes. Dr.
Weeks has several patents on tube construction. which are to he incorporated
in the Raytheon vacuum tubes soon to be
introduced to the radio trade and public.

REPORT OF F. R. T. A.
The Board of Directors of the Federated Radio Trade Association held a very
important meeting on Thursday. October
11.
During this meeting preliminary
plans were discussed for the Convention
which will be held February 1S- 19.20. 1929.

satisfactory reduction will be made within
the near future.
President Sampson appointed a committee to investigate the insurance problem from all angles. A prominent trade
association insurance man spoke at some
length concerning the Radio Wholesalers'
.Association entering into the Insurance
field to provide all forms of insurance for
members nt a saving in premiums. The
executive offices have been working on
this proposition for the past six weeks
and with the aid of the newly appointed
co uuni ttee will have complete insurance
plans for adoption by the Association
during their February meeting.
A national finance plant to enable all
members of the Radio Wholesalers' Association to finance their dealer sales at a
nlininuun amount of cost and loss was
thoroughly discussed and a committee appointed to further investigate the proposition.
A new membership campaign is about
ta be inaugurated with nearly all the
Board pledging themselves to secure five
new memhers for the organization.
A
confidential survey which has just been
tollt111ct ed among Ince he rs, reveals the
fact that the members of the Radio Wholesalers' Association are doing over $11M1,000(N10 worth of radin business this year.
It also shows the keen interest which the
wholesalers have for a national insurance
Plan and one for financing dealer sales.
The executive offices announce the election of the following companies to membership: K. W. Radio Corp.. New York.
N.
Y.: Specialty Service Corporation,
Brooklyn. N. \'.: Frederick IL Thompson
Coupant'. Lo. :Angeles. Calif.: 'Majestic
Radio Corp., Kansas City. \In.; Harrisburg Standard Electric Corp.. Harrisburg,

Ill.;

Rochester Auto Parts Corp.. Rochester, N. Y.; Starter & Ignition Service
Corp.. Rochester. N. Y.: B. W. Smith
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio C ha Hest nn 1lleut rival

Supply Co.. Charleston. 1V. Va.; Straus Frank Co., San Antonio, 'Texas.

R'ORTiiEN JOINS GENERAL
RADIO

Worthen, a recent graduate of
the Massachusetts Alstitute of Technology,
has joined the engineering staff of the
General Itndio Co. .As :in nn,hrgratiludc
Mr. Worthen specialized in electrical cnnlIltilltieatiolue. and will continue there in
similar work nn installment development.
Ile is at present engaged in the design of
a 400 cycle fork -dei yen oscillator of good
wave -form, similar to the G. R. standard
C.

REPORT OF RADiO Vi'HOLESALERS'

Radio Manufacturers' Association in an
attetu t to secure the passage and approval of the docket which was submitted in June. Great hopes were held
by the members of the committee that a

ASSOCIATION

The dear l of Directors of the Radin
Wholesalers' Association held a meeting
on Wednesday. °Maher 1a to ,lis, osa 1111 hurtant /ruff -ms affecting their organization at that time.
'Elie tithe situation anal the change In
Oiselant of Oet aber 1 was ti i se us sud very
titorroughly with a result that a second
resolution will be drafted Try the Radin
wholesalers' .\ssneintion rring the manufacturers tu nrovide attenuate profit for
loath the wholesaler and the retailer and
that while the Association nppreeiates cooperation :nid response from the tube
mannfntOners and that they have partially covered the situation. they recommend that they take furl her cognizance
of the sitlmtion.
The meeting wan adjourned at noon to
enable the members to attend the luncheon
with the Chicago Association of ionnneree
at which Mahar Herbert II. Frost was the
honnrel guest and speaker.
The Board reconvening in the afternoon
discussed very thoroughly the Traffic
problems which are nove present. They
further instructed the Traffic Committee
to do everything possible in order that
the Association might secure better freight
rates for our wholesalers as quickly as
possible. The Committee is to work hand
in hand with the Traffic Committee of the

E.

1.000 cycle

unit.

EDGAR FELIX JOINS NEMA STAFF
Edgar H. Felix. technical writer. broadcasting and merchandising consultant and
author of "Using Radio in Sales l'
t inn."
has joined the staff of the National Electrical Manufacturers Assoiation to .specialize in radio problems.
:according to an announcement by .Alfred
E. Waller, managing director.
M r.
Felix teas for several years in
(lilt rge of public relations of station
WEAN' % -bile it was owned and operated
by the American Telephone & Telegraph
C`
patty and was subsequently assntiated
with N. W. Ayer & San. advertising
agents. serving some of the leading manufacturers in the industry.
During the
last few years, Mr. Felix has maintained
all independent consulting business in connection with commercial broadcasting and
broadcast allocation.
He is contributing
editor to several radio and advertising'
publications and is well known throughout
the industry.
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PFAFF JOINS TEMPLE ENGINEERING STAFF

DE FOREST ANNOUNCES LOWER
PRICES

Mr. E. R. Pfaff, well known in engineering circles of the radio industry, has
Joined the organization of Temple Inc.. of

As the result of production economies

Chicago.
Mr. Pfaff was formerly associated with
the Western Electric Company, Silver Marshall Inc., and for the last two years
was Chief Engineer of the Carter Radio
Company.
His new work with the Temple organization will be on development.

REPLOGLE APPOINTED CHAIRMAN OF R.M.A. TELEVISION COMMITTEE
D. E. Replogle well -known engineer and
engineering representative of the Raytheon
Manufacturing Company of Cambridge.
Mass., has accepted the chairmanship of
the Committee on Television Standards of
the Radio Manufacturers Association.
This Committee has been formed fpr the
purpose of studying the wide range of
television practice now confronting the
radio industry, the nondescript collection
of components, and the loose and often
meaningless terms used in attempting to
describe television systems. The Committee
plans to adopt certain television standards
and television terms in bringing definite
order out of the present experimental
chaos. Definite standards are to be worked
on for such features as scanning disks,
scanning disk speeds, neon tubes, photoelectric cells, and so on. The members of
the Committee have been selected with a
view to securing the best representation of
present -day television practice.

MAGNAVOX REPORTS PROFIT
Magnavox Company reports a net profit
for the quarter ended September 30 of
$252,000. after taxes, interest, depreciation
and reserves, equal to 34 cents a share
earned on 730.800 shares of stock.

HAZELTINE LICENSES A. T. & T.
The Hazeltine Corporation has sold a
non -exclusive license to the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company and the
Western Electric Company to use Hazeltine
patents in all fields of communication with
the exception of radio broadcast receivers.
The consideration for the license is
$150.000, of which $50,000 represents advance royalties.

STEINITE RADIO REPORT
The Steinite Radio Company reports
earnings of $103.527 for September, comw
1$7961
oofr 127 sand$
rfor11ethenfulltnyear
ended August 31, 1928. Shipments for
September totaled $417,900, compared with
$125,(0)0

for September of 1927.

effected by the installation of the latest
tube-making equipment and methods, the
DeForest Radio Company announces at
this time lower list prices for certain
Audions on which production costs bave
been lowered, as follows:
Audion Type 412 -A, from $4.00 to $3.25;
Type 426, from $3.00 to $2.75; Type 427,
from $6.00 to $5.00; Type 471 -A, $4.00 to
$3.25: Type 480, $6.00 to $5.09; Type 481,
$10.00 to $8.50.
The list prices of other DeForest Audions remain as previously announced.

AND FREED-EISEMANN CONSOLIDATE
Earl. President of Chas. Freshman
Co., has announced the consolidation of
Freshman with Freed -Eisemann.
Mr. Earl said: "The merger of these two
companies will make it possible to effect
very advantageous savings in the general
operation of the combined business.

FRESHMAN
C. A.

SLEEPER RADIO CORP. ELECTS
OFFICERS
Announcement recently of the re- election
of Gordon C. Sleeper as president of the
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp., of Long Island
City, was made. Howard M. Van Cleat,
formerly metropolitan sales manager, assumes new duties as vice -president while
Louis Del Oppenheimer, well known financial man takes the position of treasurer.
E. A. Ducasse is the secretary and
assistant treasurer.
The above with the addition of A. E.
Doyle are directors for one year.

NEW ROLA PLANT
The Rola Company of Oakland, Calif..
are opening up a new assembly plant at
2570 East Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio,
in charge of H. S. Tenny, the President
of the Company. Both the New York and
Chicago sales offices will be consolidated
with headquarters at Cleveland in charge
of Mr. L. Golder, formerly of the Chicago
office.

NEW DIAMOND PLANT
The Diamond Vacuum Products Co., 9049
Diversey Ave., Chicago, Ill., are adding
an extension to their manufacturing plant
which will enable them to double their
production. The Diatron line includes the
' Shieldplate" screen -grid tube and a full
line of D. C., A. C. and Rectifier Tubes.

NEW ATWATER KENT PLANT
Bids for the erection of a huge additional manufacturing plant for the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co., were
opened Monday, October 29.
The new plant, the largest ln Philadelphia. will cover sixteen acres directly
across Abbottsford Ave., from the present
fifteen and a half acre plant. It will
connect with the present plant by means
of a bridge across the avenue.
The addition will be a one story improvement of brick and steel with saw tooth
roof construction similar in design to the
older building. It is planned to begin construction about November 1, and it is
hoped to have the structure ready for
occupancy by early spring. The 'Wissahickon Ave., properties will thus consist of
thirty-one and a half acres devoted to the
manufacture of Atwater Kent Radio.
POLYMET

ZENITH RADIO REPORT
The Zenith Radio Corporation during the
first six months of the current fiscal year
reports net earnings after charges of $1,100.001. This is nt the rate of $11 a share
on the outstanding stock for the first six
months and compares with net earnings
ía1 or $7.27 a share, for the last
of $727.090,
fiscal year.

NEW TRICO PLANT
Trico Products Corporation of Buffalo,
long identified with the production of
windshield cleaning devices, since the
introduction of the Trico Cameron Antenna
have found it necessary to add to their
plant facilities. The new Trico building
is six stories high and it extends the
depth of an entire city block, giving the
plant a total area of 180.000 square feet.
In the recently completed new building
n large part of the space is being devoted
to the manufacture of the Antenna which
is meeting with great success and having
widespread distribution.

WORKING
NIGHT

(November 2, closing prices)
Company
Acoustic Products
All -Am. Mohawk
American Bosch
Bruns -Balke Cullen
Creslcy "A"
Davega
De Forest
Dubilier

(kt. 3
19'4

(('or.)

Erla
Fansteel
Formica
Freed -Eiseman,'
Freshman
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17%
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Kolster
Magnavox
Polymet
Radio (Com.)
Raytheon
Sangamo
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Sparks- ll-ithingtnn
Stewart -Warner
Utah
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Union Carbide (Com.)
Vesta Bat
Victor (Com.)
Westinghouse
Weston (Corn.)
Weston "A"
Zenith

Lai

Oct. 3

Lou,

74%

82.4

83

4

14%
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160
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AND

BURTON GREENE MADE PRESIDENT OF ERLA

Burton Greene. vice president and general
manager of Electrical Research Laboratories. Inc., succeeds George A. Pearson
as president of that company. Greene was
formerly president of the Greene-Brown
Manufacturing Company, recently merged
with Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.

FRESHMAN

RADIO AND ASSOCIATED STOCK QUOTATIONS

DAY

The Polymet Manufacturing Corporation,
are operating a full night force. Large
commitment orders for electric set parts
received from many of the largest radio
manufacturers in the field, have made
this move necessary, in order that production keep pace with delivery dates.
The officials of the Polymet Manufacturing Corporation view this unprecedented
volume of business which has been placed,
as an indication that the Radio Manufacturers are anticipating a tremendous public
demand for electric receivers this season,
as every indication certainly points to this
fact.

ANNOUNCES NEW

SALES PERSONNEL
Announcement is made at this time by
the Chas. Freshman Co.. Inc., of the
appointment of J. A. Frye as Sales
Manager, and of C. A. Earl, Jr., as Assistant
Sales Manager.
Mr. Frye joined the organization some
time ago as assistant sales manager. and
with the advancement of Harry A. Beach
to vice-president in charge of sales, he
has now become sales manager.
C. A. Earl, Jr., contes to the Freshman
organization with an extensive merchandising training gained in the automobile industry, and follows in the footsteps of C. A.
Earl, Sr., President of the Chas. Freshman
Co., who has also left t he automobile ranks
to enlist in radio.

J. W. IIORTON NOW CHIEF ENGI.

NEER OF GENERAL RADIO CO.
Announcement is made at this time by
the General Radio Company of Cambridge,
Mass., that J. Warren Horton has joined
that organization in the capacity of Chief
Engineer.
Mr. Horton hardly needs to be introduced to the radio industry and engineering circles. After graduating from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1914, he remained for two years as an instructor in physics, going from there to
the research department of the Western
Electric Company, now known as the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, in New York City.
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vast variety of problems have occupied
Horton's attention. His work includes submarine- detection devices, precise frequency -standardization apparatus,
the transmission of pictures by wire. television, and the manifold problems associated with carrier- frequency telegraphy and
telephony. Mr. Horton has been granted
many patents. He Is the author of numerous technical articles which have appeared
in scientific journals.

A

Mr.

F. W. WATTS JOINS DUBILIER
SALES
The Dubilier Condenser Corporation, of
New York City, announces an important
addition to its sales organization in the
person of Frank W. Watts. who has been
appointed Sales Manager of the Industrial
Division. This branch of the Dubilier
activities includes power- factor correction
equipment, lightning protection devices.
interference prevention equipment, spark
suppressors, carrier- current condensers.
and other products that fall outside the
radio field.
Having been identified with public utility problems for more than twenty years,
Mr. Watts is quite familiar with the needs
of power companies and consumers. He
has long been a keen student of the power
factor situation in various industrial centers. He was identified with some of the
earliest work on carrier- current telephony. Prior to joining the Dubilier organization, Mr. Watts directed the Mod ernola Company of Johnstown. Pa., manufacturers of radio sets and phonographs.
-

F. P. HART JOINS MAJESTIC
Mr. Frank P. Hart. for many years

well -known figure

a

in sales work throughout the Middle West. has joined the staff
of Grigsby- Grnnow Company. as assistant
to the General Sales Manager, Mr. Herbert
E. Young.

NEW FEDERAL WHOLESALERS
The Federal Rndio Corporation, Buffalo,

completed arrangements with
the following new wholesalers to distribute
Federal Orthosonic radio receiving sets in
their respective areas:
W. W. Conde Hardware Co., Watertown.
N. Y.; The Dyke Motor Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; The Amapa Society. High,
Iowa: W. E. Fuetterer Supplies Co.,
St. Louis. Mo.: Globe Supply Co.. Syracuse.
N. Y.: Packard Service Station, Albnrquerque, New Mexico and J. Lawrence Hill
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
N. Y.. has

ROLLER -SMITH CO.
MENTS

APPOINT-

The Roller-Smith Company. 233 Broadway. New York City. announces the appointment of Wise & Braisted. General
Motors Building. Detroit. Michigan. as its
District Sales Agent in the State ^f
Michigan.
This Company also announces the appointment of Arthur H. Abbott, Inc., SS
Broad Street. Roston, Mass.. as its District
Sales Agent for the New England Territory.

K. E. REED MADE ASST. TO PRES.
OF FEDERAL
Kenneth E. Reed. sales manager of the
Federal Radio Corporation for the past
two years, has been made assistant to the
president, it has just been revealed by
Lester E. Noble, president of the corporation.
Mr. (teed has spent his entire business
career with the 'Music and radio industries.
For fifteen years. prior to joining the
Federal organization. he was associated
with the Victor wholesaling division of
M. Steinest & Sons nt Boston. He was
manager of that department for eight
years subsequent to joining the sales staff
of Federal in Jute. 1926. He served in
the field for six months. whining promotion to special representative and sales
manager successively.
AMY,

ACEVES AND KiNG FORM

ENGINEERING FIRM
Ernest V. Amy. Julius G. Aceves. and
Frank King have just joined hands in
the formation of the firm of Amy. Aceves
& King, Inc.. consulting engineers spec-

ializing in radio. with offices ut 55 West
42nd Street, New York City.
Ernest V. Amy. for the past seven years,
has been engaged in transmitter and an-

tenna design development for the Radio

Corporation of America. Julius G. Aceves,
for the past fifteen years. has served as
personal assistant and research engineer
for Prof. Pupin of Columbia University.
He has also been with the Bell Telephone
Laboratories for two and a half years,
and holds patents on A. C. radio reception. He is an authority on audio amplification and sound reproducers. Frank King
served as officer in charge of Aircraft
Radio Laboratory during the war, and
has been identified with radio engineering
and industrial progress. The three men
are graduate electrical engineers.
The firm aims to serve radio manufacturers, broadcasters and others in the capacity of consulting engineers, designers,
and research staff. A well -equipped laboratory has been established at 91 Seventh
Avenue, with a staff. for testing. research
and development work for clients.

GRiGSBY- GRUNOW ANNOUNCES
ADDITION TO STAFF
The Grigsby -Grnnow Company of Chicago announce the appointment of Mr.
,lack Mueller as Manager of the Franchise
Department of the company. This is a
new department created to build up a
closer contact with Majestic dealers and
distributors. Mr. Mueller has had twenty three years sales experience. calling on
deniers direct, and has had fifteen years
experience as a sales manager and general
manager for two distributors electrical
and automotive equipment. He has also
been Eastern Sales Manager for a prominent manufacturer of radio equipment
before joining the Grigsby-Grunow organization. In this work. Mr. Mueller
will work in close personal contact with
Mr. H. E. Young. General Sales Manager
of Grigsby- Grunow Company.

R. B. ROSE BECOMES GREBE REP-

RESENTATiVE

Robert B. Rose. identified with radio
merchandising since the inception of
broadcasting. lias been appointed menu fneturers representative for A. H. Grebe &
Company, Inc.. effective immediately. His
tnrritnry will include all of New York
City and eight counties. They are: Westchester, Sullivan. Dntchess, Orange, Putnam. Rockland. Nassau and Suffolk.
Mr. Rose. hecnnse of his long experience
in the radin field, has acquired a large
number of friends in all branches nf the
trade. For several years he condueted the
radio dennrtments of a number of large
New York Stores. Also as a result nf this
fact he has gntned wide experience in
radin merchandising.
As representative for Grebe. Mr. Ros-'
will employ five trained and experienced
salesmen.
RCA

OPENS BRANCH SALES
OFFICE IN TEXAS

new branch sales office lias been established by the Radio Corporation of
Americo in rinllns. Texas. M. S. Tinsley.
a native of Texas. and formerly ennnected
with the New York office. will he in
charge as Southwestern District Sales
Manager. In addition to the executive
offices. large warehouse sanee has been
engaged in Dallas. from which shipments
of radio apparatus will he made direct
to the sn,thvwestern territory. The states
which will he served by the new sales and
distribution center ineluile Arkansas, Oklahoma. Texas. New Mexico and the western
cart of Loulsiann. District offices of the
Ttndio Corporation are now located In
New. York. Chicago. San Francisco and

Company, and, just previous to his connection with this company. with the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg- Company of East
Pittsburgh, in connection with their cost
reduction development work.

PRICE OF KINO -LAMP REDUCED
The Raytheon Manufacturing Company,
Cambridge,
Kendall Square Building,
Mass.. have reduced the price of the Kinod.amp from a list of $12.50 to a list of
Undoubtedly, television experi$7.50.
menters everywhere will appreciate this
effort to lessen the cost of apparatus.

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS ACQUIRES
BRISTOLPHONE
P. L. Deutsch, president of the Acoustic
Products Company and the Sonora Phonograph Company, Inc., announced that
Acoustic has acquired the rights and interests of the William H. Bristol Talking

Picture Corporation, Asher, Small & Rogers
Corporation, Gotham Bristolphone Service
Corporation and Lesser Warner Productions
in the world -wide Bristolnhone patents.
"A new corporation will be formed," said
Mr. Deutsch, "that will probably combine
the names of Sonora with Bristolphone, will
have exclusive distribution rights for the
world. and will have sole rights for licensing of producers to employ the Bristol
process of synchronizing sound with
pictures. Acoustic will manufacture the
machines the new company will sell."

BROADCAST'S DATA
SHEETS
In a new radin honk just published. enData Sheets,"
Broadcast's
titled "Radin
practical technical data is supplied in a
novel form. A wide variety of radio subjects is covered and each data sheet, treatRADIO

ing of a different subject. is prepared for
ease in reading and reference. One hundred and ninety radio data sheets comprise the new liook which is published, at
$1 net, by Doubleday Doran & Company of
Garden City.
Daring the past two years. the technical
staff of Radio Broadcast has been gathering the information making up these data
sheets which are designed to he of greatest practical benefit to radin service men.
engineers, home experimenters, amateur
operators and others.
Among the wide variety of subjects
covered. there are 26 data sheets on
vacutlm tubes. 10 data sheets on power
supply devices. 5 dealing with load
speakers. 12 data sheets with information
on audio amplifying systems, and 16 data
sheets cut radio circuits and receivers. In
addition, many sheets in this hook are devoted to the bandy presentation of constantly useful data which usually is never
nt hand when wanted.

POWERIZER HAND BOOK

A

Dallas.

VAN HORNE CO. REORGANIZED
The Van Horne Tulle Cmmnanv is to
take n nr the assets and business of The
Van Horne Company. which has been
through a receivership.
Tho officers of the new company will
he Stephen Oilmen. President and Trensmurer..I. S. Van Horne. Vice- President and
General Manager, and Mark Bridge.
Secretary.
The new company will resumo nnerattons at once in producing tulles in the
ofd plant.

J. Q. GAUBERT

JOiNS DURHAM

Mr. John Q. Gaubert' has been dared
in charge of the production of the Inter-

national Resistance Company.
Mr. Gaubert has had previous vnlnnhle
nroduetion experience. having been connected with the Ward-Leonard Electric

The Radio Receptor ''ntnpnny. inc.. 106have just published a very valuable bulletin with directions for applying I'owrizers to any radio
set.
The first part of the bulletin covers general directions for connecting standard
poverizcrs to radio sets, including the various vit ems of volume control which can
be used.
The rest nt the bulletin is given over to
sneeiac directions for nnwerizing 40 standard
makes of radio receivers. A very valuable
chuinter on additional operating hints is included in the back portion of the bulletin.
Copies of this bulletin (No. 20031 can he
obtained free of charge from the Radio
Receptor Company.
7t1í Ave.. New York City.

-

A

FOLDER ON TELEVISION CONTROL

For those interested in television reception, there has just been issued a practical
folder nn the control of the scanning disk
and the kin'-lamp or neon glow tube.
There is described the clarostat speed
control which is ideally adapted to the
accurate manipulation of the usual scanning disk motor. as well as any other
small. variable speed motor. An ingenious
method of obtaining the greatest possible
contrast between lights and shadows of
the television image while still retaining
maximum sensitivity and responsiveness.
by means of a standard clarostat in the
plate circuit. is also described and illustrated. The folder will he sent to any one
addressing the clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.,
285-7 North Sixth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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that the intermediate frequency
may be swung slightly to either side of
kilocycles as required in adjusting the
utermedia te- frequency amplifier. The frequency is accurately adjusted to 181) kilocycles with this condenser set on the

Radiart l.abnrltorie,. lac.. all .10101011.
',btu. hnr, ILn0w1 on the market a new
adjustable sepdowu transformer. with

this new unit the A. C. receivers and elitnih:ttnrs as manufactured in the foiled
States are made applicable for use in all
the foreign markets.
The novel feature of this transformer is
that it Is equipped with a special Pourpoint switch which is connected to the
transformer and is positive In action. The
switch Is readily accessible, and full instructions are given ou the nameplate that
is on each transformer.
Only two transformers are required to
cover the range of 130 to 251 volts. One
transformer has the primary wound so as
to convert either 130 volts. 1:50 volts. 170
volts or 190 volts to 110 volts. The other
transformer is wound to concert either
200 volts. 220 volts. 241) volts or 2:10 volts
to 110 volts. In a good majority of taunttrios one transformer will cover the voltas,
range so that standard 110 volt radin sets
or electrical appliances may he (operated
from prevailing sources of power supply.
If necessary to go outside the range of
one type, the other type will cover any
range of voltage encountered.

1811
i

indicator.

X -L LINK

The Radio World Time Clock.

Itt'

de

plot Me

Janeiro. and Atl :radie. thus cointhe time circle.

\\'it It his arrangement utlr 0:111 illllnedi:rely determine the local little in any
I

of the world. by reading the hour
opposite the naine.
The secondary Glial is rot a ble and therefore rain be set for use anywhere.
The price of the standard model (-lurk
Part

The X -L Radio Laboratories announce a
new unit that makes possible the complete operation of a radio set from the
light socket, including antenna and
g ran nti.
The unit that quakes this possible is
called the X -L Link, and provides antenna
and ground, voltage regulator, Rouble receptacle outlet, switch to control sets
using A and B power units, and a fuse
that protects the set. This is all encased
in a small, compact, attractive unit that
con Ile instantly connected to any set
operating from the light socket.
Antenna and ground are obtained by
specially balanced capacities coupled to
the light wires.
The voltage regulator is manually controlled with a single knob and definitely
protects the tubes of the set from overload caused by variation In line voltage.
Two outlet receptables are provided so
that both a B -el i nl ina t or and A- power
unit, or A.C. Converter can be attached.
The line voltage regulator will operate
just as effectively on these units as on
the A.C. set.

is $3.7+1.

t:ENERAI. RADIO 'l'U E 320 TEST
OSCILLATOR
The General Radio Type 320, 150 l:. t'.
Test Oscillator consists of

a

radio ire -

gleury oscillator having three frequencies,

.\
fixed Modulation frequency.
mill iauuacter is provided to assist in making receiver adjustments. It is not c,mnret,d in the oscillntiug circuit. .1 11o1111lel:1l1is screw driver. leads :nut coupling
.oil :nee supplied with the oscillator. .\
standard tube with the heater circuit
.q.en- circuited, but with the elements in
position is required for neutralizing. This
is not included in the oscillator equipnnut.
The 'Type 320, 1817 K.C. 'l',st Oscillator
is part ieularly adapted to the servicing
of the ltadiola Il) or other superhetero.lyues operating on 151) kilocycles leg.
Itruuswiek- Type 5 NO and Graylar Type
330 receivers), a 1511- kilocycle frequency
being provided for adjustment of the intermediate frequency stages of that revolver.
The 189- kilocycle frequency is
accurately set. Complete instnuetiotis for
using the oscillator in servicing the
Itadio:a lal are contained In lustruetiouis
1,0,11011 by
the 1t.C..\. for this receiver.
The Type 320. 1S0 K.C. Oscillator consists of two oscillator coils with a selector switch for shilling frequeney, and
three eOnd,n sers. Pl oti ul at iun is accomplished by means of a grid leak 111111 C01111010401..
Three radio frequencies are provided, 1S0 kilocycles. OM kilocycles and
1.100 kilocycles.
The 180 kilocycle oscillator is accurately adjusted to that frequency in order that it nuly be used in
lining up condensers in an interut,di :ltefrequency amplifier operating on Ibis
frequency.
While the Type 320 Test Oscillator is
so designed as to be partienhtrly useful
in the testing of superbeterodynes operating on a ISO- kilocycle intermediate frequency, its use is not limited to the testing of such receivers. The two radio frequencies. one at each end of the broadcast
band, may be used as a source in neutralizing and aligning any type of receiver.
The variable condenser is supplied in
and

Radiart Step -Down Transformer.
Each transformer is supplied on the primary side with eight fret of cord and connecting plug for connecting to the i'tier
supply line. '1')t 110 volt s eond:1,-t side
is equipped with t\Vi feet' of e.. rd :eel
special receptacle so that the eeuo.ct ing
cord to the appliance e:111
r. alily
plugged Into this re,elllacle .just :I. if It
were a standard wall rerep tacle.
The
transformers are totally en dosed. ansi the
windings are impregnate,) to protect them
against moisture. Bushings prolret the
cord entering the enclosing rnutoi lar, anti
all lords are enclosed.
The National Sales Representative for
the Itndiart Laboratories, Inc.. is .101111 I.
lliudle. who is located at 12'2 Greenwich
St.. New Sark Pity.

l,

THE RADIO WORLD TIME CLOCK
The ]ladin 'l'tnle )'lock. ru,,illly placed
on the market by George It. Gardner. II 3
Ilutchinsun l'ourl. Brooklyn. N. \'.. is an

ingenious and useful device :nul one that
promises to be popular.
The clock is designed for the radio receiving set, to enable users to follow the
programs. not only of their local stations,
but of all the stations their receiving set

will

reach.
As seen from the illustration. there is a
secondary dial listing the principal time
localities. The listings are: Eastern, Cen-

tral, Mountain. Pacific, Alaska. Hawaii,
Berlin,

London, Canary Islands, Azores,

a

-

The New X -L Link.

.t swil.h is inserted in the rxlensiun
cord so that the set Pouf lr strlled
therefrom if no other control Chas been
provided.
'l'he unit Is equipped with a fuse as
advised by the Fire Underwriters, which
protects the set from :widen tat injury
caused by the breaking down of any on

device.
The X -L Link can be installed anywhere convenient to the receiver or inside
of the cabinet if desired.

CHICAGO - JEFFERSON TUBE
CHECKER FOR A.C. TUBES
The Chicago -Jefferson Fuse & Electric
Company, Chicago, have added to their
line of radio products, a Tube Checker for
testing A.C. tubes.
This checker No. 291 will enable the
set -owner or the dealer to locate the worn
out or paralyzed tuhes.
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STAIECEIVEKSSTANDING guard at the door of tone,
Thordarson audio and power transformers do their part in making real musical instruments of hundreds of thousands of radio
receivers annually.
Leading receiver manufacturers are well
aware of the important relationship between
the choice of transformers and the musical
characteristics of their instruments. No wonder, then, that the majority of manufacturers
of quality radio receivers have turned to
Thordarson as the logical transformer source.

When buying your receiver, insist on
Thordarson amplification and power supply.
The set manufacturer who uses Thordarson
transformers can be depended upon to have
the balance of his receiver in keeping with
this high standard of performance.
Custom set builders will find Thordarson
transformers to meet every radio need
at their nearest parts dealer.

MORDARSON

SUPREME

TRANSFORMERS
IN MUSICAL

PERFORMANCE

119
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The checker is equipped with a meter,

two sockets, for the four and five prong
tubes, a rheostat and a push button.
The test Is simple -Insert tube in socket,

Directly connected to the machine is a
battery of Eisler high vacuum pumps.
These pumps play an important part In
securing the high vacuum so necessary in

Bakelite subbase for motor, receptacle cord
and plug, subbase with socket for neon
tube, picture frame shield. Bakelite pillars.
all necessary hardware and a four stage

A.C. tubes.
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BUNNELL OVERLOAD RELAY

The Insuline Corp.
of America Tele.

J. H. Bunnell and Company, 32 Park
Place. New York City. have introduced a
new type of overload relay designed prin-

vision Kit.

cipally for the protection of transmitting
tubes, secondaries of high voltage transformers and the windings of choke colis.
'l'he relay Is inserted in the negative "B"
lead as a series proposition so that In the
event of overload

tive "B" supply.
The instrument

it will

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

open the nega-

approximately 6"
long. 4" wide and stands about 4" high.

It
Tube checker for A.C. tubes.

DEJUR RADIO FREQUENCY
CHOKES

mounted on a slate base and iron

sí11/- base.

so

set rheostat to predetermined reading iven
on instruction sheet, and take readings
with button up and down. The difference
in the readings shows the condition of the
tubes.

is

is

The relay contacts are of silver and are
arranged that the overload condition

not only opens tige negative "li" supply but
also opens the coil of the circuit breaker,
Outs protecting it.
.t set of alarm contacts is installed on

the extreme right of the instrument so
there is a visual telltale of the functioning of the circuit breaker. These circuit
breakers are also manufactured with an
addit ioual sel of contacts normally closed.

A radio frequency choke suitable where ever radio frequency currents are to be
retarded, rated at Sá millihenrys and very
low D.C. resistance, is now being manufactured by the DeJur -Amsco Corp. The
unit is completely encased in bakelite, is
hermitically sealed and furnished with
two metal binding posts. Mounting holes
are located on the base permitting base hoard or sub -panel location. The electrical design of the unit is such that Its
effective resistance and distributed capacity are very low. the latter being ap-

proximately

2.5

TELEVISIO,,
CORp"
;y4INE
.,.'
resistance coupled amplifier. The tubes
are not supplied with the kit.
The price of the I. C. A. Television Kit
outlined is $5..50.

micromicrofarads.

FERRANTI RADIO METERS

Bunnell Overload Relay.

THE EISLER 24 HEAD AC AUTOMATIC EXHAUST MACHINE
Great difficulty in the manufacture of
A.C. tubes un a production basis has been
overcome through the use of the Eisler
Automatic A.C. exhaust machine. The old
method required a good deal of time.
In the exhausting operations, double bomburding is necessary and tubes finally had
to be tipped off by the hand method.
In all. the manufacturer could not produce
enough tubes by this method to supply
his demand and production costs were too
high.
The Eisler Engineering Co.. Inc.. 740 -772
South Thirteenth Street, Newark. N..1., of
which Charles Eisler is executive heatl.
manufactures about everything and anything that tube, lamp, and neon sign
makers need in the way of equipment and
raw material. They have adapted their
twenty -four position A.C. automatic exhaust machine for this purpose, ula l: ii.g
many improvements in design to meet this
new A.C. condition.
The machine Is
equipped with a variable step transformer
and light ing filament during the exhaust
period; also double bombarding. air cooling and automatic tipping off of exhausted
tubes.

which is in series with the 110 volt input
that
,t the transmitter and arranged itsoopens
when the circuit breaker trips,
;ate 110 volt supply.
The circuit breaker may also be used
as a protective device in circuits wherein
are connected galvanometers. meters of all
types, photoelectric veils, etc.
These relays are of real value in the
laboratory for the protection of expensive
measuring and testing equipment.

THE I. C. A. TELEVISION KIT
The Insuline Corp. of America, 7S -80
introl'ortlandt AL. New York City. have which
duced a very complete television kit.
can be used in conjunction with any good
radio receiver for the reception of television transmissions.
The I. C. A. Television Kit includes a 48hole Bakelite scanning disc, n universal
motor for revolving the scanning disc. a
speed chut roi for tie urpose of synchronization. a motor chum. viewing telescnpc
with two lenses, screws and tense bracket.

complete

A

Eisler 24
head A.C.
automat c exhaust
machine inI

stallation. A
of
battery
high vacuum

pumps

is

c-

c o n n e
e d directly

t

to the machine.

Ferranti, Inc., 130 W. 42nd St., New
York City, announce the introduction of
n new line of radin meters now available
for distribution. Three types are available, at portable of 1,1100 ohms per volt
with 3 -scale ranges of 10 -50 -250 volts and
a second 3- range, 200 ohms per volt portable with voltage scales of 7.5 -150 and
milliampere scale of 15 mills.
The latter instrument is equipped with
n switch for changing from one range to

others, and a fuse which protects the
meter from being burned out in case a
high voltage lead is connected to the milliampere .scale by mistake.
The third type consists of n flush pattern milliatmncter which is available in
ranges of 100 and 200 milliamperes. All
of these meters are of the D'Arsonval
moving coil type. The moving element
has highly polished steel pivots running
in sapphire bearings and girder type
pointer of very light and strong construction with knife edge to facilitate accurate
reading.

RADIO TYPE
OHMMETER

GENERAL

287

There are many occasions in laboratories.
service stations and factories where an
approximate measurement of resistance is
required.
The type 287 Direct Reading
Ohmmeter is designed for the quick determination of resistance where an approximate value is sufficient.
The Type 287 Ohmmeter consist of a
battery and meter in series with a resistance which protects the meter from damage
at short circuit, and provides a zero adjustment. 'l'he dial is calibrated directly
in ohms Clip leads are provided for convenience in attaching the instrument.
One of the greatest uses of the Ohmmeter is the checking of apparatus and
tracing of circuits. Its indication of the
actual resistance of the circuit makes the
Ohmmeter useful when the battery and
telephone method of tracing circuits is of
little use. This feature makes it possible
to detect not only open and short circuits,
but also wrong connections. since the resistance between two points will indicate
the instruments In circuit.
Dimensions 6ÿv+" x 5%" x 4 % ". Weight

22

lbs.

1flj
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JUST stop and analyze every Super on the market, and
compare it, point for point with the Lincoln 8 -80.
Where -else can you find the new features which have made
the Lincoln 8-80 a tremendous success?
One Spot above

220

A WORD TO THE CUSTOM SET BUILDER

You can

out-demonstrate, out -perform any competitive
equipment in your territory. You can pull in station after
station in every degree of the dial with perfect tone quality
of your local station. All this without a squeal, and only
using a small part of your available power, and at a
price without competition. You can convince your customer in one short demonstration.
The price of complete kit for the Lincoln 8 -80 is $92.65.
Due to the new principles involved every 8 -80 works
exactly alike, and you can get the same results as our
finest laboratory model.
If you want an evening full of straight- from -the -shoulder
super-heterodyne dope written by an engineer who has
played with every super going in the last few years, send
25 cents for Wm. H. Hollister's "Secret of the Super" using
the coupon below.

meters.

Intermediate stages perfectly matched, manually.
while In operation.
Perfect 10 KC separation with full power.
Absence of squeals or howls. caused by regeneration.
(If regeneration was present
in the least degree. four
screen -grid tubes could not be operated without shielding).
Clough system of audio Amplification registering
complete musical frequencies and giving 50% more
amplification.
Simple to build.

Compact in size.
Econ
Zeal to operate.
Universal reports on the Lincoln 8 -80 prove it to be
the most powerful receiver on the American market,
and at the same time t he simplest, lowest Priced super
you could build.

LINCOLN ENGINEERING SERVICE ON STANDARD KITS
DO

YO U

you can buy the really finer standard kits -those that have conte up to the rigid
standards of performance set by the Lincoln Laboratories at standard prices, und
at standard discounts if you are a professional sethuilder or dealer? The Lincoln
Engineering Service means a lot. You have the assurance of factory inspection,
plus Lincoln Inspection -and Lincoln offers you only complete kits that exhaustive
tests have proved to be right -and then fully guarantees each to you.

KNOW

THAT

Order today for immediate shipment any of the following Lincoln-Guaranteed complete kits:
Sargent-Italynacnt Seven (S-M :10) kit
8120.1111
Tyrmnn 80- super -less power pack.. ..... $131.51)
5-11 7211 screen Grid Six
72.50
'1'y rattan 72 receiver kit..
08.51)
S-31 : : a screen /:ri.l-six-Fnclors wired
102.09
Ty rtnan 72:1(' with pu acct nook
153.:11
11'29 1,i 1 ratory
P.r het erud> uu
95. 70
Isotone, 10 -tube
195.00

I

LINCOLN RADIO CCF1ORATION

329 SOUTH WOOD ST °- CHICAGO - ILLINOIS.
Authorized Distributors for Lincoln
8-80
WESTERN RADIO MF(:. ('O.
128

W. Lake St.. Chicago

WALTER ROWAN CO.
Wnshington St., Chicago
ELECTRIC 5, RADIO SUl'I'L1
22 N. Franklin St., Chicago
KLADAG RADIO LABORATORIES
Kline Bldg., Kent, Ohio
833

LINCOLN
Chicago..

RADIO
Dept.

CORP.
RE.

325

S.

Wood

St..

Send me sour big tree catalog listing a cornPluto line of 1929 kits for custom building.
Enclosed flnd 25c for which send me \ym. II.
Hollister's new book. "The Secret of the Super.
Name
Address
Town

State

Authorized Distributors for Lincoln
8-80
RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
912 Broadway, Los Angeles
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE
0 Church St., N. Y. City
CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS
415 S. Dearborn. Chicago
HORACE HILLS
533 -39 Market St., San Francisco
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"1..LONG LIFE RADIO TUBE

i

R,-
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nt -type radio tube
entirely 1y the length of
that its three elements are maintained in their proper relative posit' .
to one another.
nt.
When one of these eltnunts (fili
shifted. because
grid, or plate) bee
r fr
al construct'
of Meal: meth.
vibration in shiltrttut. the life ofthe tubeis
shortened -frequently by as much as 75 %.

THE life of

a Iì1:

is governed

Unique among radio tubes. the Raytheon
prnlantntly maintains the original relative positions of its elements. and el'
mites fragility. As these long life tubes
cost you Ill more, they cut maintenancecost ill two.
Mt'

An indicating instrument is an essential part of the
equipment of every good radio receiver installation,
since it aids in maintaining efficient operation, secures the best reception and fully protects the
financial investment.
To advanced students of radio and those having
professional connections with the industry the
selection of instruments is highly important. Unfailing reliability is the first consideration since
accuracy of measurement is a fundamental requisite of success in both research work and commercial
activities -and pays the biggest dividends on the
investment, whether of time or money.
The selection of instruments should be guided by
the universal preference of leading engineers and
decided on scientific merit. Pioneering in the field
of electrical measurement for more than forty

years, Weston leadership is acknowledged the
world over.
Illustrated herewith are the Weston portable A. C.
and D. C. instruments which are extremely popular
for general radio service, and make ideal personal
instruments.

These designs are an outstanding achievement in high -grade,
small instrument manufacture. They are enclosed in bakelite
cases-black for D. C. instruments and mottled red and black
Their excellent characteristics and
for A. C. instruments.
performance commend then to the attention of all who appreciate fine workmanship and demand unfailing reliability. The
top illustration shows the three -range model- 750/250; 10 volts
for D. C. (1000 ohms per volt). Also made as a three -range
A. C. $16.50, D. C.
A. C. instrument-150/8,'4 volts.
$28.00.
These instruments are also furnished as D. C. double -range
Voltmeters -(with either 1000 ohms or 125 ohms per volt)
and as single and double -range Ammeters. $13.50 to $22.50.
For A. C. testing they are supplied
( Bottom illustration.)
as single range Ammeters and Milliammeters and double -range
$13.50 to $18.50.
Voltmeters.
All instruments of the Weston Radio Line are completely described in Circular J -just off the press. Write for your copy.

-

WESTON

Sparing insulators not in contact
l57 it It IilattleIlI: tube heats up
goiekl.: fixed supports gise extreme rigidit. anti dniIsly strengthen grid and
111: ux
plate: extra hea%. healer fil.
ide- coaled cathode ill not flake oft. and
at low temperature;
cites high omiUtica -top fixes and spaces elements,
'ses impossible;
making mierupt

4)lll

An Investment
that pays Dividends

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

612

s%

%s

4-pillar

eonsi rant'

cross - aun hors

elements top and buttons: tube
characteristics are preser%ed.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.
CAMBRIDGE

MASS.

A. C.

Single
and
Double
Range

Model
528

Instruments

Model
489

D. C.
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ENGINEERING FACTS HA% E A UTILITY SIGNIFICANCE TO THE. BROADCAST LISTENER

A NEW PAGE INTRADIO HISTORY

ANOTHE R

'Me
NEW

CASE OF
GAS

Dr. Lee De Forest
'The Talker-of Radio

1906

A\ItJIDqtIDr C

a supposedlyvacuum tube presents an interesting
problem to the engineer -but it means only
-costly replacements to the dealer.
Occluded gases can be removed with relative ease from the metallic elements of the
tube by bombardment. But ceramics, heated
only by conduction or radial . defy strenuous
evacuat . No cent
is used as an inter clement insulating material in AR( :TUIll ti
indirectly heated tubes. The elements are
simultaneously subjected to both internal
and external 1ontbartlntcut. And the gas is
exhausted by the most efficient vacuum pumps
known to science assuring A -C tubes of
highest efficiency.
These are two of the many points of superi-

1 high

..

AGAIN Dr. Lee De Forest has written a new
page in Radio History! His latest scientific achievement, which he has contributed to
Radio, are the new perfected De Forest Audions-

vacuum tubes worthy of bearing the greatest
name in Radio!

Exclusive filament chemical treatment giving
greater filament emission and longer filament
life
more rugged mechanical construction
an exceptionally high vacuum (down to one
micron) and the use of the more costly molybdenum instead of cheaper niekle for the metal
parts wherever possible -are the cardinal factors responsible for the matchless performance
of these better vacuum tubes.

-

-a

Made in all popular types, both for A. C. and
'Write for technical data and curves.

D. C.

-

among radio engineers as the finest vacuum
tubes that can be built. Arcturus Radio Company, 220 Elizabeth Avenue, Newark, N. J.

ARCTURUS
A -C
TUBES

Every

ON THE AIR

Sunday

between 10:00 and 10:30 P. M.

-the

(E. S. T.)
`-De Forest
Audion - -over the 22 stations of
the Columbia Broadcasting System.

ority that stimulate universal acceptance

LONG LIFE

1928
"or

But no pulmotor eau save
a gassy tube
rj1HE presence of ionization in

PERFECTED
DE FOREST
AUDION

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
New York

St. t.oui,
Dalla,.
Chicago

Denser
Philadelphia
Atlanta

Los Angeles

31Inneapolis

Detroit
Kansas
Boston

S
40

ID! IF0/IR IE
AX IL) ID

II

t'it

Pittsburgh

N

rS

.X.rts.tr
AUDION

-427-
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RADIO RECEIVER

IS NO BETTER
THAN ITS CONDENSERS THERE
FORE BE SUMS

TO SPECIFY

BEE GEE

;

&(ìNE-

FIXED CONDENSERS

INC.

al"

CALUMET AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

2317 -21

L. M. C.

Silver Welded Resistors
(Patents pending)

omoimiloolto
(1)

1.- Bare

(3)

(4)

Refrac-

tory Tube

2.- Copper

Terminals with welded
connections shown

3.- L.M.C. Special
Resistance Wire
4.- L.M.C.

Special
Heavy Enamel

(2)

(2)

(2)

From the metallurgical laboratories of Lautz again comes a
meritorious contribution to the radio production field.
The new silver welded L.M.C. resistor makes a permanent, solid
contact practically does away with terminal joint trouble has
and absolutely
a much lower operating temperature coefficient
establishes and maintains an average increased working life of
over 100%. They cost no more than the average resistor.

-

-

-

Sample inquiries and specifications invited from manufacturers

LAUTZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC
Electrical Alloy Products--Controlling Devices

245 N. J. R. R. Ave.

Newark, N. J.
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A Real Money -Maker
for Dealers, Set -Builders and
Service -Men in the

A -C Super - Filter Pack

u

LAYING THE
CORNERSTONE
QUALITY

...

and building an edifice of Confidence
on a firm foundation of Dependability
and Service.
Polymet condensers and resistances for
Radio and Television are carefully made,
carefully tested, accurately rated, and uniformly dependable
it any wonder they
are the choice of 2 /3 of the R.C.A. licensed
manufacturers, many custom set builders,
and television experimenters?
Send for the Polymet Catalogue

-is

Unload Your Dead Shelves
How many D -C operated receivers do you have in your
store today? Turn this merchandise over at a profit to
yourself by SIMPLY converting them into complete
A -C operated receivers that will use A -C tubes.

You Know That Quality Always Pays
Your experience in Radio has proven that Quality workmanship pays best and when Quality is combined with
reason in price-interest is immediately aroused and
you are all set to get business from your prospects.

I

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
New York City
601 Broadway

Quality Workmanship Always Demands
Quality Equipment
The A -C Super -Filter Pack incorporates complete
Power Supply and conversion for A -C Sets. It is
equipped with ARCTURUS No. 280 type Full Wave
Rectifier Tube and a Jones Cable & Multiple Plug.
(Complete conversion packs are already wired and a
complete installation diagram for all popular makes of
receivers is included.)

Saving Money for Your Customers
converting your customers' D -C receivers into A -(
Type, using the A -C Super -Filter Power Packs you can
save about 25% for your customers and make a substantial profit for yourself.
By

Building Business
With a Quality Product in the A -C Super -Filter Pack
you can satisfy your customers, (a satisfied customer
always brings in new prospects) save them money, and
in doing this you will build up a splendid business
besides making a handsome profit for yourself. Isn't
that just what you are looking forward to and working
for?

Work for Your Own Interest!

WRITE TO US TODAY! We will send you a complete
descriptive set of literature and all information leading
to the building up of your own interest. DO LET US
HEAR FROM YOU SOON!

SUPER RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.,
3109 W. Montrose Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send me complete information concerning your A -C
Super- Filter Pack. I am a Dealer .. Set -Builder .. Service
Man

..

Name

Address
City

State

111111111111

POLYMET PRODUCTS
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Custom-
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IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR
SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
This New Condenser!
This new condenser has been especially designed for high frequency
operation and used with the coil
shown below, will spread the tuning range of the 1929 bands all
Aluminum end
across your dial
support. single bearing, insulated
stand -off bushings, rotary tension

adjustment, heavy brass condenser
contact to rotor
plates -just a few of the many outstanding features of this condenser.

plates- mercury

-

T1tis New Plug -In Coil!
The new REL coil is wound on onepiece bakelite forms. Threaded ribs
allow accurate Space winding. SpeEmploying
cial Spring
contact.
heavy copper enamelled wire, they
are suitable for high frequency receivers and 210 type low power
transmitters.

Tyrman "80" full A -C Socket operation using (3) A "C Shielded
Dimensions 8" r
Grid (4) 327 (2) 381 (1) 350 or 310 Tubes.
Short If ",,
One -Spot 10 A. C. Separation.
21" x 11 ,4 ".
Permanent Phonograph Connection.
Plug -in Coils.

" Never have I
operated a radio like
the Tyrman '80' "

REL

...

It has everything. Selectivity,
"A revelation
. A station every
Sensitivity, Tone and Power
The
.
point on the dial from top to bottoms .
slightest touch separates stations in this congested
locality . . . Distance comes in like local .
Congratulate you on beautiful. natural tone .
Held \\'2X:\
.
.
Short wave reception great
I have built
at 21.96 meters for six hours .
operated a
about every circuit but never have
receiver like the Tyrman "80" for all around satifactory performance.
!

has a raft of interesting information on
short wave receiving circuits.
A booklet describing the construction and operation of 5
popular circuits for long distance S. W. Broadcast reception is available.
New equipment
is being turned out rapidly. Always a pioneer
in the Short Wave field, we are now ready to
give you the benefit of our years of laboratory
research and engineering skill when you most
need it.
Write at once!

.

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
98 Wilbur Avenue, Long Island City

.
.

.

I

.

r

.

I

These and hundreds of

other expressions from
Dealers, Set Builders,

Radio Tubes

Engineers and Editors all
over the country tell us of
the outstanding performance not only of the Tyrman Imperial "80" hut of
the Tyrman "72" and "60"
as well.
Tvrmen "80" parts including
Short It"are Coils and wired
Power Park complete, ready to
.

$199.50 list.
Tyrman "72" parts for battery
or eliminator operation, con
assemble,

rhte ready to assemble, $98.50

:ist.

Special Power Supply for "72"
mired, $55.00 list.

Tyrman "60" parts for battery

ARMOR

eliminator operation

or

com-

plete, ready to assemble, $69.50

list.

"80" Power Supply
Powerful- Compact.
sions
Phone

8,"

.r

11"

Dimen.r

61/4".

tips provided for any
type speaker. Directly en erqires field of Dynamic Speaker.
Factory
wired.

packed,

Manufacturers of a full line
of radio tubes. including the
new A.C. types. 226 and 227.

completely

Armor tubes are fully guaranteed

Advanced Engineering Principles You Will
Appreciate
You who know radio will appreciate the advanced engineering
principles and features incorporated in the "80" as well as other

vrman receivers.
Send for free descriptive literature and you will quickly recognize
Dealers and Set Builders are so enthusiastic and are making
m-mey with Tyrtnan products.
I

achy

ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Dept. 708, 314 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill.
Without obligation, send me free literature describing Tvrman "80"
tar A -C operation D. Tyrman "72" A -C D. Tyrman "72" battery
Tyrman "60" battery operation D.
operation
7 YRMAN

,

\ attte
Addrsss

Armstrong
Electric & Mfg. Co., Inc.
187 -193 Sylvan Avenue
Newark, New Jersey
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To get the utmost in results from any
receiver, use the new

Victoreen
"B" Power Supply

Here is the last word in a "B" Supply and
Power Amplifier. Uses either a UX 250 or 210
in the last stage. Two voltage regulator tubes
accurately control the 90 and 180 volt taps, thus
making possible accurate determination of proper "C" voltages. There is also a 0 to 90 volt
tap, variable; also 450 volts for the power tube.
BLUE PRINT IS FREE, together with list of
parts and complete assembly instructions.
Write for it today.

AMPLION
A Superior Line
With a background of 41 years' successful manufacturing experience, Amplion invites comparison of
its NEW DYNAMIC CONE UNITS and SPEAKERS

Amplion Giant Dynamic Air Column Unit
Largest Ever Made

for public address or theatre use. Built for
30 watts undistorted power.
This Giant
Amplion Dynamic (weight 20 lbs.) is capable of range and volume heretofore unattainable in any unit.

Until You Have Heard the
1929 A. C. Victoreen
You Have Not Heard the Best
Amplion Microphone
from our English Laboratory

A carbon grain microphone that does not have
any diaphram or carbon buttons. Renders full

This marvelous new Super Circuit, developed and perfected in the Victoreen Laboratory, is by long odds the
most sensitive and selective ever offered the set builder
and radio "fan ". It literally bristles with new features, any one of which would be considered sensational in an ordinary circuit.
By all means have a new Victoreen, if you want to
enjoy real radio reception. Either build it yourself in
a few pleasant hours, or have it built for you. It will
bring you distance, selectivity and tone quality such as
you have never known before.
Part of the wonderful improvement is due to changes
in the circuit itself, and part to the redesigned R.F.
Transformers.
These Transformers, tuned and
matched to a precision of 1/3 of one per cent, are
years ahead of their time. They perform equally well
in either the A.C. or D.C. Circuits.

Blue Prints FREE
Together with full constructional data. We've made
it easy for anyone to assemble a Victoreen. State
whether you are interested in the A.C. or D.C. Circuit.

THE GEO. W. WALKER CO.
Merchandisers of Victoreen Radio Products
2825 Chester Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio

Victoicen

orchestration pickup with marvelous fidelity. Its
extreme sensitivity making it better than the
usual broadcast microphone due to the fact that
there is no carbon hiss, nor will it pack.
Used for broadcast, theatre, and all forms of
group address work in conjunction with Amplion
group address and theatre equipment.

Offer Your Services
to Your
Local Theatre
See the
in
ger at your local
theatre and suggest that he install
a public address system.
All the
large city theatres are doing it.
Theatre managers are s i m p I c
awaiting engineers to offer their
services. Write and let us tell you
Low.

Microphones, Cone Units, Cone Speakers, Horns,
Cone Chassis, Exponential Air Columns, Air Column Units, Filters, Amplion Giant Dynamic, Microphones, 'Transformers, Turn Tables, 2 and 3 Stage
Amplifiers, Control Panels for Switching On and
Off or Mixing Voice, Phonograph Records or Radio
We offer the most complete line of RADIO
REPRODUCERS made by any manufacturer
A MODEL FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
For those who
t call at our laboratory for
demonstration-Our New Catalog is Now Ready

AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
133 W. 21st St., New York City
Telephone Chelsea 5257

a
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New Air- Cooled DeLuxe

RESISTOVOLT
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE CONTROLLER

.

t

'

RLSISTOVOLT-ANTENNAVOLT
INSU Ñe CORP. r Agcntc
.a

New.

line
Checks all
voltage in excess of
110 Volts, protecting
tubes and set wiring. Embodies new
efficient principles of
construction, a I I
metal, air- cooled reregardless of overload.
$1.75

?rite

ANTENNA-

VOLT-Combination
Air- cooled
of the
Resistovolt and a
perfect light socket
aerial. It is the talk
Radio Engiof
neers!
Price

s

-

Making it GOOD
Then PROVING it!
How Hannuarlund
Drum Dials Are Tested

Experimenter:

HE driving mechanism of the new Hammarlund Knob -Con1 ` trol Drum Dial will outlast the receiver in which it is
installed. It will stand more than filly years of normal use.
In laboratory tests, made on the machine pictured above,
the special silk and linen cable that drives the drum withstood 363,600 full -range movements of a heavy, four -gang
condenser. No fraying, no breaking, no slipping, no backlash.
We knew it was good-now we have PROVED it.
Unique design permits the control knob to be placed anywhere on the panel for attractive balance. Standard knobs
are used so that rheostats, volume control and other panel
instruments can be exactly matched.
Its
The escutcheon is mottled bronze, richly embossed.
shape is graceful and well-proportioned. It adds dignity and
beauty to the finest receivers. Ask Your Jobber Or Write
direct to us.

but with improved
List 45.00
motor)
Also Discs, Television Lamps, Motors,

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
424 -438 W. 33rd Street, New York

TELEVISION
for

$2.25

1

C A KITS &
ALL PARTS

the

Four Modela

Model 65 (complete with
and
Television Tube
List $65.00
Television Amplifier)
Model 52 (Same as 65
List 52.50
less tube)
Model B -1 (without amp
List 37.50
or tube)
Model 45 (Same as B -1

'-I

Lenses, etc., etc.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
Cet on our mailing list
for future announcements.

TElEV13-(41I

r{p"L 22.1ztRh ÌdAC{lA'

KIT

ammarlund

NwuVtíca!nIát

PREC/5/ON

INSULINE CORP. of AMERICA

PRODUCTS

RADIO- Standard Products Since 1921 -TELEVISION
70 -80 Cortlandt St., N . Y. C.

A Perfected
Scanning -Disc

Human

the

Where

Eye

Cannot

See

Electrical "Eyes"
Function Perfectly

G.M.

Of high
3 horn -.I
television, ta Ilau,

for Television
Experiments

and long life, G -M Visitron
are of utmost utility
movies. telepholnaraphy, ph -

tometn'. illuwinatiun eontral. burglar and fire
abuvs, grading materials, detection of flaws,
rooming and timing machines, optical relays
and ninny other devices.

G -M Visitron Photo -Electric Cells
(Alkali Metal Hydride Type)

-

even surpass the functions
In some applications. duplicate
of the huutan eye. As such, they have long been used by
Inst:uuaneous response.
leading couiner rs and scientists..
even to slightest changea of light intensity and color. Write
for taw t..IiiOra l bulletin FE -14 and prices.

LABORATORIES N \!
1805 GRACE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

A rugged metal television dise of improved design
Suitable
made with segmental scanning aperture.
24 inches in
either for transmission or reception.
diameter with 48 holes and equipped with large bushing for attachment to the motor with one-half inch
shaft.

Size of receiving image

1r/ by 1% inches.

Segmental Holes Give 27 Percent
More Light
While segmental apertures are much more difficult to
cut, they are highly desirable, as they give 27 per
cent more light and much clearer reception.

List Price $15.00
Furnished also with 12 -inch diameter, 48 holes or 6inch diameter, 24 holes.
Write for Bulletin 133RE

NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS
NATIONAL CO.

:Le.

W. A. Ready, Prrrrdrat MALDEN. MASS.

WHY THEY SELL
BETTER !
Velvet-like toue: no miera-

nhnnic
noises:
nationa liv
a dvert iscd;
made
in
all
.cand:ud types, A. e. and

for

Write

and

full

description

prices.

Televocal Corporation
Dept.

Televocal
M

Wen

Building

-1. 588 -12th Street,
New York, N. J.

ev
Quçgítq Tubes
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CONDENSER

Lynch Amplifier Kit
Ideal for Television Experimenters

TISSUES

Quality television reception and reproduction of images transmitted by radio are best secured, authorities agree, with the
type of audio amplifier built from the Lynch resistance coupled amplifier kit. This precision -built unit enables the experimenter and professional builder to assemble an efficient television amplifier with least effort and cost. $9.00 complete.
All Lynch products
nurhaniall defects.

are guaranteed against electrical and
They Include the Lynch Deck. Filament Equalizors. Metallized and Dynohmit- Resistors. Suppressors. and Leak- Proof Single and Double Mountings.

better than its
weakest link, and the weakest link is
very often a filter Condenser. No Condenser is any better than the thin strips
of Insulating Tissue which separate the
layers of metal foil. A pinhole or a speck
of metal in the Condenser Tissue means
a breakdown of the Condenser, with the
entire set put out of commission.
NO Radio set is any

Write for free Lynch radio manual

Arthur H. Lynch, Inc.
General Motors Building

1775 Broadway, at 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

DEXSTAR Condenser Paper is regarded
by Radio experts as being the highest

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS

BURT

THE

CELL

Without Fatigue-Highly Sensitive

Absolutely Reproducible -Instantaneous in Response
The BURT -CELL is made by a new method and should
not be confused with any other photo -electric cell. By e
special process of electrolysis. the photo -electric metal is

introduced into a highly evacuated bulb directly through
the glass wall of the bulb. giving photo -electric material
of absolute purity. The superiority of the BURT -CELL is
due to these features. making possible results never before
obtainable. Described in Bulletin No. 271.
the STABILIZED
VISUAL OSCILLO-

We
also
manufacture
OSCILLOSCOPE -the only

Inerttls11 gtving an aaccurate pictures fa
ware tones.

RADIO designers and builders should
hare the assurance that Condensers which
they use are made with DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues. It is insurance against
many radio troubles. The leading Condenser manufacturers are now using
DEXSTAR Condenser Tissues exclusively.

high fre-

Write for Bulletin 2S2.

DR. ROBERT C. BURT
Manufacturing and Consulting Physicist
327 S. Michigan Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
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C. E. MOUNTFORD, 30 Sullivan St., New York, N. Y.

SEARS

ALL KINDS

The most accurate made and prices reasonable.
We carry a complete line of gears in stock for
immediate shipment.
Can also quote on special
gears of all kinds. Send us your inquiries.
Write for Catalogue 200

CHICAGO STOCK GEAR WORKS

105 South Jefferson Street,

i

grade Insulating Tissue ever made -the
freest from defects, the most uniform in
quality, the most lasting under exacting
and unusual requirements.
DEX STAR
Condenser Tissue is the specialized product of a paper mill which has excelled
in Tissue Paper production for three
generations.

Chicago

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.
Makers of Highest Grade Thin Papers
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.

lhnli

TRADE M ARK REG.U.S. PAT.

AM

AMEIU'RAN

F

PF- 250 Power Transformer
for UX 250 Power Tubes
!

l.::, its PF -x5o

PRICE, EACH $30.00

American Transformer Company
L,.uJermo B.,ldn, Jn mue
anon.8un

1S7

EMMETST.

Now comes the Amsco "BathTub" type. This new Ainsco
feature sates time in assemHintz, saves space. and as,ores greater rigidity and
rince accuracy in single_

oditrol tuning.
I.cen

S1;Sbü,

NEWARK, N. 3.

It

by the
I;rç,-st manufacturer,
-ct, and kits and
I, specified in all
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CONDENSERS
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"Bath -Tub" Type

A husky transformer built for doing the job, not for
looks. The PF-250 is rated at 1200.600 Volts plate, 715

Volts power tube, 7h Volts rectifier tube filament.
Center taps are provided on each of the filament
windings. Continuous rated capacity of plate
winding, 160 MA., continuous rated opacity of
each 755 Volt winding, 3 Amperes. DC plate
output with two UX281's full wave, up to
450 volts with sufficient excess for "C" Bias.
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--POWER TRANSFORMERS- for the UX 250 Power Tube

Calorohm Vitreous

Enameled Resistors
Metallized Resistor
Flex. Wire Grid Suppressors.

HY..WATT
" Calorohm"

are made in a wide range of resistanc,
value and wattage ratings to fit every power supply
need.
These resistors are designed for all power

TYPE 565 -A TRANSFORMER
(200 watts)
Price
$13.50

HY -WATT Metallized Resistors can be supplied in
ohmages up to IO megohm and wattage ratings up
to 25 watts. These units will dissipate their rated
power without excessive heating, or change in resistance value.

The General Radio Type 565 Power Transformers
consist of two models for both half and full -wave
rectification utilizing the 281 type of rectifier tube.
The Type 565 -A Half -Wave Transformer illustrated
consists of one 600 -volt secondary, two secondaries
of 7.5 volts and one of 2.5 volts. It is designed for
105 to 125 -volt. 50 to 60 -cycle lines.
Bulletin No. 931 will be sent on request.

work.

;

NOTE TO
sistors in
types can
only. In
resistance

MANUFACTURERS: Special tapped reeither vitreous enameled or metallized
be supplied on order to manufacturers
ordering please specify number of taps
per section and current drain.

Electro Motive Engineering Corp.
127 W. 17th St., New

York

GENERAL RADIO CO.
30 STATE ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
274 Brannan St., San Francisco, Calif.

.
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THIS Crystal Oscillator in this diagram is a
UX112, controlled by a 320 meter crystal
for 80 meter operation, or a 160 meter
crystal for 40 meter operation. Assuming a
320 meter the first UX112 oscillates at 320
meters. The second UX112 at 160 meters. It
also amplifies at this wave -length. The third
UX112 oscillates at 80 meters. The UX210 acts
as an amplifier
This last tube also acts as a
driver for the 204A, which is tuned to the
wave -length of the UX210.
The plate supply
comes from an "ESCO" Item No. 26.

,

*.114
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'

T
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ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
Mark

411 South Street

"ESCO"

Trade

Stamford, Conn., U.

Manufacturers of Motors, Generators, Motor -Generators
Dynamotors and Rotary Converters, for Radio and Other Purposes

Set Builders
Circuit Designers
Radio Engineers

FERRANTI

AxL

Here is a Book
You Need !

S. A.

When the leading set
manufacturers of the
country choose Yaxley
parts there is something more than even
an outstanding reputation at work.
Yaxley parts are used
in vital places; if they
were not entirely dependable, these set
manufacturers
would
not stake trade and
customer
satisfaction
on their performance.

Send for it to-day

Audio Frequency

TRANSFORMERS

and RADIO PRODUCTS
receive preference
by engineers who KNOW
Real audio transformers with flat curves.
Special output transformers for all speakers and
tubes.
High grade iron core chokes for "B" Eliminators.
Three range portable meters. 1,000 ohms per
volt. 10,/50, 250 scale.
Three range portable meters. 200 ohms per volt.
150, 7% volt and 15 Mill. scale with switch.
By -Pass condensers
MF-400 volt and 200
volt.

-2

Circulars sent on request

Detailed instructions for building the Ferranti
Straight Line Push -Pull Universal Power Amplifier and Power Unit for all power tubes
to
and including 250 type sent prepaid for $1.00upnet.
Instructions for building the SKYSCRAPER,
$1.00 net.
Send 15c in coin for copy
of 1929 Ferranti Year Book

Yaxley Mfg. Co.,
Dept. Q-9 So. Clinton St..
Chicago, Ill.

FERRANTI, INC.
West 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.
FERRANTI, LTD.
FERRANTI ELECTRIC,
Hollinwood,
LIMITED
England
Toronto, Canada
130

GI
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P A C K

Complete A. C. Power Supply

"A'', ''B" and t(C
MAKES

ANY

SET

AN

A.C. POWER RECEIVER
Uses two 210

Push-full; or
new

250

type

type tubes in
one of the
tubes.
Full

-

musical range. Advanced
Simple- Dependable.
Can
be assembled in one evening.

HIGH VOLTAGES
At high frequencies sometimes seemingly play queer pranks,
often little suspected and possible of circumvention only by
patient observation and research. More is necessary than
metals, insulating materials, artisans and machinery to produce a condenser of the highest electrical efficiency.
CARDWELL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS are the result of painstaking and Intelligent Investigation of the
various phenomena peculiar to conditions surrounding high
frequency circuits at high potentials, translated Into practical
and efficient condensers.
That's why we say, "You're not gambling when you choose
a

TRANSFORMER CORP. of AMERICA
1428.32 Orleans St, Chicago. Ill.

,T

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Latest

A. C. Conversion.

CONDENSER SPECIALISTS

make one thing and one thing only -was
impregnated paper condensen In medium and
large capacities. We make no set hardware, no
eliminators. no transformers. no parts, no sets.
Our entire concentrated effort is on one product
alone. Such specialization assures highest quality.
economical production and dependable service.
Millions of Fut Condensers now in use in leadSend
us
your
and
eliminators.
ing sets
specifications.
3982 Barry
Avg.,
Dept. R.E.
Chicago. U.S.A.

CARDWELL."

for literature, or }4a,._
state your requirements.

Word
on
I'ower Amplification and
the

We

eTcamiffirrbe

From fine hefty units, fixed and variable, for powers up to
S0 K.W. and more, to the smallest receiving and neutralizing
condensers, every CARDWELL condenser is built to give
the utmost in service and satisfaction for the purpose it is
required to serve.
...10{Send

-

Send for
Free Booklet

Manufacturers of the T. C. A. Line of Power
Transformers. and Audio Transformera, Chokes.
Power
Packs
and
Power
Amplifier Packs.

WIRE

STRAND -Antennae (plain or enameled) -Double Galvanized.
ConnectWIRE- Antennae (plain or enameled). braided
or
ing and Ground (Rubber covered,
BUplain).

S BAR-Litzendraht -Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

John A. Roebling's Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.

\

BUILT BETTER

CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS
The Complete

AEROVOX LINE
Includes
CONDENSERS
Filter Blocks

Buffer Blocks

Socket Power

High Voltage
Transmitting

PY ROH M
VITREOUS ENAMELLED
RESISTORS
are made of the finest grade of
resistance wire, wound on a refractory tube and protected by a

vitreous

enamel which

prevents

damage from moisture, oxidation
and mechanical injury.
They meet with ease, the most
\rigorous tests imposed by modern
heavy duty power equipment.

teThe Research Worker"
is a free monthly publication that will keep
you abreast of the latest developments in
adio. Your name will be put on the mail-

ing list free of charge on request.

Bypass
A" Power

Bakelite Moulded Mica
Condensers
Interference Filters

RESISTORS
Pyrohm Heavy Duty
Edison Base Pyrohms
Tapped Pyrohms

Wire Wound Units

G

d Suppressors
Center- Tapped rUnits
Non -Inductive Lavite
Grid Leaks
Resistoformer Kits
Resistor Mountings

A Complete Catalog
with illustrations and detailed
descriptions may be obtained
free of charge on request.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, OF RADIO ENGINEERING.
Published monthly at Albany, N. Y., for Oct. 1, 1928.

State of New York l ss
County of New York
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared B. S. Davis, who, having been duly sworn
according to law. deposes and says that he is the Business Manager
of RADIO ENGINEERING, and that the following Is, to the best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
to
caption, required by the Act of August 24th, 1912. embodied
section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit: 1. That the
names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are: Publisher, Bryan Davis Publishing Co.,
Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York ; Editor, M. L. Muhleman,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. managing editor, G. C. B. Rowe, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.; Business Manager, B. S. Davis, Scarsdale, N. Y. 2. That
the owners are: B. S. Davis, Scarsdale, N. Y.; Roy T. Atwood,
Albany, N. Y. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1% or more of the total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are : None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also. in cases where a stockholder or
trustee
security holder appears upon the books of the company as
or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustees is acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing afflant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this orafiient has
corporano reason to believe that any other person, association.
tion has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
(Signed) B. S. DAVIS, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st (lay of Oct., 1928.
(Seal) J. A. WALKER, Notary Public.
Kings County.
Kings Co., Clerk's No. 390.
Kings Co., Registers No. 9100.
New York Co., Clerk's No. 159.
New York Co., Registers No. 9166.
Commission expires March 30, 1929.
;
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CONE SPEAKER PAPER

the cone speaker is
supreme in radio reproduction, so also
is ALHAMBRA
supreme in imparting the utmost in

L H A M B R .1
PAPER gives ABSOLUTELY
UNI A

RESO-

FORM

It has no
resonance point of
its own. Just as
NANCE.

UXB

SCIENTIFIC

tone quality.

The small clock and interior cabinet cone do not equal In soft. natural
tone the separate cone made of ALHAMBRA which is used by high class
makers.
Cone speaker manufacturers are Invited to communicate with us concerning their requirements for the coming season. ALHAMBRA is furnished
In sheets suitable for cone speakers of 13 inches to 36 inches diameter
special sizes to order. Prompt Shipment guaranteed

-

The SEYMOUR CO.,

TYPE

UNITED

323

W. 16th St., New York City

CORE LAMINATIONS
for Audio & Power Transformers
Chokes

-

A large variety of standard shapes carried in stock.
Special designs stamped to your order.

Our BOOKLET on LAMINATIONS (sent on re-

-

JOBBERS and DEALERS
Can make money stocking this universal precision instrument.
which is adaptable to any circuit. It can be mounted for all
sorts of drives and ganged in any number.

Characteristics:
I. Patent leveled brass rotor stator.
2. Precision spacing that assures accurate calibration.
3. Removable shaft can be adjusted to any desired length.
Adaptable to ganging in any number.
4. Universal mounting permits clockwise or counter clockwise
rotation. Provided with integral frame lugs for sub -panel
mounting.
5. Modified straight -line frequency curve to take care of present
day broadcasting wavebands.
This new condenser is made in .00035 and .0005 sizes. The extremely low price of this quality instrument is another reason
why you should handle it.
Make further inquiries TODAY.

United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.

quest) gives specifications of Stock Standard Shapes,
and contains much data of value to the designer
and buyer.

82 Fourth Avenue,

Lamination Stamping Company

Chicago
Boston

764 Windsor Street, Hartford, Conn.

New York City
BRANCH
OFFICES
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
San Francisco

BRANCH
OFFICES
St. Louis
Minneapolis

London, Ontario

Canadian Offices:

IITt4

A. C. Line

Voltage Control

SLIDING
CLIP

remarkably convenient and
device which automatically handles A. C. line
A

efficient

by the
»ralreKs

over a b r o a d
range.
('net surprisingly low.

!PERITE

11

RADIALL CO.
50 Franklin St.,

New York, N. Y.

All -Wire

fluctuation

O

For information,

Write Dept. R.E.

TRUVOLT

ADJUSTABLE

For Radio Set Manufacturers

The

"SELF ADJU

Resistances
Of Engineering
U.

S.

1,;76S69

Quality and

Pat. Nn.

and

Accuracy

Pan. Pendine

`T ARIABLE

1111111101?

'

and fixed resistance of unique design.

permitting

RACON Dynamic Cone Unit
Marks a new era in unit design.
Depth. brilliance and clarity are the
outstanding features. Unusual in its
fidelity to true tone value and shadings.
So unusual in its renditions
as to create it new interest In radio.

RACON DYNAMIC
HORN UNIT

an exponential
to

horn is the last
wonrd
in speaker development; combines the undistorted output or a
dynamic unit with the clear. true (une sweetness of an exponential
o

horn.

Consult

Write for Catalog
our Acoustical Engineers

RACON ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

18 Washington Place, New York
Factories: Toronto. Canada.

Slough Bucks.

England

winding

of

large resistance wire in small
space, thus keeping units cool
and
preventing overloading
even under heavy currents.
Maximum radiating surface;

Write

for free
copy of
Electrad
Control
Manual.

temperature coefficient practically nil.
Twenty-two stock types of
to
up
variable resistances
50,000 ohms; all rated at 25
watts. Also a full line of
fixed resistances in 25, 50 and
75

watt ratings.
Our engineering staff will he
on ait'

glad to assist you
resistance problems.

Electrad specializes in a full
line of controls for all Radio
purposes,
including Television.
Dept. L -11

175 Varick St., New York

ELECTRAQ.

Pane
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- STANDARD PRODUCTS AT SPECIAL PRICESList $45.00
(without tubes)

"Ideal for
Dynamic
Speakers
and

"OTHER ITEMS FOR PROFESSIONAL SET BUILDERS"
Each

~Thoul:uson Audio Transformer: Ili -1; wire leads; shielded;
panel mounting
Mill
De Forest Output Transformer. 1 -1
n;nmrs Audio transformer. (wire leads)
nrfd. Filter Condenser; Dubilier -000 D.C. Working Voltage
e.
a mfd. Filter Condoner; Strom. C 600 D.C. Working
Voltage
mfd. Filter Condenser; l{.C.A. 250 D.C. Working Voltage
1
mfd. By Pass Condenser; Polymet
mid. lip Pass Condenser; I. B. Fast
Iii.0il.00025 Fixed Condenser Dubilier; Type No. 601
so Iloury Choke Coil; 50 mills
It.C.A. Power Rheostat; No. 535; (cap. up to 2.5 amp.)
Qwd41 Unil'nwer; "A" Batt. unit (6 volt l with relay

SPECIAL AT
ea.

Phonograph
Pick -Up"

-

TIMMONS Combination Power Amplifiers and "B"
Supply Units -List $70.00 each without Tubes
OUR PRICE, $18.50 each

TIMMONS Power Amplifier

$11.50

These high quality room rt unit u,e a U.C. 21611 or 261 tube for rectifying
and a U.X. 210 super power audi tube as an amplifier which gives distontonlesa
and true natural reception with wonderful tot e quality and volume.
No adjustments required and no output transformer or similar auxiliary equipment needed with either unit.
For use with alternating current 105 -120 vo ta. 50-60 cycles.
Even' unit is brand new. packed In original factory sealed carton and fully
guaranteed. They have been approved by I ovular Radio and Popular Science
Laboratories.

51.21
1.45
71

2.75

-.3s

1.50
"

.15

.1244

.55
.37

9.75

W. K. SKIDMORE & COMPANY, 233 Broadway, New York

Photoelectric Cells Neon
Lamps -Special Relays

Dresner Shielded

Write for our price list and bulletins
PHOTO ELECTRIC DEVICES, Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
594 Fifth Avenue

Short Wave Converter
Wave
Length
Range
15 to
550
Meters

SPECIAL PRICE-New Type Dubilier No. 907 By -Pass Condensera

'16"

e

list Price

apadty
.25

1.0
2.0

with

5

r--

Introducing another triumph for short wave reception.
Highest efficiency at an amazingly low price. made possible by economic production.
Now. all can afford to
get the beat entertainment of the air being broadcast
on short waves by many powerful stations throughout
the U.S. and Europe.
EASY TO ATTACH AND

OPERATE.

The new model Dresner Shielded Short
Wave Converter is completely assembled.
It requires
no extra tubes or batteries and may be used on any
set.
Built in a beautiful mahogany finished metal
cabinet. Efficiently covers a wave band of 15 to 550
meters.
GUARANTEED to give you highest satisfaction.
If your dealer cannot supply you, SEND MONEY
ORDER DIRECT. (When ordering unit, be sure to
specify whether it is to he used on AC or DC set).

DRESNER RADIO MFG. CORP.

6.0 Southern Boulevard, Dept.

K 11, New York N. Y.

.50

LEEDS RADIO, 45 Vesey St., New York City

Coila

FIRST TIME OFFERED
Take Advantage of this Remarkably Low Price

2.00

off Our Prices in lots of 100 condensers of
same size.

Complete
t

1.25

Our Price
.21
.24
.25
.32

.85
.95
1.00

.1

PATENTS
TRADEMARKS
Special Attention

1

-

to Radio Inventions

EUGENE E. STEVENS
1

Attorney at Law
Registered Solicitor of Patents

t905

F St., N.W.,

Radio Engineering and Publicity
30 Church St., Suite 429

New York, N. Y.

f

Washington, D. C.

'Round the World with New Karas Short Wave Receiver

Karas
the thoil. of hearing stations 01011 artds of miles away.
.'net m',r. hare eleveloped short wave equipment to highest point. Easy to
build. Easy to Rune With Kara. \licronwt tie dials. Gal to 1 ratio. Uses
l'.uju>

-

Karat coils and audios
condensers built like a fine watch.
t:mdard d the world. Send to -day for complete information and con ruction blue print. Free.
KARAS ELECTRIC CO., 4036 L. N. Rockwell St., Chicago
Iza ra,

.

Nano.
st r..I and

t

il.i"

,
6

.,1141

Allied Engineering Institute

1

COPYRIGHTS

L

Custom Work in Super Hets a Specialty

H. & F. RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.
Radio Engineers
168 Washington St., New York City
Consulting Experts to Manufacturers

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Permeability and Hysteresis Curves of iron samples.
Cond
tested for life, voltage breakdown, leakage, etc.
Input and output curves of socket power devices -Oscillograms.

80th St. at East End Ave.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES New York City, N. Y.

Itrtdio h'nginf'r'ring, \-orrNtbcr. I!r.?
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EXCELLENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
With large radio manufacturer located in

N. Y.

Here's the Answer
to every question about the principles,
methods, or apparatus of radio trans mitting and receiving.

City for:

-Loud

Speaker Engineer, capable of doing development work on dynamic speakers and making
speaker performance measurements.
2-Radio Engineer familiar with general circuit work
on radio receivers and receiver measurements.
3
man with engineering and test experience in
paper condenser work.
I

THE RADIO
MANUAL

-A

Box No. 78 -RADIO ENGINEERING,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. City

A Complete

Course in
Radio

Operation
In a Single
Volume
A Handbook

:1(Í..1l1rie11111, Inc.

for
Students
Amateurs
Operators
Inspectors

Manufacturers' Export Managers
116 Broad Strttet, New York. N. V.

Srientifirally equipped to
economically export dependable
aeeiving and transmitting
radio apparatus.

For the first
time an entire
course of

training
one

in

book -the

most complete
and up-to -date
work on radio.

L

GENUINE

Developed simply and clearly
from the elementary stage
right through
principles,
all
phases
of
practice, and apparatus so
that a beginner with no
knowledge of electricity may
get all he needs either for
amateur operation or to
quali fy for a government
license as operator or in-

Regular

Rau

Famous Tnsp?

HEADPHONES
NV,,

oft1r

Ito Ides in

the

:hon., nd genuine Nathaniel

cal

Iraeet

fartut_y

in

Ty Pe C. headphones fr sh front
original sea led artona at

fraction of their cost. Near before sold for
less time) $II.
Pries while they last only 15.50.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
BALDWIN HEADPHONES
hold all long distance records. you simply cannot get distance by any other means.
An
operator at San Francisco picked
a code message from Bagdad.
OUR up
Turkey. half was around the globe.
world's record.
\Bret her you

PRICE

are a professional operator, ama,
tour. experimenter, set builder or
B. V. I.. these are the headphone.
you need.

eJt

$550

ORDER
NOW

PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.
Wett 21st St.. New Tot

133.135

LOOK! The Last Word in Radio

spectIr.

Prepared by Official Examining Officer
The author, G. E. Sterling. is Radio Inspector and Examining
Officer, Radio Division, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. The book
has been edited in detail by Robert S. Kruse, for five years
Technical Editor of JS1'., the Magazine of the Radio Relay
League.
Many other experts assisted then.

16 Chapters Cover: Elementary Electricity and Magnetism; Motors and Generators; Storage
Batteries and Charging Circuits; The Vacuum Tube; Circuits

Emplu)ed in Vacuums Dube Transmitters; Modulating Systems;
\Vavemetcrs; Piero Electric Oscillators; Wave Traps; Marine
V acuunt Tube Transmitters; Radio Broadcasting Equipment;
Arc Transmitters;
Spark Transmitters; Commercial Radio
Receivers; Radio Beacons and Direction Finders; Radio Laws
'and Regulations; Dandling and Abstracting Traffic.
New Information never before available such as a complete
description of the Western Electric 5
Kilowatt Broadcasting Transmitter; description and circuit
diagram of Western Electric Superheterodyne Radio Receiving
Outfit type n004.1': Navy Standard ?Kilowatt Spark Transmitter; rte.; etc. Every detail up to the minute.
-

New .1928 Edition
H

dm

meth

is

that

ointment.

an exact science, yet s' new there Is st .1
is incorrect and
unrient Inc in tresnr
The results are faulty reception alei

emit
i tits.
To meet this need we hare compiled the
farrot et ing the entim seotx M radin seiener exact
and even
t ' ia
of teed err into one big, titer. new b ok.
Nr"
Ilion lost out. With it you ear, new
Be the Man
Who Knows!

Drake's Radio Cyclopedia
Solves the Dealer's

If

Service Problems

repair or senor radio ryerrrI
All subjects alphabetically at
fanged, with hundreds of cross references so NOII quick!'
Ilnd what you want. including new Screen Grid Tube.
sled A. C. Tubes.
1080 loadings. 1025 111ustrationa. 920 pages.
else Ilke
.t.
It Is the book of radio. lust out. SEND TODAY. $6.00 Nothing
postpaid.
Also
for sale at all bookstores.
Jyou

you design, build,
need this hook.

Big catalog of useful books sent free
FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
ROOM 516 -179 N. MICHIGAN BOULEVARD
CHICAGO

Last Chance for Special Low Price

"The Raclin Manual.' will be ready in

a few days.
Over 900
pages.
ages.
PI usely illustrated.
Bound in Flexible Fabrikoid.
Regular price after publication will be $6.00. Orders received
now will be accepted at the special advance price of $4.95 -an
anmzinely low price for the best Radio hook available.
Sent
r free examination.
Pay or return in ten days.
/

ORDER ON THIS COUPON
D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., Inc., 8 Warren St., New York
Send me Tlll: RADIO MANUAL for examine ion.
Within tint days
after receipt
special

I

will either return the volume or

advance wise.

send you

$1.05 -the

(Radio Eng.

Name
St.

& No

City and

State

.................... ...............................

11 -28)
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Buyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the proper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements -see
index on page 70.
ADAPTERS:
Carter Radio Co.
ALUMINUM:

Aluminum Co. of America
ALUMINUM FOIL:
Aluminum Co. of America
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
AMMETERS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. CO.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
ANTENNAE, LAMP SOCKET:
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Electrad. Inc..
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
BASES. VACUUM TUBE:
Formica Insulation Co.
BINDING POSTS:
General Radio Co.
BRACKETS, ANGLE:
Electrad Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
BRASS:
Copper and Brass Research
Assn.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
BROADCAST STATION
EQUIP'T :
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co. Laboratories
Radio Engineering
BUTTS:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CABINETS, METAL:
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
Asan.
Radio Engineering Laboratories
CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:

Burt, Robert C.
G. M. Labs. Inc.
Photo -Electric Devices Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

CERIUM:

Independent Labs.

CHARGERS:
Benwood -Linze Co.
Hilton Co.
Kodel Elec. & Mtg. Co.
CHASSES

Electrad. Inc.
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Fast, John E., & Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories

CLAMPS. GROUND:
Electrad, Inc.
Scovill Mfg. Co.

CLIPS, SPRING:
Electrad, Inc.

Scovill Mfg. Co.

COIL FORMS:
General Radio Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
COILS. CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co
Westinghouse Elec.

&

Mfg. Co.

COILS, IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS. INDUCTANCE:
Aero Products Corp.
Cardwell, Allen, D., Mfg. Co.
Dresner Radio Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories
Silver -Marshall, Inc.

COILS, MAGNET:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, RETARD:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
COILS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Corp.
Dresner Radio Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

Radio Engineering Laboratories
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
COILS, TRANSFORMER:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
CONDENSER PARTS:
Aluminum Co. of America
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, BY -PASS:
Aerovox Wireless Corps.
Allen -Bradley Co.
Brown & Caine. Inc.
Carter Radio Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Fast. John E. & Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Yaxley Co.
CONDENSERS, FILTER:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Brown & Caine. Inc.
Carter Radio Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Mfg. Co.
Elmero Motive Eng. Co.

Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brass Research
Ann.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Inc.
CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
Fast, John E. & Co.
American Transformer Co.
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Polvmet Mfg. Co.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories.
Yaxley Co.
CHOKES, RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
FIXED:
CONDENSERS,
General Radio Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Radio Engineering Laboratories
Allen- Bradley Co.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.
Brown & Caine, Inc.
CHOKES. B ELIMINATOR:
Burt, A. G.. Jr.
Carter Radio Co.
American Transformer Co.
Condenser Corp. of America.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Dongan Electric Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Dubilier condenser Mfg. Co.
Silver- Marshall. Inc.

Yaxley Co.
CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories
CONDENSERS, MULTIPLE:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
NEUTRALIZCONDENSERS,
ING:
Electrad, Inc.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
TRANSMITTING:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mtg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
DeJur Products Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Karns Electric Co.
National Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Silver-Marshall. Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories
CONNECTORS:
Carter Radio Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Yaxley Co.
CONTROLS. ILLUMINATED:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
CONTROLS, VOLUME:
American Mechanical Laboratories
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories
Yaxley Co.
CONVERTERS:
Cardwell, Allen D., Co.

COPPER:
Copper

&

Brass

Research

Assn.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
CURRENT CONTROLS, AUTO MATIC:

Radial! Co.
DIALS:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall. Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories
DIALS, DRUM:
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Silver -Marshall. Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories
ELIMINATORS, A BATTERY:
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.
ELIMINATORS, B BATTERY:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.
Tbordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
ELIMINATORS, A -B -C:
Dongan Elec. Mfg, Co.
General Radio Co.
Karas Electric Co.
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.

Thordarson Electric Mfg.

Co.

ELIMINATORS, UNITS FOR:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Kodel Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
National Co.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.

ESCUTCHEONS:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
EXPORT:
Ad. Auriema, Inc.
FILAMENT, OXIDE COATED:
Independent Laboratories, Inc.
FILAMENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:
Radial! Co.
FOIL:
Aluminum Co. of America
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
GALVANOMETERS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mtg.
Co.

GEARS:
Chicago Stock Gear Wks.
GETTER MATERIAL:
Independent Laboratories, Inc.
GRID LEAKS:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Allen- Bradley Co.
DeJur Products Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Electro Motive Eng. Co.
Hardwick, Field. Inc.
International Resistance Co.
Lauta Mfg. Co.
Lynch, Arthur H., Inc.
Mountford, C. E., Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
HARNESSES, A -C.:
Carter Radio Co.
HEADPHONES:
Amplion Co. of Amer.
Wolff, J. W. & W. L., Co.
HINGES:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
HORNS:
Amplion Corp.
Racon Elec. Co., Inc.
Temple, Inc.
HORNS. MOLDED:
Operadlo Co.
Racon Elec. Co., Inc.
Temple. Inc.
TRANSMIT.
INDUCTANCES,
TING:
Aero Products, Inc.
General Radio Co.
Radio Engineering Laboratories.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
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Ilow Many Lives has a

TELEVISION

Test Tubes
without

TU[3IE?

Batteries
/.i.l l'ri,

Pattern No. 150
Tube Tester
Operates from A. C.

ti'7..ill
4L

Obviously, the elimination of
A, B, and C batteries in tube testing would
save a lot of time and trouble in making

connections, getting the right voltage combinations, besides saving cost of batteries.

But that is what the Jewell
Pattern No. 150 A.C. -D.C. tube checker
does. No batteries whatsoever are needed.
All that is required to prepare it for testing tubes is to plug the attached cord into
a 110 volt, 60 cycle outlet, thus making use
of alternating current.

Raytheon
33 Ra
r
Kilto-1.4n1P

The name Raytheon on any type of tube assures n
service -life so long that it is often equivalent to the
lives of two or three ordinary tubes.
The principles of sturdiness and strength developed
in t he production of Raytheon sound -reception
t tikes have been applied to the manufacture of Raytubes.
t hcon televis'
The Raytheon Kino-Lamp is the long-life television
receiving tube- adapted to all systems, and made
in numerous types.

Filament voltage is read on a
0 -4 -8 A.C. voltmeter and plate current is
read on a 0 -15 milliammeter, which also
gives a second reading when the grid shift
is used.

All tubes from the WD-11 up
to the 210 can be tested.

This new tube tester is fully
described in our descriptive circular No.
2004. Write for a copy.

"28 Years Making Good Instruments"

JEWELL
Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St., Chicago

Raytheon
Foto.Cell
The long -life television sending tube, in either hard vacuum or gas -filled types, and in two sizes of each.
Information and Prices upon application
Correspondence is invited from all interested
in television.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Radio E.npintrring, Norcnthcr, 18$8

Fixed and Adjustable

Resistors

for all Radio Circuits

Bradleyunít-B
RADIO manufacturers, set builders and

experimenters demand reliable resistors for
grid leaks and plate coupling resistors. For such
applications Bradleyunit -B has demonstrated its
superiority under all tests, because:
values are constant irre.
spective of voltage drop across resistors.
Distortion is thus avoided

3-No

aging after long use

-

solid molded construction
soldered

Rugged,

6- Ensile

General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.

Zapon Co.. The

noiseless

4-Adequate current capacity
S

Insuline Co.
KITS, TESTING:
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products. Inc.
Radio Engineering Labs.
LACQUER:

1- Resistance

2- Absolutely

INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL: PAPER, CONDENSER:
Dexter, C. H. & Sous, Inc.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
INSULATION, MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
PHONOGRAPH MOTORS:
Formica Insulation Co.
(See Motors)
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS:
JACKS:
(See Cells)
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad. Inc.
PICK -UPS:
General Radio Co
Gordon, L. S., Co.
Yaxley Co.
PLATES, OUTLET:
JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
Carter Radio Co.
PLUGS:
Yaxley Co.
Carter Radio Co.
KITS, SHORT WAVE:
General Radio Co.
Aero Products, Inc.
POTENTIOMETERS:
llresner Radio Mfg. Co.
Allen- Bradley Co.
Karns Electric Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Itadlo. Engineering Labs.
Central Radio Laboratories
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
DeJur Products Co.
Electrad, Inc.
KITS, TELEVISION:

Use the BradleyunitB in your Radio Circuits

ti

Radiostat
This remarkable graphite compression rheostat,
and other types of Allen- Bradley graphite disc
rheostats provide stepless, velvet- smooth control
for transmitters, scanning disc motors and other
apparatus requiring a variable resistance.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
MOLDING MATERIALS
Bakelite Corp.
Formica Insulation Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

GRAPH:
Gordon, L. S., Co.
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
DeJur roducts Co.
Electrad, Inc.,

-

Type E -2910 for general laboratory service.
Capacity 200 watts. Maximum current 40 amperes. A handy rheostat for any laboratory.

Write for Bulletins!
ALLEN -BRADLEY CO.,

279 Greenfisld Are., Milwaukee. Wi..

611rin rezmakv Resistors

RECEIVERS, ELECTRIC:
United Scientific Laboratories.

RECTIFIERS, DRY:
Ben wood- Liuze, Lu.
Elkon, Inc.

Bodel Elec. & Mfg. Co
REGULATORS, VOLTAGE:
DeJur Products Co.
Muter, Leslie Co., Inc.
Radiall Co.

LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.
RELAYS:
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
LAMINATIONS:
Lamination Stamping Co.
RESISTANCES, FIXED:
Aerovox Wireless Corp.
LEAD -INS:
Allen - Bradley Co.
Electrad. Inc..
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
LOCK WASHERS:
De Jur Products
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Electro
Motive Eng. Co.
LUGS:
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
International Resistance Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Lauts Mfg. Co.
Sbakeproof Lock Washer Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
Mountford. C. I :.. Co.
MAGNESIUM:
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Aluminum Co. of America.
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
MAGNETS:
Allen -Bradley Co.
Thomas and Skinner Steel
American Mechanical Labs.
Products Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
METERS:
Electrad. Inc.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
International Resistance Co.
Lynch. Arthur H., Inc.
MICROPHONES:
Mountford. C. E., Inc.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Amplion Co. of America

MOTORS, ELECTRIC PHONO-

Laboratory Rheostat

General Radio Co.
United Scientific Laboratories

NAMEPLATES:
Scovill Mfg. Co.
NUTS:

RHEOSTATS:
Carter Radio Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.

Jur Products.
Electrad, Inc.,
De

General Radio Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Yaxley Co.
SCHOOLS, RADIO:

National Radio Institute.
Radio Institute of America

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS:
Aluminum Co. of America
Scowl!' Mfg. Co.

METAL:
Aluminum Co. of America.
Copper and Brase Research
OSCILLOGRAPH:
Assn.
Burt. Dr. Rob't C.
General Radio Co.
SHIELDS, TUBE:
Carter Radio Co.
OSCILLOSCOPE:
Burt. Dr. Rob't C.
S HORT WAVE APPARATUS:
Mfg.
Co.
Elec.
&
Westinghouse
Cardwell Allen D., Co.
General (Radio Co.
PANELS, COMPOSITION:
Radio Engineering Laboratories.
Formica Insulation Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. CO.
SOCKETS, TUBE:
PANELS, METAL:
General Radio Co.
Aluminum Co. of America
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.

Seovill Mfg. Co.

S HIELDING,

)
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SOLDER:
TRANSFORMERS. POWER:
Chicago Solder Co. (Hester).
American Transformer Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
SOUND CHAMBERS:
General Radio Co.
Ampnon Corp.
Muter, Leslie. Co., Inc.
Temple. Inc.
National Co.
Scott Transformer Co.
SPEAKERS:
Silver-Marshall. Inc.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Amplion Corp.
Transformer Co. of America.
Temple, Inc.
Tyrman Co.
STAMPINGS, METAL:
Victoreen Corp.
Aluminum Co. of America
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.

SUBPANELS:
Formica Ins. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
SWITCHES:
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
General Radio Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Yaxlcy Co.
TAPPERS
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
TELEVISION PARTS:
Allen Bradley Co.
Glarustot Co., Inc.
Insulin,. co.
TESTERS, B- ELIMINATOR:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
TESTERS. TUBE:
Gieneral Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
General Radio Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
-

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Co. of America.

T,rrman Co.
Victoreen Corp.
TRANSFORMERS, FILAMENT
HEATING:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Silver- Marshall, Inc.
Thordarson

Electric
Co.
Transformer Corp. ofMfg.
America.

TRANSFORMERS, OUTPUT:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
arasalertKElectic Co.

cost

last longer.

TUNED:
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.

TUBES, A. C.:

Arcturus Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Ceco Mfg. Co.
Cunningham. E. T. Co.
De Forest Radio Co

Gold Seal Elec. Co.. Inc.
TUBES, RECTIFIER:

Arcturua Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Ceco Mfg. Co.
Cunningham. E. T.. Co.
Gold Seal Elec. Co., Inc.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
TUBES, TELEVISION
(See Cells, Pbotoeteet rig
TUBES, VACUUM:

Arcturus Co.
Armstrong Elec. Co.
Ceeo Mfg. Co.
Cunningham. E. T. Co.
Gold Seal Elec. Co.. Inc.
De Forest Radio Co.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
TESTING KITS:
UNITS. SPEAKER:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Atnplion Corp.
Temple, Inc.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
VOLTMETERS,
Electrical Testing Labs.
A. C.;
General Radio Co.
TINFOIL:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Reynolds Metals Co., Inc.
Weston Elee. Instrument Corp.
TOOLS:
VOLTMETERS, D. C.:
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
General Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
American Transformer Co.
1Vestou Elev. Instrument Corp.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti Ltd.
WASHERS:
General Radio
Aluminum Co. of America
Hares Electric Co.
Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Muter. Leslie, Co., Inc.
Sbakeproof Lock Washer Co.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
WIRE, ANTENNA:
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
Scott
Bel ten Mfg. Co.
Thordarson` Electric M[
I)udlo Mfg. Corn.
Transformer Co. of America.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
Victoreen Corp.
WIRE, BARE COPPER:
TRANSFORMERS. B- ELIMINBelden Mfg. Co.
ATOR:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
American Transformer Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons. Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ferranti, Ltd.
WIRE. COTTON COVERED:
General Radio
Muter, Leslie. Co.
Inc.
Silver -Marshall, Co..
Inc.
Scott Transformer
Co.

They

no more but

TRANSFORMERS, R. F.,

Belden Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons Co.

WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER:
Belden mfg. Co.
I)udlo Mfg. Corp.

PRONOUNCED

SEE

IFIA113110

---

C©

TIMES

I` performance that counts.
And it doesn't take a critical ear
to note the great improvement a set
of CeCo Tubes make in reception.
It's a simple matter to avoid disappointing results by making sure
that a CeCo Tube occupies each
socket of your set.
The exclusive CeCo method of
evacuation is largely responsible for
their outstanding performance and is
directly responsible for their longer
operating life for which CeCo tubes
have gained a country-wide reputation.
No matter what your tube requirements may be -there are CeCo Tubes
made to meet every radio need in
both A.C. and D.C. types as well as
in "special purpose" types which are
obtainable nowhere else.

Try a set of CeCo Tubes and you,
too. will find how much better they
improve reception. A CeCo dealer
will gladly advise von which types
to use to obtain the best results.

Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.

WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Belden Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mtg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.

WIRE. PIGTAIL:
Belden Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling. J. A.. Sons Co.

Tune in Monday Evenings to
the nearest of the 18 Colombia
Broadcasting stations and hear
the musical program of the
CeCo Couriers-8 I'. Jl. Eastern

standard tint:.

WIRE. SILK COVERED:

Belden Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.

Muter, Leslie, Co.. Inc.
WIRE. TINNED COPPER:
National Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Scott Transformer Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons, Co.
'Transformer Corp. of America.
Tyrman Co.
ZINC, FOIL:
Victoreen Corp.
Reynolds Metals Co.. Inc.

CeCo MANUFACTURING Co., Inc.
P R O V I D E N C E.

R. I.
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FOIL

There is no better

recommendation
than to have the outstanding leaders of an industry
continue to buy your product in ever-increasing
quantities for use with their own manufactures.
Hardwick, Field, Inc. points with pride to the list
of those (given in part below) who are now using
There could be no better
Har -field Resistors.
recommendation.

OF ALL KINDS
Aluminum
Composition
Lead
Tin
Zinc

Western

Union
Company

Telegraph

Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Splitdorf Electric Co.

Colonial

Radio Corp.

Electric Co.
Storage
Philadelphia
Battery Company
Samson

a r I s o n Tel.
Manufacturing Company
Roister Radio Corporation
American Transformer Co.

Stromberg -C

Fansteel Products Co.
Martin Copeland Co.

Zenith

Corporation

Radio

Tell us about the resistor you want. If we can't
supply you from our standard range of sizes, we
shall be glad to make up sample for you with prices.
Write to

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC.

REYNOLDS

Sates OHtee:
122

wich Street,
New York
City.

METALS CO., INC.
LOUISVILLE,

Green -

A

L fl
r El
H R-FI
hitie H
.'me
r.,1

tt

KENTUCKY

Factory:
215 Emmet

Street,

WIRE -WOUND

Newark,

RESISTORS

N.J.

`
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"YOU CAN FORGET THE CONDENSERS, IF THEY ARE DUBILIER'S"

t

r2
n

1

I.,LEf.Ptl.

High Quality Radio Products
that are the choice of
experienced set builders

er- r -rack

cr- r -ra$li r

Beldenamel Aerial Kit

Eliminate Interference
with one of these Devices
The advent of partial and complete electrification of radio sets has brought about
new problems resulting from the picking
up of stray power line noises.
These scientifically designed interference
eliminators will make your set operate as
quietly as with batteries.
Types 1 ($5.00) and 2 ($7.50) are of a leaser design; the No. 2 unit having double
the No. 1 capacity.
Type 3 makes use of a specially designed
filter net work. This unit because of its
highly developed choke coil and shunt
condenser system has wonderfully fine
filter characteristics. Price $15.00.

Dubilier Light
Socket Aerial
"A Moulded Bakelite Product"

simple device plugged into
any light socket -does away
with aerials and lightning
arrestors. Will work on any
set. No current consumed.
If your dealer can't supply
you, write to us direct. Price

R. M. A. Standard
complete aerial kit that contains every item essential to an
efficient outdoor antenna system,
such as aerial, ground and lead-in
wires, lightning arrester, lead -in
strip, ground clamp, glass insulators. nail -on knobs, etc. The Beldenamel Aerial Wire cannot corrode
in service. The Beldenamel Jr.
Aerial Kit, Belden Bare Conner
Aerial Klt, and Belden Jr. Bare
Copper Aerial Kit are also furnished
for your particular needs.
A

Belden Indoor Aerial Kit

An ideal assortment for an indoor aerial,
containing aerial wire, ground wire, ground
clamp and instruction sheet. The neutral brown
braid on the aerial wire is easily concealed
on the moulding or around a window Iran,.

Belden Colorubber Hookup
Wire
Ideal for set hookups and wiring. Flexible
and easily fitted. Different colored rubber

insulations make circuit wiring easier.

Tinned stranded wire and cotton serve
under Colorubber keep wire free from rubber
and make stripping and soldering easy.

An amazing new Idea In loudspeaker extension
cords. The extension wires are imbedded in a
flat rubber strip permitting the cord to be run
tinder the rug from the receiver to any part of
the room. It lies flat on the floor, unnoticed, and
without causing the rug to wear. Convenient
terminals are provided on both ends. Ask your
dealer to show you one today?

$1.50.
71

for free c:tt:dog

Dubilier
CONDENSER CORPORATION
IO East 43rd Street, New York Cite

Belden Manufacturing Company
2302A S. Western Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Sp+A.r
aYrm.rxf

bev/oN;

t;

Get them from your dealer!

A

Address Dept.

t

Belden Speaker
Extension Floor Cord

'

l
I
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SCOTT'S World's Record
SHIELD GRID NINE

DX Performer
Radio's Greatest
Selectivity --Wonderful Tone-- Tremendous Volume
Gives You HaírLíne

For three years the Scott World's Record
Receiver has challenged the world of radio
to equal its amazing performance. Today
the challenge is still unanswered!
If ever, the ultimate in radio has been attained -here it is!- in the NEW Scott Shield
Grid Nine. The New Scott Nine is the logical

development of the famous original Scott
Worlds Record Receiver, which during a
test of three months established FOUR
WORLD'S RECORDS on distant reception, and brought in stations night after

6,000 to 6,000 miles distant. This New Scott Receiver provides reception such ea only the fine custom built set can offer -reception such as you have only to
hear once to realize that this wonderful receiver is fully
years in advance of radio development today.

night

4

Build
Hourswithto tricky

adjustno
Here's a set
ments. You can build it in 4 hours
easily. Panel and sub -panel are
drilled to receive each part. Simply wire it
up -plug in -and you have your receiver operating
at maximum efficiency. Shielded Grid Amplifier Unit
comes fully tested and wired. Transformers are perfectly matched, with no exterior adjustments to make.

Tuned R. F. and Shield Grid Long
Wave R. F. Give Amazing Results
The output of the Scott Shield Grid Nine is
much greater than the average good "super"
for two fundamental reasons. First, the completely shielded stage of high gain T. R. F.
delivers an input to the Shield Grid Ampli-

fier equivalent to the output of the best
4 -tube T. R. F. receivers. This gives the
Shield Grid Amplifier a much stronger signal to work
with, than in the ordinary straight "super"-a tre-

mendous advantage obtainable in no other 'super."
The second reason for the greater output is the design, construction and complete scientific shielding of

the Scott Shield Grid Long Range Amplifier. affording this unit a far greater amplification factor than
any existing screen grid long range amplifier.

Operating Cost
Extreme Selectivity Low
The New Scott Shield Grid Nine
operated with dry batteries, and
Always Obtainable nomically
will give ample volume for the average
can be eco-

The tremendous output of the New Scott
means extreme selectivity -not "fussy"
uncertain selectivity, but razor-edge sensivity obtained in a stable circuit condition with tubes operated at normal voltage.

, Precision Matching of Parts

home. The eight tubes incorporated in the
receiver draw only 29 mils. Maximum volume is obtained by the use of the Scott Power Pack and Amplifier incorporating the ninth tube for the second stage
of audio. This is the latest 250 power tube giving tremendous volume with perfect tone quality.

We Guarantee

set, and are matched with absolute precision. The
extreme care taken in testing and matching of parts
a one of the reasons why the New Scott outperform
n all competitive tests of distances, selectivity. vol
urne and tone. All stations come in at one point only

SET BUILDERS
SELL in a Protected

Market

read,. ery word of Mr. Scott's
statement which appears on page four and five.
This is a serious situation. If you are to buildup
a permanent. prosperous radio business foryourself, you must have the kind of support that Scott
gives you.Youcan'tafford tospend time. effortand
ability building up a demand in your community
only to have itaupplied throughnet -price catalogs.
Set builders should

Get Behind This Fine Receiver

It sells on demonstration. We help you to secure
and bringin prospects throughour elaborate sales
plan, which includes mailing folders with your
name imprinted. especial SalesManual and other
sales helps. Tie up with the Scott Plan. Make
each day build for the future, toward theday when
you will have a real. genuine established business.

that you can build the

New Scott Nine and get the same results
use obtain front orrr Laboratory Models.

The New Scott uses shield grid tubes in an
improved circuit with new power pack
and amplifier. All parts of this amazing
receiver are designed especially for this

CO.
SCOTT TRANSFORMER
ILL.
CHICAGO,
Avenue
4449 Ravenswood

further improvement is evidenced in the
fact that both dials track together.

on the dial; a

Diagram
and Particulars

EECircuit

Write at once for full particulars! Get the
facts about this amazing new world's record receiver- its low cost limitless range
tremendous power -10 kilocycle "razor -

-

-

edge" selectivity. Build this set and enjoy radio at
its best! Free Circuit diagrams. Also copies of 6,000
to 9,000 mile reception verification. Mail coupon today for the interesting information.

This Today- r -Mail
Transformer
I

Scott

Co.

4448 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send me FREE circuit diagram. records and
full particulars of this new Scott Shield Grid Nine.

O I am interested in your proposition to professional set builders.

Name
Street
Town

State
WILLIAMS PRESS, INC., NEW YORK- ALIANT

tIe 8e

inostSuccessful

Designs

-practical

helps for amateur
and professional Builders
H[RE are described -and illustrated
understandable, interesting
terms, the newest designs in A. C.
Power Amplifiers. Every single one has
been proved practical.
This authentic A C Manual is the work
of Merle Duston, well -known engineer
and the author of many radio text
books. Mr. Duston has condensed in
this valuable volume the best efforts of
the industry covering the past year of

-in

-

Radio's greatest development.
Any builder- amateur or professional
can construct a set or power amplifier of
the most approved design

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Company

Send copy of Dustin's A C Manual to

from the instructions in this
text book. And for general
reference to the new tubes
and parts the Duston A C
Manual should be in the possession of every up -to -date
radio enthusiast.

(name)

(street)
20c inclosed.

(city and state/

A limited supply of this
splendid A C Manual is
available through the

Don g

a n

Laboratories.

Send 20 cents for a copy
to be mailed to you.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2995-3001 Franklin St.,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Hagel Radio Power Plugs and Mountings of Bakelite Molded.

Eugene A. Hagel. Chicago.

Ill. Manufacturers

Radio Power Plugs and Mountings
of Bakelite Molded
RICH in color and lústrous of
surface, the Hagel Power
Plugs and Mountings of Bakelite
Molded have a quality appearance in keeping with their fine
and sturdy construction. The
use of Bakelite Molded for these
parts also provided high physical
and dielectric strength, and resistance to all ordinary conditions of heat and moisture.
The base and cap of the plug
have matched threading formed
in the molding process, affording
perfect interchangeability of like

par t s.

Accurately positioned
holes for attachment screws and
for pins on both plugs and

mountings, and sharp relief lettering are also formed in the
mold.

Bakelite Engineering
Service

Intimate knowledge of thousands of varied applications of
Bakelite
Materials combined
with eighteen years' experience
in the development of phenol
resinoids for radio uses provides
a valuable background for the
cooperation offered by our engineers and research laboratories.
Write for Booklet 38M., Bakelite
Molded.

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
BAKELITE CORP. OF CANADA. LTD..

Chicago Office: 635 W. 22nd Street
163

Dufferin St.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada

BAK .LITE
THE MATE RIAL OF
The reg.stcr.J
u
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